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Disclaimer 
 

Look, I hate these things as much as anyone but they are necessary. The content in this book is 

designed to be used as a resource only and not as a definitive plan for any individual. Some or 

all of the material in this book might not be right or appropriate for your own personal 

situation. It is up to the reader to determine which parts of this book, if any, are relevant and 

appropriate for them and their situation. 

The reader assumes total responsibility for the use or application of any part of this book. The 

writers, publishers and resellers of this book cannot be held responsible for the actions of 

anyone reading it. It is the reader’s choice and responsibility as to which parts of the book to 

follow and how they intend to use the information or apply it. 

If you are careful and just take responsibility for your actions and use of this book you should be 

fine. Just be careful and use the information or parts of this book that you think apply to you. It 

is your choice and your responsibility. 

Now that we have got this all behind us, let’s get started! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright 2022 All Rights Reserved 

No part of this book can be duplicated, reproduced or otherwise used in any form or format whatsoever 

with the written express permission of David V. Peters.  
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About this Book 
 

 

 

 

Before we get started I wanted to cover a few things so you will be better able to 

get the most out of reading this book.  Sometimes, knowing the purpose and style 

of a book before reading it allows the reader to get more out of whatever it is that 

they are reading. 

Whenever I start writing a book, I develop an outline that I follow during the 

writing process. But usually along the way I add topics and content that I think will 

enhance the quality and content of the book. In the case of this book, that “extra” 

content added about 75 pages to the book! 

Because of this, sometimes certain content might be relevant to more than one 

topic or chapter. When this happens you might see bits of content repeated from 

time to time. The intention of this is to give the reader enough background to 

fully understand what they are reading. Since many readers go right to what they 

are most interested in and do not start from page one, this style of writing has 

proven to be very effective and is liked by almost everyone. 

Also, this book is written to make you really think about yourself, your life and 

what goes on around you. Things you might never realize or even thought of. It is 

not designed to be a fully developed expert analysis of every topic with the book. 
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In order to do that the book might have to be 1,000 pages and no one wants to 

read that! 

If something in the book captures your interest, I suggest that you seek out other 

books on that subject to further broaden your knowledge and expertise. But for 

now, let’s hope the content in this book makes you stop and think about certain 

things that you either took for granted or didn’t know existed. 

Last, but certainly not least. I am going to ask you to go within yourself and ask 

yourself some questions. Most of these questions will be easy but some might 

really hit home. All I ask is that you answer them completely honestly. Remember 

all of this is private and need not be shared with anyone else if you do not want 

to. So not be honest is just going to be fooling yourself and stand in the way of 

you getting the knowledge and insights that you need. 

Now that we have got all of that out of the way. Let’s start brainstorming 

tomorrow!  
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Introduction 
 

 

 

Welcome to Brainstorming Tomorrow. I started writing this book because I 

have studied people and how they react to both normal and unique situations that 

have come into their lives. Over the years in my career I have worked in a variety 

of companies ranging in size from small one man operations up to and including 

Fortune 500 Companies. And while some of the situation and problems were 

unique to each particular business, there were many situations and problems that 

were primarily the same. 

Over the years I have worked with hundreds, if not thousands of people, and 

have learned many things from each of these people. From how they approached 

their jobs and career s as well as life in general. How they handled their everyday 

lives as well as problem solutions as they came about. Needless to say, I have seen 

how things are done correctly and how they were handled very wrong. And 

throughout this process I have become smarter and have been able to handle life 

much better as the years go by. 

I want to say right from the start that I am by no means special nor do I 

possess any unique skills that enable me to achieve things that are not possible for 

anyone else. In fact, I think of myself as just the opposite. I see myself not as 

someone who is better than anyone else or more capable than anyone else. 

Instead, I see myself as being someone who is just like anyone who might be 

reading this book. 

It is a misconception that some people are just better, smarter or more 

capable than anyone else. While there are a few people who are blessed with 

extremely high intelligence, the fact is that the vast majority of people are just like 

you and I and the people we meet or interact with on a daily basis. Our friends, 

family and those people we come in contact with during our ordinary lives. 
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That being said, I am sure you have noticed in your own life how some people 

just seems to get all the breaks or manage to achieve far more than everyone else. 

You might even be in awe of some of these people and wish you could do the same 

in your life. I am here to tell you that you can. This is not something I think you can 

do. It is something I KNOW you can do! 

I have made it one of my life’s goals to understand people and how they 

approach life. I wanted to find out why some people seem to get all the breaks, get 

the best jobs, have the best families and accomplish so much more than other 

people. I was interested in this because I wanted to see how I could achieve the 

same goals in my life. How I could do better in my own life and create the lifestyle 

that I wanted for myself and my family. 

This learning experience encompassed over 40 years of my life. This was not 

one of those “let’s read a book and learn something in 3 weeks” kind of process. 

What started out as a curiosity soon turned into a full-fledged and lifelong search 

into what makes life work and how people can get more of what they want and 

need in their lives. In other words, I wanted to learn the so-called “secrets” of 

prosperity and success. 

The journey was both extremely interesting and eye-opening. As it turned 

out, I was right about a lot of things I thought and dead wrong about a lot of other 

stuff I thought as well. I discovered that a lot of what I was taught was indeed wrong 

or just not right for me. I also found out that I was doing things in my own life that 

were holding me back. Things I was doing with all the right intentions that were 

giving me all the wrong results. 

Even more important, I found out the more I studied, the easier it appeared 

to gather success and make meaningful and long lasting changes in your life and in 

your future. I have taken several courses, achieving a few certifications along the 

way, and have made a few important discoveries along the way as well. 

My writing this book is my way of trying to help people like you and I that 

might not have the information or knowledge available for them to help 

themselves. I wanted to take what I have learned over these many years and 

condense it all down into one book that would make it much easier for people to 

achieve more of what they want and need in their lives. 
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The result was Brainstorming Tomorrow and I hope by you reading it that I 

can help you make changes in your life that will help make you happier and more 

fulfilled. I want you to get more out of life and I want you to be able to do more of 

the things you want and less of those things you dislike. 

Before we get started, though, I want to make one thing perfectly clear. And 

I really want you to believe this in your heart and soul because it is that important. 

You can do this. 

I do not think this, I know this. If you read this book and learn the materials 

contained in it, you WILL create a happier and more fulfilling life for yourself and 

your family. While you might not know it at this point, you already have what you 

need to accomplish most of your goals. And whatever it might be that you do not 

already have can be easily obtained to help more you forward. 

So let’s get started creating a new life and lifestyle for you. A lifestyle that 

will help you get more out of life, enjoy more of your life and create a lifestyle that 

is aligned with your own hopes, dreams and values. 
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Who the Heck Am I? 
 

 

 

 

Most books today are written by people that you know little or nothing 

about. All you get is the little info-bio on the book jacket or back page. Well, for 

most of us reading these kinds of books, sometimes that just isn’t enough. 

Sometimes we develop certain perceptions about people that are just not accurate 

and might keep us from approaching the book from a completely wrong direction.  

To help erase that problem from the start, here is a short little description of 

who I am in real life and why you might benefit from reading this book. 

I am an older (not THAT old!) man living in the United States. I have held 

various jobs in my career over the years from small one man operations all the way 

up to major corporations. Along the way I have met and worked with a lot of 

different kinds of people from complete doofuses up to people I have great 

admiration for. And a lot of people in between as well. 

I am married with two grown children and two wonderful grand children who 

are the focus of my life at this point in time. They indeed have brought an entirely 

different perspective to my life as have my wife and children as well. 

Along the way in my life I have made mistakes. I admit them but also learned 

from them. I have been fired and laid off along the way as well. But perhaps one of 

my greatest sources of pride is that every time I moved from job to job, whether by 

necessity or choice, that next job was better than the one before. 

I tell you all of that because I want you to understand a few things about me 

that are important to how you view yourself and this book. 

Like you I have made mistakes. 
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Like you I am not perfect. 

And like you I would have done some things differently given the chance. 

I am not a scholar or brainiac by any stretch of the imagination. Most of the 

time I am not the smartest person in the room. And I have learned that this is OK 

and it is often not the best idea to try and prove that I am. 

I do not have a 4 year college degree and do not feel I am any less of a person 

because of that. I did not often feel this way but over the course of my life I have 

met and worked with so many really smart and productive people without degrees 

that I realize college degrees are not meant for everyone and that is OK. 

I have also learned a hell of a lot over the years from my life experiences 

along with the people I have met and the courses I have taken. And I can honestly 

say that I mention the people first because I have learned a hell of a lot more from 

them than I did in any classroom. Both good and bad. 

I have the benefit of looking back over several decades and taking what I 

have learned and read and using that to help raise and teach my children. And I am 

proud to say that I am very proud of how they turned out either because of me or 

in spite of me! 

I also have written and read a lot of books as well over my lifetime and this 

is my latest one. Hopefully my best one. I decided to write this one because over 

those same years I have learned a lot about life and success that I never saw in any 

book. I also found out through personal experience that we have an enormous 

ability to change our future. 

I have learned just how easy it is to get more of what we want out of life and 

how we also can get rid of a lot of the stuff we don’t like at the same time. And we 

can do it with the resources we all have available to us. 

I guess what I am saying is that I hope after reading this short bio that your 

mind is telling you that the one who wrote this book is not unique or special in any 

way. And if he could accomplish things in his life you sure as heck can do the same. 

And if you have realized this already, then I am very happy for you and writing 

this little bio has been more than worth it. Because I did not write this book to 

become rich. I wrote it because I enjoy writing and because I want to help people 
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because along the way a lot of people helped me. Even though I might not have 

realized it at the time. 

So let’s get started helping you. Because that is what this whole book is all 

about. 

Helping you. 
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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

We all need to walk before we can run so let’s take a look at some of the 

basics that we will need to learn and accept as part of the process. Little things that 

we must understand before we can proceed to identifying and making the changes 

we need to get more out of life. 

The reason most people fail to get the results they want is because they 

either have no idea what they really want or how to actually go about getting the 

things they need in their lives. Think about this for a moment: 

You would never hop in the car and embark on a cross country trip without 

a map and/or a GPS to help you get to where you want to go. You would not have 

the faintest idea of which roads to take and where to turn off one road to get to 

the next and so on. The chances of you actually getting to where you want to go in 

a reasonable time frame would be practically nil. You might eventually get there 

but only after a lot of wasted time, resources and wrong turns. 

And the basics we are about to cover are going to allow you to embark on 

whatever journey you might have in mind and get there in a reasonable amount of 

time. You might still make a wrong turn or two as you learn about yourself on your 

journey, you will also develop a keen amount of awareness that will help serve you 

well in your future. 

You might be tempted to skip this chapter and I am fairly certain that many 

people who will start reading this book will do so. They will undoubtedly feel that 

the basics are beneath them and that they already need to know what they are 

going to need to know. 
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Please do not do that. Read this book in order from cover to cover. Do not 

skip over anything no matter how much you feel that you already know that 

content. The reason for this is that this book is designed to give you a firm 

foundation on what you need to know before we move on to the next topic or 

phase. If you miss or do not understand something we already covered, that might 

prevent you from understanding things we will cover in the future. 

So go through every item and read through everything until you understand 

it. You might have to re-read a thing or two or even stop to think about something 

and put it in the right context. That is perfectly normal and natural. Do not rush 

through something to get to the next thing. Move on only when you understand 

what you have already read. 

One last tip. As you read through every item, try and think about that 

particular item in terms of how it pertains to your life and your situation. Think of 

it in terms of how it relates to your particular situation. Make it as real and 

individual as you possibly can. When you make something real and personal to you, 

it helps your mind embrace this new knowledge and really learn it. 

OK, let’s move on with the basics. 
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Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow 
 

 

 

 

We all tend to get caught up in what we are going to do with our future, what 

we did in our past and what we are trying to do today. And in truth, all of those 

three things are important to our lives. But in order to truly get in the right frame 

of mind, we need to understand the past, the present and our future and how they 

relate to each other and help form our lives. 

The past involves everything we have done or experienced so far in life. We 

cannot go back and change it and although we often have regrets about things we 

have already done, nothing we can do can change what has already happened. 

The only thing we can do with our best is to learn from it so we do not repeat 

the mistakes we have already made. The only thing worse than making a horrible 

mistake is making that same horrible mistake again in the future. 

So when we think about the past, let’s use it as a learning tool. Understand 

what we did that was right and worked out well and try to repeat those actions and 

behaviors to get better results now and in the future. 

At the same time, take those mistakes and bad actions we made and dissect 

them and learn from them so we do not make the same mistakes over and over 

again. And be honest with yourself. Admit you made a wrong decision or did a bad 

thing and learn from it. Because stronger for it and more formidable for it. 

Sometimes the largest failure becomes that most important lesson we can learn to 

create the best behaviors and attitudes moving forward. 
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Do not spend today and tomorrow lambasting yourself over what has 

already happened in your past. Do not beat yourself up and allow those bad 

feelings and regrets follow you into today and tomorrow. Accept what has already 

happened and take the step necessary so it doesn’t happen again. Say you are sorry 

to people you have hurt, learn from mistakes you have made and make it your goal 

to move on from your mistakes by becoming stronger and smarter because of 

them. 

As far as your future is concerned, it is important to understand that you only 

have partial control over your future. The future has not happened yet so the things 

you think and do today will impact what is going to happen in your future. The main 

thing to keep in mind about your future is that you will have some control over 

what happens tomorrow. Not total control because there always will be external 

forces in play but some control. 

For example, you can create a better future tomorrow by doing certain things 

today that will help prepare you for where you think your future should go. A 

perfect example might be getting a college degree because your intended goals in 

life require such a degree. Or maybe eating less today will allow you to lose weight 

tomorrow. 

So as of now we should realize that your past has already occurred and you 

cannot go back and change any of it. We also understand that our future has not 

happened yet so all we can do is start writing on the slate of our future so that it 

will turn into something we believe we want and is best for us. 

Which leads us today. Or the present, however you wish to look at it. 

We need to understand that the things we do today are the only things we 

have direct control over at any particular moment. Today we can decide whether 

to stick to our diet or have a fast food lunch and an ice cream sundae for dessert. 

One choice will allow us to weigh less tomorrow while the other choice will cause 

us to gain weight. It’s not complicated. 

I have found that the best thing we can do whenever we have to make a 

decision is to ask ourselves one very simple question. That question is “Will this 

bring be closer or further away from my goals?” If something will take us away from 
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our goals we probably should not do it. If it brings us closer to our goals it might be 

a good idea to go down that path. 

Many people never look at their lives in this manner. They never realize that 

it is those things we do today, and those decisions we make today, that will help 

determine what will happen in our future. They tend to obsess over their past and 

what has already happened or worry about what is going to happen tomorrow. 

They never realize that it is only the things we do right now that help us 

exhibit some degree of control over our future and our happiness. If you can 

convince yourself to adopt this mindset you will already be ahead of many people 

in this world. Learn from your past and make decisions and take actions today to 

help form your future. 
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Creating an Open Mind 
 

 

 

During the course of reading this book you are going to digest a ton of 

information and topics. Some of these topics you are going to agree with and some 

you might not. And that’s OK. But it is critical that anyone reading this book do so 

with an open mind. 

And by that I do not mean agreeing with everything blindly. Some of what is 

in this book might be against your own particular way of thinking or situation and 

that is fine as well. But I do not want anyone to just outright dismiss something as 

not being correct just because your own mindset happens to disagree with it. 

Some of what you read might upset you because although you know deep 

down it is right your actions and behavior takes you in another direction. And that’s 

OK as well. If you read someone that angers you or that you disagree with, stop and 

ask yourself why? Perhaps it is something you have been conditioned to disagree 

with or perhaps something represents a harder process to follow than what you 

would like to do. Sometimes it is not about what is right or wrong but instead how 

you approach things in general. 

For example, today there are a LOT of people who seem to think that 

government or other people owe then something for just being born on this planet. 

These entitled people believe they are entitled to the same things that other 

people, who worked long and hard to get these things, already have in their lives. 

In other words, they feel that they should be given things for free that others 

worked hard to get for themselves. 

Or, you have people who believe that their religion is right and all others are 

wrong whereas other people who believe differently feel that same way about their 
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beliefs. In these cases there are no right or wrong answers just different sets of 

beliefs. And those beliefs come through our own thoughts, values and upbringing.  

As you go through this book are going to cover many beliefs, values, 

behaviors and other factors that all point towards living the life that YOU want to 

live. If you are like the vast majority of people reading this book, you are going to 

find somethings that challenge your current beliefs. Statements you read that go 

against what you have been taught or assumed were true. 

I am not asking you to accept everything as the gospel truth. What I am 

asking you is that you approach everything in this book with an open mind. By that 

I mean not outright dismissing anything without carefully thinking it through. 

Everything in this book represents things I have found to be true or to be 

positive influences in life. So maybe your take an initial view that these things are 

true and then try to convince yourself otherwise if that is what you want to do. 

Nothing in this book represents any hidden agenda on my part and I do not stand 

to gain anything by trying to get you to believe any falsehoods on my part. 

Another thing to understand is that while you might not believe something 

to be true the vast majority of people do find it true and if you are going to interact 

with these people and get more of what you want out of life, well, you are going to 

have to play by their rules. Contrary to what you might think, life is not all black and 

white. These is a heck of a lot of gray area in everyone’s life. 

So as you come to every item or topic in this book, give it a fair chance. Really 

think things through and decide for yourself whether what you are reading is true 

or not. But also be aware that just because something is harder or more difficult 

does not make it wrong. And also do not fall into the trap of thinking the easy way 

is the right way. 

And as you are reading through this book and something makes you feel 

uneasy or angry, stop and think about why your reacted in that manner. Chances 

are there is some truth to what you read and that your mind is taking issue with 

that for some reason. 

Ask yourself “If this is true, how will embracing this change my life or alter 

my thinking or behavior?” Another question you might ask yourself might be “How 
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will changing my views on this change my behavior?” Last, but certainly not least, 

ask yourself “Will believing this help bring me closer to my goals or further away?” 

Also keep in mind that the great part about reading this book is that you are 

doing it all by yourself. You can be honest with yourself without worrying about 

being embarrassed and without having to admit to anyone else that you might be 

wrong about something. 

You are reading this book primarily for one important reason. And that is to 

make your life happier and better. Being open and honest with yourself will help 

make that goal much easier and faster to achieve. So be open and honest with 

yourself so you get the best results in the shortest period of time. 
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Your Unique View of the World 
 

 

 

 

Show three people a painting and you will likely get three different views on 

what the painting really is or what it is all about. This is because everyone views 

things in their own unique way. This is because each of us is different because we 

have all had different experiences and events in our lives. And every one of these 

experiences and events have contributed to how we view the world and our role in 

it. 

And it is also very important to realize and understand that all of these 

different views and interpretations of the world are not all correct or right or 

wrong. Instead, they are just manifestation of how we think and why we think the 

way that we do about certain things. 

For example, people who grow up in households where there is not a lot of 

love and understanding will usually view the world differently than people who 

grew up in a loving and supportive home. One person might view the world as a 

cold and harsh place where we all have to fight for everything while another might 

view the world as being full of opportunities just there for the asking. 

Now if we are honest about the world we live in we will realize that the truth 

about this world lies somewhere in the middle. Yes parts of life are cold and harsh 

but there are also a great deal of caring people who are ready and willing to help 

us. And while life might be hard for some, for others there are opportunities out 

there that will help them move forward in their lives. 

It has been said that every experience and observation we have experienced 

helped draw a picture in our minds about how life really is. If you grew up with 
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money your view of life will be different than it is for someone who grew up poor. 

If you grew up healthy your view will likely be different than if you grew up fighting 

a disease or other medical condition. Everything you experience will contribute to 

who you are and how you view the world in which you live. 

Why is this important to believe and understand? Well, for starters, how you 

view things contributes to your attitudes and how you tend to react and cope with 

certain things as they appear in your life. If you had a tough time in some way 

growing up you might have a chip on your shoulder or an attitude about some 

people or some situations. You might have been teased or bullied as a young person 

and that has left you with painful memories and emotional scars. 

You might even have self-limiting beliefs based on how others in your life 

have been treated or how they lived their own lives. For example, you might 

honestly believe that you are not capable or worthy of living a better life because 

someone told you that as a small child. You might believe you are not smart enough 

or caring enough to succeed because people have always told you that. 

Because of this you might not pursue all the opportunities that are available 

to you. You might not think you are smart enough to get a college degree or 

talented enough to get a better job or to achieve a certain goal or desire. But keep 

in mind that just because you believe something does not make it true. You might 

be very smart and think you are not. You might be a great singer or painter or 

athlete but think you are not. 

How you view life, and your role in it can have a huge impact on the direction 

your life takes and your efforts to make the most of who and what you are. Our 

brains and bodies are capable of accomplishing amazing things. But our minds are 

also full of self-limiting thoughts and behaviors that keep us from achieving all we 

are capable of. It is up to us to change how we think about ourselves and our roles 

in life. We need to do this not only for ourselves but for those around us as well. 

It is also important that we respect the views of other people as well even 

though we might not agree with those views. Just because we think something is 

one way someone else might think the exact opposite. In reality the truth might be 

you way, their way or somewhere in the middle. We usually will be much better off 

if we listen to the ideas, thoughts and views of others and respect those views. 
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All too often people get so caught up in their own views, and become so 

engrained in believing their views are right, that they try to force those views on 

everyone else. While it is all right to support your own views and thoughts, you 

should not try to force them on everyone else. You should allow people to form 

their own opinions and views and respect their choice to believe what they believe. 

Far too much damage has been made in this world by some people trying to 

force their own views and agendas on other people. Do yourself a favor and listen 

to other people and how they view the world in which we all live. Really think about 

what they believe and how they view the world. If everyone did that we would all 

live in a happier world with much more productivity and far less crime and violence. 

But again, that is just my opinion and how I view this world and my role in it. 

What is your view of your world? Do you think a different opinion is always going 

to be wrong? Or is it just a matter of interpretation of things? 

Think about that for a minute before we move on.  
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How You View Yourself 
 

 

 

 

This is probably not something that a lot of people actually give all that much 

thought about. But the truth is how we feel about ourselves and look at ourselves 

can play a huge role in the direction our lives take. 

Some people might think that they are not worthy of achieving success or 

somehow not capable of doing the things that make us successful. Maybe they feel 

they are not smart enough or maybe they feel deep inside that something about 

them make them unworthy of becoming successful. It makes no difference whether 

these feelings are true or not. If the individual believes them to be true that alone 

might be enough to keep them from every getting started on the road to becoming 

more than they currently are. 

Society loves to put labels on people. If you do not look a certain way society 

might make you feel inferior because of it. Society often pushes its own criteria on 

individuals and makes them feel somehow inferior if they do not conform. Social 

media has made this even worse. If you are not slim with a 24 inch waist people 

might fat shame you. If you do not wear the current fashion people shame you. If 

you do not conform to what the current values or attitudes are, society will come 

down on you. 

Our parents and family structure also places labels on you and raises you to 

conform to their ideals and values. Most of the time this is a positive influence 

because it allows newborns and children to develop healthy and positive values, 

goals and morals. But sometimes family structures also pass along negative values 
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such as prejudice and other values towards society that are not constructive or 

positive. 

As a young child we are vastly influenced by what our parents and siblings 

say to us. If we are constantly encouraged and told we were doing a great job we 

will grow up with a lot of confidence and a positive attitude. All because those 

values and attitudes were supported and modelled in front of us during these 

formative years. 

But take the same child and raise them telling them they are no good and 

not smart enough and worthless and they will develop totally different attitudes 

towards themselves that will follow them throughout their lives until they are 

shown something different. In this case we could take the same newborn baby and 

raise two completely different children with two totally different futures. 

It can be very difficult to change how we feel about ourselves and how others 

look at us. It can be a daunting task to ignore the negative or snide comments and 

still tell ourselves we are good and smart people worthy of whatever we want in 

our lives. Many people are incapable of doing this not because they are weak or 

inferior but because it is so difficult to believe that everyone else is wrong and we 

are right. 

Peer pressure is a huge problem for most people growing up and it also 

follows us through adulthood as well. We all want to be accepted and loved and to 

be part of the right groups of people. Everyone wants to have a lot of friends. No 

one wants to be the one who sits alone at lunch or is made fun of on the bus. Yet 

this happens on a regular basis to a lot of people. 

If you have a loving and nurturing family that is a great thing. When you have 

this type of family yoou can bring others into your problems and get help in 

resolving them. More important you can get other people to reinforce to you that 

you are better than what others say about you and that you are more than capable 

to achieving your dreams and goals. The more people who love and support you 

the easier it is to develop a healthy view about yourself and ignore what others 

might be saying. 

But if you do not have a loving and nurturing family the task of developing a 

healthy self-image can be much harder. One thing I can tell you is that it is much 
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harder to go through this alone. This is why you should seek out friends and groups 

that support you and surround yourself with those people. 

Confide in a teacher or external grown up or maybe join a club or other group 

where you can find people to support and nurture you. Believe me when I tell you 

that they exist. As a species we are not designed or intended to go through life 

alone. As humans we are social creatures who rely on others to help us through 

life. 

Our goal is to become comfortable with what and who we are and to feel as 

close to 100% comfortable with who and what we are. We need to stop using 

negative thoughts and attitudes about ourselves and start the process of healing 

those feelings and convincing ourselves that we deserve better. Not that we are 

entitled to better but that we are deserving of better. There is a big difference that 

we will discuss later on. 

For right now, try and think about any part of yourself that you are not 

product of or comfortable with. That could be how you look or how you act or why 

you might not feel worthy of getting more in your life. These negative thoughts and 

views are limiting your ability to get more out of your life. These are the thoughts 

that are keeping your subconscious mind from doings it best and allowing you to 

function at your highest levels. 

Trust me when I tell you that even the worst mistakes can be recovered from. 

We have all made mistakes and we all have been subjected to negative stereotypes 

and behaviors. But those things are now in our past and we have the ability to 

change and ban them from our future. Do not allow your negative perceptions 

destroy your perception of life in general. 

You ARE better and more capable than you think you are. You ARE deserving 

of the best life has to offer if you are willing to work for it. And you already have 

most of the skills and abilities and resources to accomplish great things if you are 

willing to put in the time and effort to do so. 

So if you want others to look at you differently then you first have to look at 

yourself different as well. That is the first step in becoming the individual you want 

to be and not what someone else thinks you should be. 
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How You View Other People 
 

 

 

 

Have you given much thought to what you think about other people? Do you 

think people are mostly good? Mostly bad? Do you think people are out there to 

help you or to make your lives harder than they need to be? Do you accept people 

the way they are or are you critical and dismissive of people who do not meet your 

standards? 

And at the same time, how do you view yourself? Do you think you are 

smarter or better than other people? Or do you feel that others are somehow 

better than you? How you view yourself and your role in this world can have a 

profound impact on how you react to life in general and the other people in your 

life. 

How we view others usually comes from our own internal values and morals. 

If your values are very conservative you might think that person with the bright 

blue hair is an idiot for coloring his hair in the manner. This is not because he or she 

was right or wrong in choosing this hair color but instead because in doing so they 

violated some code within you. 

Very often how we view other people helps create improper perceptions of 

them. You might perceive that the person with the blue hair is not very bright and 

the person with the 3-piece suit is very smart and very successful. The reality might 

be the exact opposite.  

That person with the blue hair might be a very successful person with their 

own business and possibly a millionaire. While the guy with the 3 piece suit might 
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have just been fired from his 4th job in the last year because he was just not smart 

enough and he is on his way to yet another interview which he will do poorly in. 

The key is being able to see people how they really are and not what you 

perceive them to be. You might think that someone is a very smart and honest 

person only to find out they are con artists and cheats. Or you might think people 

are con artists and cheats and then find out that this is exactly what they are. But 

the different is one view is a perception and might or might not be true while the 

other is a reality based on actual experience, observations and facts. 

Many of us create these false or improper perceptions all the time in our 

lives. And because of these false perceptions they lead us to make wrong choices 

and incorrect judgments of people. This often leads to missed opportunities and a 

less than stellar track record when it comes to making the right choices at the right 

times. 

As a country and as an entire world we have allowed snap judgments and 

perceptions rule our thoughts. This has led to prejudice based on race, color and 

ethnicity. This has caused entire groups of people to be judged based on the actions 

of just a few. And that is just not right. 

Keep something in mind as you go through your life. We usually do not hear 

about all the good people do because it just doesn’t make the news. The good 

deeds of thousands of people are overshadowed by the one person with a gun or 

a bomb. The good deeds of entire communities are overlooked because of a few 

muggings or subways attacks. 

Yes, these things are real. I am not saying that any of this is made up or fake 

news or anything like that. But those events are the ones we hear about. Rarely do 

we hear about people providing food to the homeless or shelter to people whose 

house has burned down. Or people who raise money to help those who need it. 

Instead we hear about the bad and the ugly. So the more we hear about the bad, 

the more our minds are conditioned to believe that this is the norm. And we must 

train our minds not to do that. 

As we will see as we go through this book, how we perceive things makes a 

tremendous difference in how we react and also the results we get. If we want to 

get the most out of life we have to find a way of seeing the reality in situations and 
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in people instead of the perceptions we create in our minds based on how we view 

certain people. 

I heard that a prominent voice on television state that people do not believe 

the benefit of the doubt. And while I do not believe that in most circumstances, it 

is unfortunately true in some situations. Yes, you can think that a person you just 

met is what they present to you. But if that person is approaching you on a deserted 

street at 4 in the morning, you had better assume the worst and prepare yourself 

for it. It is better to be prepared and wrong than unprepared and dead. 

Try and look at people for who they are not what you think they might be. 

Make your judgments based on fact and not prejudice or rumor. Look at people for 

who they really are instead of who you think they might be. 

But always remember to listen to your gut feelings and prepare yourself as 

you go through your life. Because sometimes in the process of seeing people as 

they really far you might find yourself in a serious situation of which there might be 

no way out. If this sounds contradictory, on some levels it is. But do not allow 

stereotypes and prejudice to keep you from trying to see the real person standing 

in front of you for who they really are.  
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Outside Influences 
 

 

 

 

Like it or not, we are the sum total of everything we have experienced or 

been subjected to since the day we were born. Every single thing we have been a 

part of, both good and bad, have contributed to creating who and what we are 

today. 

It is important to understand this because understanding why we are who 

we are today can make it much easier to decide who we want to be tomorrow. This 

includes changing our values, eliminating our fears and changing negative or self-

limiting thoughts and behaviors into positive behaviors. 

From the moment we were born we have learned from our surroundings. 

We have learned from our parents and care givers, we learned from our home and 

environment and we have also learned from the others we have come in contact 

with as well. 

And something that might be equally scary and influential is that we are also 

a product of what we see, hear and experience on television, movie screens and 

other forms of media we might be exposed to throughout our lives. What we 

watch, or others watch, will help formulate our views and perceptions of life as 

well. 

We do not even have to be aware of things in order to be influenced by them. 

We pick up subtle clues and inferences from those around us and what we see and 

hear. All of this occurs gradually over time. In essence, many of other turn into little 

versions of our parents to some degree. This is where prejudice and other views 
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come from in society. We do not pick up our views in the womb, we are taught 

them over time in our childhood. 

If you stop and think about it for a moment, the people we choose as our 

friends are people who are at least somewhat similar to who we are as well. We 

might have the same hobbies, likes, desires and values at some level. Not that as 

children we have strong thoughts or feelings about anything but we still seek out 

people who we somehow feel comfortable being around. 

As we grow older we will find more people we genuinely like for some reason 

but we will also encounter people we do not like as well. This usually occurs when 

we meet someone who has different attitudes towards us and life in general. As 

children we probably shy away from people who we view as aggressive or bullying. 

We seek out people that we feel good being around. 

As we leave school and enter the “real world” we often find that we cannot 

distance ourselves form people we dislike or feel comfortable around. Those 

people might be co-workers that we must work with or they might be our bosses. 

Life does not allow us to always pick the people we want to have in our lives. 

Sometimes they are forced upon us. 

We learn from all the types of people that are in our lives. We pick up good 

attitudes and behaviors from the good people we know and we also become 

exposed to bad behavior and poor attitudes from other people. It is up to our 

internal self to recognize good behaviors and adopt them into our lives while 

refusing to take on bad behaviors. 

Sometimes this is not always as easy as you might think. Often times there is 

a lot of pressure to “fit in” with others and adopt their views and attitudes. 

Sometimes you have to behave a certain way to become part of a group that you 

want to become part of. 

The funny thing is that some people think this occurs only in our early school 

years. While those situations and behaviors do often occur in our early and most 

formative years, they do not stop there. They will continue in some form for the 

rest of your life. The good part is that as you grow older and gain more insight and 

experience it becomes easier to handle those situations. 
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The good part of all of this is that if you already have embraced some bad or 

negative behaviors that you got from past experiences you can changes those 

thoughts and behaviors by changing the people you associate with or by learning 

new coping strategies and creating new behaviors. As you will learn in this book, 

what has happened in the past cannot be changed. But you can take action today 

to change how you feel and react tomorrow. 

This is important because not everyone has had the perfect life or 

environment growing up. But this does not have to effect you for the rest of your 

life. You can change how you react to certain situations and you can change your 

values and attitudes easily as you grow older and wiser. 

All you need to do is realize that you are not going through life alone or in a 

vacuum. You are part of your environment and that environment helps you 

because the person you want to be. Or it can fight you every step of the way if you 

let it. The choice is yours. If you want to change your life and your future then you 

should change your environment to help you accomplish that.  
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Perception vs. Reality 
 

 

 

 

Here is something a lot of people either do not understand or outright refuse 

to believe. But the honest truth is that for most people how they perceive 

something is THEIR reality. In their minds what they think is 100% pure, honest, 

unadulterated truth. It makes no difference whether reality is different, just is what 

they believe. 

For example, if you believe in your heart that someone is dishonest because 

of the way they act, then in your mind that person is not to be trusted no matter 

what anyone else says. That is your perception and your brain will proceed based 

on that perception. The reality that this person just acts that way because he or she 

is shy or awkward or just acts differently than the rest of us for whatever reason 

makes no difference. You will believe what you perceive until proven otherwise. 

This is where prejudice starts and is perpetuated. You might believe that 

every person of a certain heritage is a terrorist or a person of a certain skin color is 

a threat to you. Or that any person of any color, heritage or appearance all act in 

the same way because they are all the same. 

We pick up these perceptions based on what we are told, what we here and 

even what we experience in our lives. If we grow up hearing that all blue people 

are bad drivers we will react to a blue person driving a car in a certain way. Or if we 

are taught to feat orange people we will become afraid whenever we see and 

orange person and will likely avoid then at all costs. 

This is why these perceptions and biases are passed down from generation 

to generation with new ones added along the way. Some will fade as people see 
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that those perceptions are wrong and will not pass them down to their children, 

friends or co-workers. But society is really good at segregating people based on 

several factors and then convincing people those views are valid. 

Another way we create these perceptions is through actual experiences. 

Things that really happened to us in real life and that are 100% true. But even in 

those situations we sometimes make generalizations that are not accurate, true or 

correct. 

For example, let’s say that you were attacked on the street by a purple 

person. Your mind then thinks that purple people are bad. If this should happen to 

you more than once, that perception becomes stronger. And if you hear about 

other people being attacked by a purple person that perception grows even more. 

But the fact that there are 100 million purple people and only a handful have 

attacked people never is factored into your perception because you never hear 

about the good people, only the bad ones or the ones who make the news. 

The same goes for the way people might look. You might think people who 

dress or look different than you are something they are not. You might think 

someone with blue hair is somehow less intelligent than you are because they 

colored their hair blue. Or that people who dress a certain way are less successful 

than they really are. The ways we see people can be affected by all different kinds 

of observations. 

Why is this important to understand? 

Because as we go through life we will interact with all different kinds of 

people. If you generalize everyone by their color, age, sex, heritage or any other 

criteria you are limiting the way you will communicate with these people. And 

because of this you can offend or outright dismiss someone who could be a great 

influence on you in your life. All because of a perception that is based on faulty 

information. 

We can have perception issues with all sorts of things in our lives. We can 

think negatively about a certain location such as a town or village because of what 

we hear on the news. We can develop a bad perception on an occupation because 

of a few bad experiences. For example you might get ripped off by an auto shop 

and then think all auto shops are rip offs. 
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Perceptions often start off with a teeny tiny bit of truth that gets all distorted 

and blown out of proportion over time. Yes, you were attacked by a purple person. 

But that doesn’t mean that all purple people are bad or will hurt you. It is best to 

keep an open mind about everything and allow your perceptions to be formed by 

actual experiences and a lot of common sense. 

If someone tells you someone or something is bad, do not believe them on 

their word alone. Get more details or information. Search online for other views or 

ask other people. Always remember that just because someone says something 

does not make it true. Always strive to learn as much about something before you 

make a decision or alter your views. 

The world would be a much better place if people just took a breath and 

really thought about what they think and why they think that way. Don’t judge 

someone by what someone else has told you. That goes for your parents as well. 

They probably mean well and have the best intentions but sometimes these 

thoughts and perceptions are so strong that it takes a while for them to be 

overcome. 

One last word about perceptions. 

Sometimes a perception, or a gut feeling, might have some truth attached to 

it. A feeling or view that you have might have some real value tucked inside it. 

Something that might protect you against a negative experience or harm in the 

future. 

If you have a perception that all purple people, or all people who look a 

certain way, are going to harm you, then it would be prudent to take steps to help 

safeguard yourself. Be extra alert and aware as you go through your life and take 

steps not to place yourself in a dangerous situation. I am not saying that all people 

in any group are going to act the same, but if there is a history of this happening in 

your area you should at least be aware of it. 

I really dislike having to write that last paragraph because it sounds a bit 

contradictory. But remember how we perceive things comes from a lot of input and 

experiences. So not all perceptions are wrong or false. That purple person walking 

towards you might intend on mugging you. That co-worker you think is dishonest 
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may really be dishonest. Sometimes you just do not know. So some perceptions 

can be real and be worth listening to. 

The key is taking action to develop only accurate and factual perceptions and 

not just base your perception on what anyone says. And always try to treat people 

appropriately based on who they really are not who you think they are. 
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We Do Not Live in a Vacuum or By Ourselves 
 

 

 

 

Here is another thing that is important for all of us to understand. And that 

is that we do not live in a vacuum and that decisions we make sometimes impact 

people other than ourselves. And also some of the ting s we think we want in our 

lives also impact other people as well. 

We all have hopes and dreams and most of the time those hopes and dreams 

help take us further along our path to success. But sometimes those hopes and 

dreams also impact others and we must be aware of this as we go through life. 

After all, some of our hopes and dreams could very well cost us other things in our 

life that were more important to us. So like it or not we need to be aware that some 

of what we do and pursue in life will after others as well. 

For example, a situations that comes up many times in the lives of some 

people is a desire for a new job. But that new job might entail moving to another 

city or state sometimes thousands of miles away. And while this might be a long 

standing dream of ours to get a job like this, it also will entail moving your entire 

family to a new location and cause a major disruption in their lives. A disruption 

that could be very emotional for them. 

It is perfect when you and everyone in your life wants the same things. When 

this happens adjustments and changes go smoothly as everyone is on board with 

those changes and supports them. But this is sometimes not the case and those 

changes might result in the loss of other things or people in your life. So what you 

might have is a situation where the achievement of one goal means the loss of 

something equally important in your current life. 
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Suppose you want a really great job in another state. It is something you have 

hoped for and dreamed of for years. But moving to another state means leaving 

family and friends behind. Maybe an elderly parent who has no one but you left in 

their life. Or maybe there is a very special man or woman in your life that will not 

or cannot make the move with you? 

In these cases you are going to have to make a decision as to which is the 

proper choice for you to make? Do you take the new job knowing that it will cost 

you a loved one or leave some of your family behind? Will you be willing to make 

the move knowing your family is against it and much rather would stay where they 

are? Would YOU be happy living in a new place which may or may not suit your 

desires for where you live? 

It is important to understand and realize these things as you go through your 

life and pursue certain goals. It is important for you to know what you want and 

why you want it while also being aware of how it will affect your future and the 

lives of others. 

Many of us approach these decisions only from our own point of view. We 

look at it as how we think it might make our lives better on only one level. We do 

not dig deep and think about everything that is involved and how it will effect 

others. The end result is that we might achieve a new goal only to find out that this 

was not the right move for us after all. 

So as you go through your life and start to create goals and dreams that you 

would like to achieve, try and think about these new goals in several different 

ways? What will you have to give up or lose if you achieve this goal or make this 

decision. Are those losses worth it to you and your future? Sometimes you will find 

that the cost of achieving that goal or making that choice are just not worth it. 

Ask yourself how these goals will impact your life both positively and 

negatively. Then ask yourself how many other people will be impacted by your 

choices as well. Sometimes we find out that there are very good reasons why 

making the choice you think you want is just not the right chance for you at this 

point in your life. 

In some cases you might ask yourself if there are alternatives to this choice. 

Maybe you can wait and get a similar job at another company located where you 
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live so you do not have to disrupt the lives of your family and not have to move and 

move away from your friends and family. Many opportunities comes along at the 

wrong time and it is best to turn them down and wait for the right time and the 

right situation. Other opportunities arrive at the right time and require sacrifices 

that are worth it in the short-term as you move forward in your life. 

I just think we all with be far better off if we just took a few minutes to think 

things through and at least consider the impact of our actions on other people. We 

do not live in a vacuum and often what we do impacts others and we need to be 

aware of this before we make those decisions and not afterwards. 
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Accepting and Creating Responsibility 
 

 

 

 

I hope you do not skip over this chapter because you think it is not all that 

important. Because in reality accepting responsibility in your life is possibly the 

most meaningful change you can do to drastically improve your overall chances for 

success and happiness in your life. 

Ask anyone who knows me and they will easily tell you that the one thing 

that really frustrates me and annoys me about our current society is our inability 

to accept responsibility for the things that happen in our lives. 

This has been made very easy lately because of a shift in attitudes in our 

overall society. A shift towards making everyone and everything else responsible 

for what happens in our own lives. Can’t pay your bills? Well the government 

should give you more money or your boss should give you a raise. You shouldn’t 

have to manage your money better. Everyone else should pick up the slack for your 

own actions. 

Can’t afford the nice house or the fancy car your neighbor has? Well, just buy 

them on credit even if you cannot afford the monthly payments. You deserve to 

have the same things your neighbors have even if you are not ready and willing to 

work as hard as they did in order to get those things. According to our current 

society, everyone is entitled to everything even they have not earned it or can pay 

for it. 

People today talk constantly about entitlement and how they should be 

given the things they need in order to lead the life they want to lead. They believe 
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that somehow society owes them something just because they are here on this 

planet with us. It is kind of a “Here I am, give me stuff” mentality. 

While this attitude is bad enough, it does a lot more damage to our lives on 

the inside as well. Whenever we feel entitled to something, we lose the incentive 

or desire to work for it. This causes us to hold other people accountable for our 

own lives and we take little to no action ourselves to make things better. 

For example, if our neighbor has a brand new BMW and we wish we had that 

same car we could go to the dealer, find out how much that car costs and figure 

out how we could work to get the money to pay for it. Maybe get a better or higher 

paying job, work more overtime or even get a second job to pay for the car. Either 

way, we would figure out how we could afford such a car and understand what we 

need to do in order to get it. 

Regardless of what you had to do, taking on that responsibility would lead to 

you earning more money so you can afford the things you want in your life. That 

would include the BMW, a bigger house or whatever you wanted in your life. Your 

efforts would help lead you to a better financial position that would allow you to 

get better things in your life that you want. 

The other choice we could make it to constantly blame others because our 

neighbor has a nice new BMW while we are driving around in a rusty beat up older 

car. We could blame our job because it doesn’t not pay us enough. We might blame 

the government because the welfare check we get isn’t enough for us to get the 

things we want in life. We might blame everyone else for supposedly holding us 

back and not allowing us to prosper and get that BMW like our neighbors have. 

This is the “Self-pity defense” where we blame everyone else for our 

problems and position in life. We might blame our parents because we grew up 

poor. Or maybe we did not go to the finest schools either and that is why we never 

amounted to much. It makes no difference whether or not these are valid excuses 

or reasons. All that matter is that by taking this stance we refuse to accept any 

responsibility for what happens to us in our lives. And because of that we do not 

take any steps to make things better. 

We have two different minds that we will get into more later on in this book. 

We have our conscious mind which processes what we see and hear and all the 
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experiences we have. But we also have a sub-conscious mind that continually 

processes internal information and forms perceptions and impressions in our minds 

about who we are, what we are capable of and how those things might influence 

our attitudes and behavior. 

When we hold others responsible for what happens in our life our internal 

or sub-conscious mind is telling us that others are to blame and not us. So the 

thought of us actually doing something to help make things better rarely occurs to 

us. Instead, we continue to blame others and do nothing to change our situation at 

all. As you can guess, this results in more of the same and far less of a chance that 

things will get better. 

But when we hold ourselves accountable something totally different 

happens. When we want something in our lives that we believe we are responsible 

for, we begin to think of ways to help make things better. We might look for that 

better job, learn to manage our money better or try to take steps that will enable 

us to reach a future goal or to prepare ourselves for something in the future. So 

every day we work make things a little better and move closer to our goals. 

For many people the cure for their problems lies in their attitudes towards 

themselves. If you believe that something is beyond your reach or abilities it is likely 

you will never achieve it. If you believe that others hold the keys to your future you 

will likely never become successful. But if you believe that you are in control of your 

life and your future that is when you start to do what is needed to reach your goals 

and achieve success. 

From this point on in your life I want you to take responsibility for everything 

that happens to you and everything that happens in your life. I want you to own 

what happens. Both the good and the bad. I want you to learn from your mistakes 

and celebrate your successes. This is not a difficult thing to do once you get started. 

Because once you starting accepting your role in your life a whole new set of 

rules and beliefs start to take control over you. Roadblocks you used to believe 

were out there to keep you from your dreams are obliterated. Those self-limiting 

thoughts and beliefs vanish as well. Every time you conquer a problems or achieve 

any kind of success makes you stronger and more powerful as well. 
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This is not a one shot deal either. Every time you accept responsibility for 

something you make yourself stronger. You because a more formidable presence 

in your own life and you because a stronger and more powerful person as well. You 

develop more self-control and you become more confident in your role in forming 

your future as well. 

Not because you weren’t capable of doing this all along but because you now 

understand the power you really have over your future. Always remember that the 

more responsibility you take over your life the more power you give yourself to 

change your future. What has happened in the past can stay in the past. We 

become stronger after learning from every failure and we become more confident 

after every success. Always remember this and accept responsibility for every part 

of your life from this day forward.  
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Blame vs. Responsibility 
 

 

 

 

For those of you who actually read that last chapter, you might be confused 

about what I meant by accepting responsibility as well as thinking about assuming 

blame that might not really be yours in the first place. Well, in this chapter we are 

going to talk about the difference between blame and responsibility. 

It is possible for you to accept responsibility for what happened without 

accepting blame. This is not all about making anyone feel bad about making a poor 

choice or playing a role in something that happened to them. Blame is not a useful 

feeling when it comes to things that have already happened. Instead of accepting 

blame for something that has happened, instead accept responsibility for 

something so it doesn’t happen again. 

For example, let’s say you were walking alone in a bad section of town and 

you get mugged. Now you are responsible for placing yourself in that situation but 

you are not to blame because you got mugged. The person who decided to mug 

you takes the blame while you accept the responsibility for putting yourself in that 

situation. 

In that situation YOU made the choice to walk down that street by yourself. 

You could have taken a cab or an Uber or taken another route. So you have to 

accept the responsibility for putting yourself in that situation. Not for the mugging 

itself but for making those decisions that put you in that place at that time. 

When you accept responsibility you will ask yourself what you could have 

done better and you will come up with thoughts and ideas to prevent this from 

happening again to you in the future. Next time you will not walk alone. You will be 
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in a group of people. Or you will take a taxi or an UBER or mass transportation. You 

might not work late into the evening either and instead take some work home with 

you. 

Do you see how you can accept responsibility without accepting blame? Do 

you see how accepting responsibility will help you learn from your experiences so 

you do not allow that same negative experiences to happen over and over again? 

This is why when you accept responsibility and learn from your mistakes that you 

emerge smarter, stronger and more prepared for next time. In other words, this is 

how you grow in life. 

We need to accept responsibility in everything we do in our lives. Even if 

other outside forces played a role in the situation. By accepting responsibility over 

the entire outcome we learn how to do better and create better outcomes in the 

future. 

Here is another example: 

You are involved in creating a presentation for a big account at work. You are 

a member of a 5 person group assigned with landing a big contract. You work on 

your presentation for weeks until it is time to meet with the prospective client and 

present your proposal. Your part is well researched and well presented. But two 

other people do a shoddy job on their parts and because of this the client is not 

impressed and you lose the deal. 

Now, you could go and say that you did your best and that you were not 

responsible for the work of the two other people. But if you take that approach, 

how will things go differently next time? In all probability they will not. 

But if you take responsibility for the entire process you will look back and tell 

yourself that had checked the other parts of the presentation that those other two 

people were responsible for things might have gone differently. The next time if 

you gather up the entire presentation before the meeting and go over it a few days 

before that final meeting, you might be able to strengthen and correct the work of 

others and create a much better presentation. 

This is not about blame. It is about learning from the present experience so 

you can learn what you need to do in order to make things better and create a 

better results next time. This is what accepting responsibility is all about. 
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Now, if you personally make a mistake or do not do what you are supposed 

to do, then maybe the blame does in fact lie at your feet. But that is OK. If the end 

result is you telling yourself that things needs to be differently next time, that 

cannot be considered a failure if you learned from that experience. 

We all make mistakes and we all need to accept responsibility for those 

mistakes. And sometimes blame needs to be accepted as well. But blame and 

responsibility are two different things and we should always be aware of that. 

Whether something is your fault or not, always accept responsibility for it 

and learn from those situations. The result will be someone who will continue to 

get smarter, stronger and more capable of handling even tougher situations in the 

future.  
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Eliminating Entitlement 
 

 

 

 

I think this is the perfect time to get right down to something that I believe 

is critically important. And that one thing is to banish from your thought processes 

the feeling that you are somehow entitled to something just because you occupy a 

place in this world. Because thinking you are somehow entitled to something 

changes the way we see the world and our place in it. 

Now, to be clear, we all are entitled to a few basic things in life. This doesn’t 

necessarily mean that we get those things but only that society believes that 

everyone is entitled to a few basic things. Some of those things are the right to live 

peacefully without fear of personal harm, to be treated fairly and not be judged on 

the basis of race or religion and the right to work to achieve the life we want for 

ourselves and not a life forced upon us by others. 

Now, I am sure there are a few things more than this short list but those are 

the most common and most important items on the list. Our Constitution lists many 

other tings but for our purposes, let us assume that this short list is what we have 

the right to feel entitled to. Everything else we should feel that we have to earn or 

work for. 

To be clear, we are NOT entitled to something just because we want it or 

because someone else we know already has it. We are also not entitled to 

something because we feel we deserve it or because out parents tell us we should 

have it. And most of all, we are not entitled to something because other people tell 

us we are. That is just not how life works and therefore we should not approach it 

in that manner. 
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I have a problem with those people who feel that they should have whatever 

everyone else has even if they cannot afford it or refuse to work for it. That is just 

not reality and this type of attitude can lead us directly into a myriad of problems 

that are difficult to dig yourself out of. 

In the 200’s this exact attitude lead people to purchase homes they could 

not afford because people told them that they deserved them. And these people 

bought into that attitude. Some were paying almost 100% of their income to their 

mortgage when the average acceptable amount was just 30%! The result was a 

massive default in mortgages, record numbers of foreclosures and a resulting 

collapse of the housing sector and overall economy. 

People who believe they are entitled to things they cannot afford often rack 

up huge credit card bills that they just cannot get out from under. The result are 

personal bankruptcies and ruined credit ratings that will stay with them for years 

to come. And all because they bought into this false illusion that just because they 

can borrow the money meant that they can afford to have whatever they want. 

The number one reason for bankruptcies and high credit card balances are 

because people purchased stuff they could not afford to pay cash for and therefore 

they used credit or loans. Then, not only could they not afford next month’s 

purchases but they also had high interest payments to pay back on what they 

purchased in the previous months. So they charged more and the cycle continues. 

I always tell anyone attending any of my lectures or reading any of my books 

is that the best favor you can do for yourself is to lead a debt free lifestyle. That 

means no credit card debt and always, without fail, paying off ALL of your credit 

card balances before they are due. No carrying any balances on your cards over to 

the next month. 

And just because the bank will gives you a $50,000 loan for a new SUV does 

NOT mean you can afford it! I do not care what the person on the other side of the 

desk tells you! They just want to close the deal and get your money. THEY are not 

going to have to pay the charges on that loan! YOU DO! They will just sign off on 

the loan, probably sell the loan to someone else and move on. You will be stuck 

with payments for the next several years. On something you probably didn’t really 

need. 
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We all like to keep up with our friends and neighbors. If they are all buying 

new cars many people think that they should as well. They feel that if their friends 

can have them then they should as well. But what they might not know is that those 

friends and neighbors worked hard to be able to afford those items and to pay for 

them. We often do not look at that side of the story. We only see the side of the 

story we want to see. 

We do not care if our neighbor worked two jobs to afford that new car or 

that they worked a lot of overtime to get it. All we see is that they have something 

we do not. And we need to take a step back and understand the resources we have 

and what those resources allow us to have in our lives. 

Responsible people budget their income. They understand what money is 

coming in and how much money is going out. They try their best to keep the money 

going out so that it is a little less than what is coming in so they can save a little bit 

each month. That is being responsible with your money. 

Being in debt affects our lives in more ways than just carrying debt. Having a 

lot of debt means more of our money is being used to pay high interest charges 

leaving less money for us to live our lives. This can limit our choices and options 

when it comes to taking advantage of certain opportunities or situations. Debt is 

just another responsibility that is added to what might be a very full plate already. 

Entitlement also gets us in trouble because it makes us think that if we are 

entitled to something we should not have to work all that hard for it. So our minds 

refuse to consider that second job or that extra overtime shift. In other words, our 

brains will not encourage us to do what it takes to succeeds because it feels that 

we should have those things anyway because we are entitled to them. 

You might not believe this but I hope you do but how our brains view things 

really impacts how we react to situations and which choices we make. If we take 

responsibility for something our minds tend to work very hard to find solutions or 

plans of action to get what we want in life. It is all in the attitude and mindset that 

we develop towards things. 

If we expect to have things handed to use we will not work for them. If we 

feel entitled to something we will tend to wait until we are given certain things 

instead of taking control of the situation ourselves. The fact that these things will 
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never “come to us” never occurs to us and we keep on waiting and waiting and 

watch life pass us by. 

I urge everyone reading this book to create a new attitude and approach to 

their lives. I want them to take responsibility for everything in their lives and feel 

obligated and expected to do the work and put in the effort to achieve their goals 

instead of waiting for them to be handed over to them. I want you to stop feeling 

entitled to anything and take the steps you feel are necessary to get more of what 

you want in your life. 

Do not wait for others to give you what you need. Figure out a way for you 

to get it yourself through work and effort. If it happens that someone really does 

hand you something you will be more prepared to take advantage of it as well. 

Developing an attitude that expects you to work for the things you want in your life 

will serve you well over the years. 

And for those who already have debt, take steps to manage you finances and 

develop a better control over your finances. Work a second job to pay down that 

debt. Buy only what you need and only when you have the money moving forward. 

It might be very difficult to do this but the effort will be more than worth it when 

those debts are paid off. And you will also get a great feeling of accomplishment by 

doing so. 

If you want something, be willing to work for it. 

If you cannot afford it, don’t buy it until you CAN afford it! 

There are often cheaper alternatives out there, look for them. 

If you have debt, develop a budget, stick to it and pay off that debt. 
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Do You Want to be Right or Happy? 
 

 

 

 

We all know people who have to be right all the time. Even when they are 

wrong. They will argue to the death to defend their point of view no matter 

whether their views or feeling are even remotely grounded in reality. For these 

people being right is their most important aspiration in life. 

We also know other people who just want to lead a happy and productive 

life and are more focused on that than being right. These folks will listen to 

opposing points of view but have little to no interest in defending their point or 

view or in imposing it on others. For these people, living a happy life is their most 

important goal. 

I wonder which type of person you are and how comfortable you are with 

who you are at this point in time? Are you a right fighter or is being happy the most 

important goal in your life. Because how you feel regarding this question will have 

a profound impact on the way you lead your life and how other see or view you in 

their lives. 

I should also mention at this point that living a life that is focused on 

happiness does not mean you are willing to be stepped on or seen as weak by other 

people. You do not have to be a right fighter to voice your opinion and hold fast to 

that opinion or view of life. The main difference is the extent of your defense of 

your viewpoints on others. 

We all have views and approaches to life that seem to work for us. At the 

same time we also have morals and values that help formulate those views. Our 

values and morals almost always align with our views and opinions. That just makes 
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sense. You would not expect a person with strong values and morals to have a 

viewpoint that stealing or cheating is acceptable. At the same time, a thief or 

habitual criminal is not likely to have a strong positive moral compass either. As 

stated many times in this book, we are all the result of all our experiences and 

influences over the years. 

The main difference is that some of us feel comfortable with our own views 

and are willing to share and express those views to others when asked or when it 

is relevant or appropriate. But after expressing our thoughts and views on 

something we do not fight or insist that others accept our views and make them 

their own. We just express our views and opinions and leave it to others to 

determine their own views on the subject. 

I think you will find most people behave in this manner. We are willing to 

engage in a dialogue of sorts but are will to allow others to express different views 

in a calm and productive manner. These are the people who seem to live the most 

relaxed and stress free live and are the happiest people we know. 

But then we have those folks who strongly =believe they are right and will 

argue their opinions and views to the death with everyone else. They will resort to 

all kinds of tactics not just to get their point across but to beat others into 

submission so they will agree with their views and accept them as their new truth. 

I am certain that you have people like this in your life. I know that I have 

several of those people in my life and I know that I react and behave differently 

around them. I am also sure that you do the same in your life as well. And the fact 

that you realize this should give you insight on which type of person you want to 

be. 

If you want people to engage with you and seek out your knowledge and 

opinions you should be the kind of person that does this willingly without feeling 

the need to convince people that you know what is best for everyone or that you 

are the supreme authority on everything and anything. You also should realize that 

people do not readily engage with people who act like they know everything or 

refuse to even listen to an opposing view on anything. We tend to stay from those 

kinds of people. 
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People who are like this usually have a strong desire to be right or at least to 

be seen as right. They sometimes might have feelings of insecurity and therefore 

go to great lengths to prove they are right even when they are wrong. And when 

someone feels this way, what is the result in their lives? 

Right fighters are no fun to be around and they do not know which battles 

they should let go and which ones are important enough to fight for. They will fight 

to the death whether they are discussing an important project or experiment at 

work as they do when debating when the best time to water or seed your lawn 

should be. 

People with a strong desire to be right at whatever the cost usually lead a far 

more stressful life as well. They do not have many friends and people they do 

interact with often have negative feelings towards them. They are not the people 

who are sought after for help or advice because people do not wish to be lectured 

to or argued with. Most people like to interact with people they are easily 

communicate with and exchange ideas with. Right fighter are not normally in that 

group. 

I could go on for a while about this but at this point I think you get my drift. I 

want you to take a hard look at who you are and decide whether or not you are a 

right fighter or not. Sometimes this is a difficult thing to realize or identify. Right 

fighters sometimes defend their views because they really feel they are correct and 

that it is their duty to correct the opinions of others. 

Let’s be clear right from the start. It is not your life’s calling to convince other 

people that they are wrong about something. You can inform someone that you 

think they are wrong or express your own views but everything should stop right 

then and there. Do NOT try to enforce your views on other people! 

Why? 

Because you will rarely succeed. Because they will usually think you are 

wrong and will dig in even deeper. If someone is open to new ideas they will usually 

engage in dialogue with you when you first raise the subject. They will listen to your 

views or opinions and consider them. If they make sense they just might change 

their minds accordingly. But this is only when people are open to change or 

consideration from the beginning. 
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Also keep in mind that you are not the keeper of the free world and it is not 

your duty or responsibility to change it. While you most certainly can try, and we 

should all try when we know of ways to make life better, we often do much more 

harm than good when we try to force others to believe in us. 

Trying to be right all the time can be exhausting and at the end of the day we 

usually have little to show for it other than dealing with a lot more stress in our 

lives. It is better to use that time to enjoy life and do things that will bring 

improvements into our lives at the same time. After you have done this for a while 

you will understand why we should strive not for being right but instead for being 

happy.  
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Eliminating Failure 
 

 

 

 

This just might be a very eye-opening chapter for some of you because in this 

chapter I am going to burst a lot of bubbles when it comes to thinking about failure 

and the role it plays in our lives and in our future. 

A lot of people I talk to say they want to eliminate failure in their lives. And I 

tell them that if they accomplish that goal their lives will not be any better. In fact, 

they probably will be a lot worse and lot more boring and unproductive. That is 

because living to eliminate failure should not be anyone’s goal. Instead, the goal 

should be to always learn from our failures as they occur. 

Think about something for a minute. If we wish to eliminate failure that 

usually means eliminating trying new things. Very few of us, actually every one of 

us, has experienced failure hundreds or thousands of times in our lives. No one that 

I ever say walked the first time they tried to. They stumbled and fell and were very 

awkward in their first attempts. We congratulated little babies on just taking one 

step, then two, then three and so on. And they fell, and fell and fell in the process. 

That was failure. 

Do you think the first time he picked up a bat Babe Ruth or Hank Aaron hit a 

home run? Do you think they went through their careers never striking out and 

catching every ball that came their way? Of course not! In fact, in the sport of 

baseball you are considered one of the greats if you fail only 65% of the time you 

are at the plate! 
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What about the first time you tried to play a musical instrument in school? 

You were probably really bad at it. You failed to hit the right notes, read the wrong 

notes on the music and did a lot of other things wrong.  

The beginning of everything we try includes a ton of failure. Anything new 

we try to learn there is a period where we make mistakes. Everything we 

experience for the first time requires a bit of trial and error to become capable at. 

Look back in your own life to a time when you first attempted something you are 

now very good at. Did you start off really good or did you get better over time. 

Chances are, if you are honest with yourself, you started out pretty bad and 

gradually became better as you tried to do it over and over again. 

So the goal in our lives should not be to eliminate failure. Instead, we should 

make it our goal to learn from each and everything we do so we are always 

improving and never or rarely making the same mistake twice. That is one of the 

keys to going through life in a productive way. To admit your mistakes, embrace 

then and learn from them. So the end result is always improvement and becoming 

more adept and capable of handling that same situation in the future. 

When I look back in my life, I have found that most of the important things I 

learned I learned through failure. Whether it was building something that didn’t 

turn out the way I expected to trying fix something I thought I could fix, I always 

learned from my mistakes and the result was getting better and better at 

everything I tried. 

I did some writing about 30 years ago and by accident found out that I had 

some talent for writing. Several people told me they enjoyed what I wrote but has 

some suggestions to me about things I had written. I considered those suggestions, 

determined that they had merit and incorporated them into my writing style. And 

my writing got better. 

In fact, as I was writing that last paragraph I pulled up something I wrote 30 

years ago and I cringed at what I read. I mean the content was good and it was 

accurate but quite frankly, the way I presented it left a lot of improvement to be 

desired. At some points during my reading the word “crap” came it mind! 

But then I realized who everything I had written, and everything I learned 

had turned me into someone who could take an idea and turn it into something 
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easy to read and informative. This after reading countless books and articles on 

writing over the years. All of those mistakes and failures over time helped make me 

a better writer. 

All the classes I took for my job made me a better employee as well. I began 

to realize that things I had done in the past really could have been done better and 

I learned ways of doing that. So those failures made me seek out better ways to 

handle things and the result was that I because a more competent person at the 

same time. 

I do not want you to be afraid of failure. Everyone has failed multiple times 

in their lives. It is not the failure that usually is the most important. It is what 

happens AFTER that failure that is the most important. 

At this point I would like to have you ask yourselves a few questions that will 

help you get started down the right path in your future. The answers might be a 

little difficult at times but I stress that you be completely honest and open with 

yourself so you can quickly get moving in the right direction in shaping your future. 

When I fail at doing something, do I revisit it to see where things went 

wrong? 

When something doesn’t turn out like we hoped do we ask ourselves what 

we might have done anything differently? 

When we fail at something do we take responsibility for the failure or do we 

blame someone or something else for our failure? 

When we realize we are not very good at something, do we look for 

information or solutions to help us become better in the future? 

After the dust settles from our failures did we emerge somehow better or 

more prepared for the same thing should it happen again? (Because it sure will 

happen again!) 
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Internal Resources 
 

 

 

 

We have already covered a lot of content, ideas and views on several 

important topics. At this point some of you reading this book might start to have 

doubts about your ability to make the kind of changes that are needed to bring you 

closer to success. Heck, you might even doubt your ability to determine what those 

changes might be! 

But I am telling you that you can most definitely do this. And a hell of a lot 

more if you really want to. I am telling you tight here and now that you have within 

yourself what you need to become successful. And should you determine that you 

need something else from the outside I am telling you that is available to you as 

well. 

We all get bogged down with negativity in our lives. Especially when we are 

thinking about trying anything new. Our brains do not like new. They like what is 

normal and consistent. Try to introduce anything to upset that delicate balance and 

our brains just ain’t happy. But that’s OK because it is just the way we have 

programmed ourselves to think based on what has already transpired in our lives. 

Our views towards the future are influenced by our experiences from the 

past through the present. If we can generate new experiences that help us look at 

things more positively then we will be able to try new things, learn new things and 

become more confident and more productive in our lives. And if you are not looking 

to be more productive, well, you can also make your own future happier and easier 

as well. 
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We do not use our brains at even close to their potential. We all could do so 

much more and learn so much more that it often occurs to me that the world would 

be a much better place if people would only use their brains 10% more. But we 

don’t and a large scale change in that I do not see happening any time soon. But 

that doesn’t mean that you and I can’t use ours a bit more. 

Some of this will involve a bit of soul searching and getting a few insights on 

why we react to certain things the way that we do. One of the things we are going 

to have to change is how we react to uncommon or new things. The brain has a 

“fight or flight” responses which serves to protect us from things we are not 

comfortable with. 

And this response is important because it is how we protect ourselves against 

danger and physical harm. But it should not be so strong that it stops us from trying 

new things or learning new things. Sometimes we become so afraid or 

embarrassing ourselves or “looking stupid” that our fight or flight response just 

convinces us to not put ourselves in those positions. 

I am not going to get up to speak in front of people because I might say 

something stupid. 

I will keep my ideas to myself because someone might say those ideas are 

stupid. 

I am not going to join in that game because I might suck at it. 

I will not ask that girl out because she will probably say no. 

I am not applying for that promotion because I am not smart enough to do 

that job. 

I do not deserve more than what I have because of the person I am. 

All of those statements are self-limiting behavior statements that keep us 

from reaching our potential. We might feel that way for a number of reasons. It 

doesn’t matter because the end result is all the same. 

If you constantly tell yourself internally that you are not good enough or 

somehow incapable of achieving success it will be much harder for you to follow 

the steps needed to achieve your goals. Look, willpower is a myth on many levels 

because it is just too exhausting to constantly will yourself to continue doing 
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something. But if you honestly believe deep down that you are not capable of doing 

something, your brain will work against you in the background. 

But if you can manage to give yourself a little bit of faith in yourself your mind 

can take that faith and start to work wonders. And every little goal you achieve or 

task that you complete will add to that confidence. And that is where the magic 

starts and real and continued progress is made. 

Now some of you might be saying to yourself, “Well, I need specific 

knowledge and skills in order to achieve my goals and I don’t have those skill or 

knowledge. But not having something is not a reason to quit. The best surgeons at 

one time in their lives had no medical knowledge at all. You just do not come out 

of the womb as a doctor or engineer or musician or anything. 

You become something because you learn certain things throughout your 

life. You develop interests and acquire knowledge. You might turn a love of cars 

into a great future as a top mechanic. You might take your love of music to become 

an accomplished musician. You can take any interest or desire and follow it and 

learn about it. 

I am not blowing smoke or giving you a quote from a corny motivational 

poster when I say that 99.9% of us have what it takes to create a bright future in 

our chosen profession or life goals. We all have the ability to learn what we need 

to know and to decide on the path that best suits us whatever path that might be. 

And this is not rocket science (unless of course you want to become a rocket 

scientist!) either. It is just a matter of giving yourself a chance and honestly 

believing in yourself and your ability to learn new things and explore new areas of 

life. 

This is what school is all about. But outside of school there are other 

resources you can use to get ahead in your life. There are mentoring programs, 

libraries, seminars and job training programs. There are videos and vocational 

classes where you can learn a trade or skill you need. 

But none of this will work if you do not believe you are capable and deserving 

of success. So we need to start right this minute identifying those negative thoughts 

and self-limiting behaviors. We need to prove to ourselves that we are capable and 

ready for the challenges that lie ahead. 
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And how can we do this? How can we erase what might be years or enforcing 

negative thoughts? 

Well, we start small. We prove to ourselves that we can do those little things 

that all people do. Then we move on to larger and larger things taking baby steps 

to give us the confidence and positive reinforcement that we need to have in order 

to succeed. This is how you replace negative thoughts with positive thoughts. This 

is how we build confidence and start to believe deep in our brains that not only are 

we capable of achieving great things but we are also worthy of having those things 

in our lives as well. 

And that is when we start to become a force that is to be reckoned with and 

respected by others. And when that happens, that is when the magic takes over 

and success is not only pursued by you but also comes knocking on your door as 

well with new opportunities for you and those around you.  
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Everyone Does the Best they can 

with the Resources they Have. 
 

 

 

 

I recently took a course that mentioned that everyone does the best they can 

with the resources they have. And this was a very good course that contained a ton 

of information and theories many of which make up a significant part of this book. 

But I struggled to agree with this statement because I do not agree that this is 

always the case. What I do believe is that many people do their best while many 

other people just take the easy or short way out for whatever reasons. 

For example, I think those who read this book are farther along the right road 

in life than a lot of other people. That is because you identified some kind of need 

and have determined that this book could help you. So you saw a need, found a 

solution and were willing to take action to change your future. There are a lot of 

people who never make it that far. They just accept where they are in life and just 

stay there. 

We just discussed resources available to almost everyone. We talked about 

internal resources like our values, emotions, brain power and the ability to learn 

new things and make smart decisions. We also talked about external resources 

such as classes, education, seminars, libraries and all kinds of books and videos. We 

also talked about training programs and other government programs all focused on 

helping folks like you and I get the knowledge and skills they need to succeed. 

But I disagree that everyone does the best with what is available to them. 

There are those folks who see a need and take action. They attend classes, get a 

job and learn their trade and move up in the world. They are willing to put in the 
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time and effort to get ahead in their lives. In other words, they are actively engaged 

in their future. 

Then we see those who just feels that they are either somehow not entitled 

to the better things in life or actually feel that they should not have to work because 

somehow they are entitled to everything they want without workings. We all know 

people like that in our lives or in our cities and towns. These are the people who do 

not do the best with what they have because they lack the insight needed to know 

how to pick themselves up and do better in life. 

Some of these folks are just plain lazy and need a kick in the butt and some 

of them have legitimate problems that they are having trouble dealing with. Maybe 

their family unit is not setting the right example or maybe they got involved with 

alcohol or drugs and developed an addiction. Or maybe they suffer from PSTD or 

other issue. 

No matter the reason it can be said that these people are not making the 

best of what they have because they just do not know how to do anything different. 

For these folks it is important for them to get the help they need to make gains in 

their lives. 

Maybe it involves entering a rehab program or talking with a therapist or 

counselor to address a mental issue or to get help developing positive thoughts and 

creating self-confidence and inner strength. Maybe it means getting help to get 

adjusted to a new place or role in society. These are not excuses or weaknesses. 

They are self-limiting situations that work against us when it comes to doing what 

we need to do in order to succeed. 

I do not mean to trivialize the problems or situations that anyone has that 

are keeping them from achieving what they want in their lives. Some of these 

situations and problems can be devastating. But the point is that whatever 

problems or situations you have to deal with they can be overcome. All you need 

is the ability to identify the problem (and you can get help for that from a therapist 

or counselor) and then taking the appropriate actions so that you can get the 

results you want. 

I am not saying this will happen overnight. For some people it might take 

years before they develop the right thought patterns and self-confidence. But those 
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changes do not all occur at once light turning on a light. These changes happen 

gradually over time like gradually raising the light through a dimmer switch. Each 

small change you make helps make you stronger and more capable. Each changes 

increases the light and your self-confidence. 

I always preferred to look at life as a marathon. It is a long race but every 

race, no matter how long, starts with a single steps. Followed by another and 

another and another until you finish the race and attain your goal. 

But if you never take that first step, you will never get started and you will 

stay exactly where you currently are until you take that first step. 

So go ahead and take that first step. Sometimes that is the hardest one to 

take. 
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Everything you Need to Succeed You  

Learned in Kindergarten 
 

 

 

 

I heard this said decades ago and endorse this completely. If you stop and 

think back (if you can as for some of this it was a LONG time ago!) you should 

remember being placed in a somewhat large group of people and being taught how 

to interact with people and get along. You learned how to interact with all different 

kinds of people and with all different kinds of personalities as well. As those skills 

that you learned back then are still very relevant today. 

A lot of things have changed in this world since you and I were in 

kindergarten but at the same time a lot of things are still like they were back then. 

So do not think anything you learned decades ago is not relevant or useful today. 

This is a problems that a lot of us have as we grow older. 

If we had a good “teacher” in Kindergarten we learned how to get along with 

everyone and how to treat each other as well. We learned how and why we 

sometimes need to share in life and how to go about mediating minor conflicts. We 

also learned how other people are different from us and why we should accept 

people the way they are and not try to change them. 

I remember a few of the people in my Kindergarten class and early 

elementary school because of who they were and what they did or didn’t do. But 

the really strange thing to me now is how non-judgmental we were back then. This 

was before “life” got in the way and taught us bad habits that changed how we 

treat and identify with each other. 
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I have grandchildren now and I enjoy not only being with them but also 

seeing how they think and how they view the world. They do so with total 

innocence because they have not learned all the bad habits and thought processes 

that others will teach them. I hear my grandson talked about all the kids in his class 

and he tells me what they do and what they look like but he does almost matter-

of-factly without any negativity or judgment. And it is wonderful to see and hear 

this from him. 

We can and should learn from little kids and see how much better and easier 

life would be if we all could just remember what we learned in Kindergarten. That 

the color of one’s skin makes no difference when it comes to whether or not they 

are good people of not. Or that the ethnic clothes someone wears should not 

influence how we treat those people. 

We also learned that life is not just about us. That we sometimes have to 

bend to the wishes or needs to others. Such as when someone else wants the same 

toy that we want to play with. Later on in life it might be that someone wants the 

same job as us or wants to go to a different movie than the rest of us. These are all 

the skills we need in order to be good people and garner the respect of others. 

And these skills are usually all we need to get people to become comfortable 

with us as well. And that is important because we do not live in a vacuum. We all 

live and work with other people and how we treat those people will have a huge 

impact on how they see and treat us. And these relationships will help determine 

how our future develops as well. 

You might be thinking exactly the same things that I am thinking as I write 

this. That these are just few basic life skills that we all should have. And you would 

be right. But the problem is that these skills, the ones we learned many decades 

ago, have either been lost or influenced by other people or our own goals and 

aspirations. 

Some of us remain true to those lessons and treat other people fairly and 

properly. We strive to get along with others and to work with them and consider 

their needs along with our own. If you know people like that in your life you 

probably realize that these are the same people you respect, admire and feel good 

about. 
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You also probably have people in your life that are cut throats and place their 

needs and desires far ahead of the masses. They want what they want and they will 

do almost anything to get it. Some of them might actually do anything to get what 

they want. And you probably think of these people a lot differently than you do the 

others in your life. 

You tend to interact better and confide more in those people that you 

respect or admire. At the same time you are likely to be very guarded and less 

willing to get involved with the others as well. This is how we choose our friends 

and people we enjoy being around and have in our lives. No one wants to confide 

in a cut throat or someone who will use that information to their own advantage. 

As we go through life we are going to need people close to us in our lives. 

Through these relationships we learn, become better communicators and are able 

to be exposed with the greatest number of opportunities. After all, a self-entitled 

person is not going to pass on an opportunity to someone else even if they are not 

qualified for it themselves. 

We do not live in a vacuum. We need to interact with other people in our 

lives. And we need the skills to be able to do this openly, honestly and effectively. 

I hope you understand this and agree with this at this point. But if for some reason 

you don’t, then I will appeal to your “inner greed” and try to convince you on that 

level. 

The way people see you will determine how they react to you and feel about 

you. If you treat them well and are viewed as a positive presence in their lives then 

they are far more likely to support you in your efforts and help you achieve your 

goals as well. They are even much more likely to let you know about opportunities 

that might help you as well. And since some of these situations or opportunities 

might be unknown to you, having people willing to let you know about them and 

even recommend you for them can be hugely important to you. 

Plus, being nice and getting along with people makes our lives a heck of a lot 

less stressful as well. We can go to work and get along with people and enjoy our 

days much more when we are free of tension and personal conflict. When everyone 

works well together things just happen easier, faster and with much better results 

as well. 
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Trust me when I tell you that the person who tries to go through life by 

themselves finds the journey a lot more stressful, difficult and tiresome than those 

who developed a support network full of other people. Even taking our career and 

setting it aside life is still much better and less stressful when we try to be friendly 

and supportive of other people and their lives as well.  
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You Will Get More In Your Life if You Help 

Others Get More in Their Lives 
 

 

 

 

I actually saw this in a marketing book and quickly realized just how true this 

statement is when it comes to marketing and sales. But it also has a ton of truth in 

it when it comes to our personal lives as well. We usually get more out of life when 

we make an effort to help others get more out of their lives as well. 

Remember back to your real early school days and how things went when 

you had to pick teams. You picked the best people who you knew would provide 

the most effort to be on your team. Whether it was a sports team in gym class or 

to form a team to write a report or do a project with you always picked the people 

you got along with and whom you enjoyed working with. That approach still holds 

true today. 

While it is true that you need skills to succeed in most jobs, one of those skills 

that no one really talks about is the ability to make life easier on your bosses and 

your co-workers. That means being able to get things done and lessening the 

workload and inconveniences to others. This concept is lost on a a whole lot of 

people. It is so simple most people never even think of it. 

If you are a co-worker and you make it a priority to help out others so their 

lives are made easier, you will be more appreciated and held at a higher level of 

esteem by others. If you go and do your job and your boss never has to follow-up 

and your work is always praised that makes his life easier and less stressful. 

If you were a boss or co-worker and had to recommend someone for a 

promotion, who do you think would get the most recommendations? The person 
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who constantly goofed off and made life more difficult for everyone or the person 

who helped out everyone and made their lives easier? 

Or course you would recommend the person who did his job and made your 

life easier. 

If you had to pick someone for a project, which one would you pick? If you 

were a co-worker you would want to surround yourself with people that would 

make your job easier. If you were a boss or team leader you would want people 

that you knew you could count on and not have to micro-manage. 

When I was in a job interview and someone asked me what the most 

important part of the job was the most important, I would always say to do the job 

so well that your manager never had to contact you unless he or she wanted to give 

you more work. This tells the interviewer that you value the bosses time and that 

you have an awareness or responsibilities and a willingness to take them on. 

People love to be assisted or helped in the achievement of their goals. People 

who help people achieve their goals are thought of very highly in today’s society. 

Products that help people accomplish goals or help make their lives easier are 

among the most popular products as well. If there is any way that you can help 

someone make their lives easier, better or more financially secure, you will create 

a friend for life in most people. 

The world is full of people who are willing to put in the effort needed to get 

the job done. Those people are not unique. But the world needs people who are 

willing to go above and beyond what is required to get the job done. The world 

needs and wants people willing to look for ways to help those around them after 

they have finished their work. The world wants and needs people who are willing 

to go out of their way to help someone else even when they receive little or no 

benefit or reward for doing so. This is the kind of person you should strive to 

become. 

If you are not willing to do this simply because it is the right thing to do then 

do it because it usually results in people becoming willing to help you out as well. 

And you never know when you just might need that help. 

You see, when you help someone, or when people believe that you have 

their best interest at heart, they develop a feeling or trust and even fondness after 
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a while. They not only trust you but they believe in you and your ability to make a 

difference in their lives. 

Now this might be something that you might be tempted to exploit especially 

if you are in the business of selling things to people. But never intentionally do 

anything to ruin the trust people have in you. Only sell them things that you truly 

believe will help them. Give them advice that helps them not advice that will help 

you further your agenda or close a sale. ALWAYS have the other person’s best 

interests at heart in everything you say and do. 

It only takes one bad experience to ruin trust. Sell them just one crappy 

product or give them on wrong bit of advice and everything you had built over the 

months and years could come toppling down. Very few people achieve long term 

success by taking advantage of people they know or meet. It might appear to work 

at first but soon everything will come falling down for them. 

Be the kind of person that people will fock to and have your back when you 

need it. Be the kind of person that supports those people around them and has 

their best interests at heart. Help people when they are down or when they need 

it without asking or expecting anything in return. If you can accomplish this in your 

life whenever you need someone for anything in your life you will have a whole lot 

of people anxious to help you. 
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The Power of Positive Thinking and Behaviors 
 

 

 

 I can just see the eyes rolling and head shaking as you read the title of this 

chapter. Most people think positive thinking is a load of garbage or some kind of 

foolish behavior. But I am here to tell you different. Because being able to achieve 

and keep a positive mindset will do more for you than most other things in your 

life. 

We all know people who have a negative or doomsday mindset. Nothing is 

going to turn out right for them. They are just unlucky or unworthy of anything 

worthwhile. They are just no good and everyone is against them. A positive thought 

does not stand a chance in their mindset. 

And those folks rarely go anywhere in life. Not because they are not worthy 

or do not deserve it but because they never even start doing what is needed to 

prepare themselves for success. They convince themselves to not even bother 

because they do not stand a chance of success. 

These people are not pleasant to be around. And you likely avoid being 

around them whenever you can. Not because you do not like them but instead 

because their constant negativity just might wear off on you as well. 

Our brains are funny little things. Even though they want us to do well and 

achieve success, they often fight us for those very things. They place doubts. They 

resist change and they are afraid of failure and ridicule. Because of this they can 

sabotage the best of intentions. 

Be honest and ask yourself what kind of effort you would give towards 

something that you know you just cannot do. Would you start trying to lose weight 

if your mind told you that it was impossible? Would you go out and take classes 
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towards that 4 year degree if your brain thought it wasn’t smart enough to 

complete those courses? Would you ask that girl or guy out if you just knew he or 

she would say no? 

If you look at the most successful people in this world you will usually see 

that they were unafraid to take risks or to fail at anything. They were willing to take 

risks to gain the rewards. They were confident enough in themselves and their 

abilities to take the first step towards doing or learning something new. 

When we were young a lot of us were shy because we weren’t the best 

looking or the smartest or the most athletic. We didn’t ask certain people out on 

dates because of the fear of rejection. We didn’t try out for the baseball or football 

team because we thought we were not good enough. Most of us in our early years 

had an immense fear of failing and embarrassment. 

Fortunately for most of us we learned over time that failing at something we 

usually not all that big a deal and being turned down for anything was just a part of 

life. What had happened was that over the years we realized that our fears were 

misplaced and we grew from our experiences. We didn’t take thing personally and 

we learned from our successes and failures. 

But for some people, we still hold on to those fears for a multitude of 

reasons. Maybe we did not have a supportive family life or perhaps our lives were 

dominated by people who constantly told us that we were no good. Maybe we 

were a bit different than everyone else and suffered for it. It makes no difference 

the reasons behind our mindsets. What we need to do is change those mindsets. 

 

I challenge everyone reading this book to start trying to always see the bright 

side of every situation and push those negative thoughts to the back of your mind. 

Do not dwell on the negative but always seek out the positive and grasp that part 

of the situation. 

If you were laid off, then instead of feeling worthless or rejected, take that 

situation and think of it as now being able to make changes that will make your life 

better. Try to get a better job or a job in a different industry or company that you 

always wanted to work in. Maybe losing that job can result in your moving to 

another place you always wanted to live. 
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If a partner breaks up with you, do not think it is the end of the world. It is 

alright to feel sad but also try to convince yourself that this might be a blessing 

because there is someone even better for you out there just waiting to be found. 

Then put yourself out there so you will find that person. Very few people find the 

perfect person staying home watching television. Believe in yourself and your value 

in this world and go out and find that new person. 

If you try something new and fail at it, do not beat yourself up. Instead, learn 

from your mistakes or failure and keep trying. Even great inventors like Thomas 

Edison failed hundreds of times before their inventions worked. If you learn from a 

failure or mistake then it really wasn’t a failure at all! 

Hmmmm, where did we hear THAT before?????? 

This is not some magical process that automatically drags you to your dreams 

and goals. But what it really is is a way for you to convince yourself that you are 

ready and capable of taking that first step to achieve every dream and goal you 

have. It is also a way to tell yourself that it is alright to fail as long as you learn from 

your mistakes and it is not a reason to be embarrassed. 

We also want to take those first steps to gain confidence in our abilities so 

that when we do fail it does not discourage us and cause us to stop doing what we 

were doing. The more little things we do and succeed at the more things we will try 

and the more self-confidence we will build up inside us. 

And that is important because there are people in this world who like to tear 

everyone else down so that they feel bigger and better. We do not want to give 

those people that kind of power over our lives. We want to be able to look them 

straight in the eye and tell them that they are wrong and that we are going to 

accomplish whatever it is we are working on. 

People with very positive attitudes take more risks and achieve more 

rewards. People who have a strong inner identity and belief system are far better 

able to handle the bullies of the world and to stand up for themselves whenever 

they need to. 

I am telling you right now that you have what it takes inside of you to become 

happy and successful. All you have to do is believe in yourself and start looking at 

things from the right point of view. It is not magic. All that we need to do is convince 
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ourselves to look for the positive side of every situation and experience and 

embrace it. Because whenever we find ourselves able to do that the results are 

going to always be better. 

Positive thoughts, beliefs and feelings are not only important to getting 

started in life but they are also critical in keeping you motivated and on track. If you 

believe you can succeed the chances are far greater that you will succeed. If you 

believe that you will fail, or that there are certain forces working against you, 

chances are much greater that you will give up if you actually even got started.  
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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

In this section we are going to explore various beliefs and thought processes 

that will help you get started in the right direction. In order for you to be successful 

you must try your best to believe that all of these things are indeed true. Even 

though your life experiences might keep telling you otherwise. 

I am not looking to brain wash you or anything like that. But I want you to 

give serious thought about each of these things and allow yourself a chance to 

experience growth and success by following these rules or thoughts and allowing 

them to work their magic. 

Keep in mind as you go through each item that these topics might tell you 

exactly the opposite of what you have been taught over the years. But if you can 

just keep an open mind and at least give them a chance you just might see your 

attitude towards yourself and life in general change for the better. 
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Our Senses 
 

 

 

 

We all have various senses that we use to process information and take 

notice of what is going on around us. We all know the most common senses. Sight, 

hearing smell, touch and taste. Together all of these sensory inputs allow us to 

process everything we are exposed to. The problem is that most of us really do not 

use all of our senses as well as we should. 

Our brains process all the information we get from our various senses. But 

most of us do not process everything we experience. We might be too rushed, not 

paying attention or just not aware of certain things because we never experiences 

them before. Or it might be because we just do not assign a high enough priority 

on our various senses. 

There is an old saying that goes “Stop and smell the roses”. What this means 

is that many of us are so busy or so pre-occupied with other parts of our lives that 

we fail to see the beauty and wonder that surrounds us in our lives. We might walk 

through a beautiful garden full of roses and not even notice them because we are 

so focused on that new deal coming up or problems at home or at work. Or maybe 

we are so focused on getting to the next stage of life that we fail to notice where 

we are right now. 

We can “see” those roses with our eyes and with our noses. We can often 

hear the bees buzzing around them as they go through their day. Our eyes can see 

the colors and our fingers might feel the texture of the petals. But we will 

experience all of this when we take the time to experience them. If we do not care 
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about really noticing them we are likely just to walk through the garden without 

noticing anything at all. 

You can wolf down your dinner in a hurry to get to whatever it is you want 

to do or you can take your time and savor the taste and smell of your food. You can 

rush from point A to point B or you can take your time and enjoy the journey. Many 

times the journey itself is more rewarding than the end destination. But you will 

only realize this when you take the time to experience things. 

We should teach ourselves to use our senses. We should make every effort 

to see everything in a room or notice all the smells in a restaurant or kitchen. We 

should learn to notice and enjoy the nuances of certain pieces of music and the joy 

that they bring to countless people. All of these things are very important. 

Last but not least, we should become aware of the things we enjoy in our 

lives and the things that make us laugh. People who can find humor is almost 

everything in life are almost always much happier than those who don’t. Show me 

a person with a good sense of humor who can laugh every day and I will show you 

a much happier and relaxed person. 

But perhaps the most important thing to consider is how our senses create 

the emotions we fell and experience in life and how we view life in general. If we 

become aware of all the beauty and wonder that surrounds us in life we will create 

a happier and much more relaxed life than those who are always rushing around 

looking for whatever is next. 

I would like you to use all of your senses to experience the great thing in life 

and those things that you should be thankful for. Understand what is important to 

you in your life and appreciate the things in your life that you are thankful for. Take 

pleasure in a beautiful sunset and enjoy the taste of a really good burger or filet.  

Life is much better when you really experience it. Otherwise all you will have 

is a long list of achievements without the appreciation of what the rest of life has 

to offer you. Always remembers that the most important part of the journey is the 

journey itself. Do not just concentrate on your end goal. Experience and enjoy the 

entire process along the way. 
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Perceptions and Reality 
 

 

 

 

For many of you reading this book this chapter might be the one that makes 

your head explode. Because in this chapter we are going to deal with why many of 

the things you were taught might not be all that you think they are In fact, many of 

them might be outright wrong but you never knew it. 

Our worlds are full or perceptions and realities. Perception are how we look 

at life and perceive different things. Reality is how things really are based on fact 

and real experiences. The problems occur when the two meet and clash with each 

other. 

There are many things in life that are realities. You have to breathe. That is a 

reality. You have to eat and drink water or else you will die. That is also a reality. 

Eventually you will have to die as well. Unfortunately that is also a reality for 

everyone. All of these things are 100% true and are all part of our overall reality. 

You have to go to college or you will never be successful. This is a perception. 

While college is great for most people, there have been many successful people 

who never went to college. So that is a perception on your part. All people of a 

certain race are bad. While there are many bad people in every race, not all people 

of any race are bard. That is a perception on your part. 

The list of perceptions can go on and on. Your religion is the right one and 

other people who believe in other religions are wrong. All overweight people are 

just plain lazy. That is a perception on your part that also is not true. People fighting 

addiction in any form are just weak. That is a perception on your part and probably 
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a perception made without direct knowledge of addiction or having gone through 

it yourself. 

All kinds of prejudice are perceptions as well and a lot of problems and 

conflicts over the years have been caused by prejudice and racism. But that is what 

you were told over and over again by your parents and grandparents and other 

people in your life. You heard it so much and so often you now believe it. Even if it 

has no truth whatsoever behind it. 

It is also important to believe that someone’s perception IS their reality. If 

someone perceives something to be true that becomes their reality even though 

there is little reality behind it. It is important to realize this because as you go 

through life you are going to have to deal with perceptions because in the minds of 

other people that is reality. Even when there is no truth behind it! 

And how we deal with perceptions can have a huge impact on how we feel 

about ourselves and our place in this world. In order for us to succeed as people 

and claim a better life we need to understand our perceptions and why we feel the 

way we do. We have to do our best to break down our perceptions and think in 

terms of reality only. 

For example, if we truly believe that you have to go to college in order to be 

successful and we did not go to college, then we might carry around a self-limiting 

belief that we will never be successful and just stop trying. We will just keep telling 

ourselves we cannot be successful because we did not go to college. The result is a 

huge self-limiting belief that now stands in the way of becoming successful. 

There are a lot of studies done on perceptions and while most are correct, 

there are viewpoints that I sometimes disagree with. I have had many a spirited 

argument on this very subject. Let me explain. 

If you walk down the street and get mugged 5 times by a blue person or a 

person dressed in a certain way, you might develop a perception that everyone of 

that color or appearance is bad and likely to mug you. You would have arrived at 

that perception because of those 5 separate and emotional experiences. But just 

because that happened to you 5 times does not mean that everyone of that color 

or appearance is going to mug you or otherwise hurt you. So your perception, even 
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though it was based on very real experiences is still wrong. Not everyone who looks 

a certain way is going to always be good or bad. 

But even though that perception is still wrong, your internal dialogue is still 

telling you to be on your guard or very alert whenever you see someone like that. 

You might cross the street to avoid them or turn around and go down another 

street. These types of reactions are not necessary raciest or biased but instead are 

your reactions to the danger. Your mind is reminding you what has happened 

before and is telling you to take other defensive action to avoid it happening again. 

I do not believe this is racist or biased reactions and some others disagree 

with me on that. But there is a distinct difference in moving to the other side of the 

street to avoid someone and disliking them just because they appear a certain way. 

If you encountered someone that looks the same way in a business meeting and 

you refused to enter the meeting or talk to them that would be prejudicial and 

racist. In that context there is no chance of physical harm to you so evasive action 

is not needed or appropriate. 

To be fair to everyone and to get along with as many people as you possibly 

can you must go to great length to examine your perceptions and make sure they 

are based in reality and not personal bias of any kind. Do what you have to do to 

protect yourself and keep those around you safe but do not act out against anyone 

based just on a perception. 

Another related topic is the feeling that everyone deserves a second chance 

or the benefit of the doubt. In today’s society I do not believe that is always true. It 

all depends on what is at stake in that situation. If someone mows your lawn very 

poorly you might want to give them the benefit of the doubt and give that person 

a second chance. The risk you take doing this is very low. After all, if he does a poor 

job the second time it is just a lawn cutting and the results will grow out in a week 

or so. Not a big deal. 

But if someone is known to abuse women, you would not want to give that 

person the benefit of the doubt and allow him to marry or live with your daughter. 

If someone was convicted of murder you would not want to give them the benefit 

of the doubt and go on a camping trip alone with them. In both of these cases the 

risks are way too high to give someone the benefit of the doubt. 
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Should you give people a second chance? Absolutely, but in most cases but 

you should do that in a carefully controlled and monitored fashion that would 

protect you in the process.  You should stake steps to minimize the risk while giving 

a person the right to prove themselves and reestablish your trust. But only when 

the risks make it worthwhile to do so. 

In conclusion, the world is rarely black and white. It is most often various 

shades of gray. But we have to make decisions often and those decisions are going 

to be based on both reality and perception. I urge everyone reading this book not 

to allow perceptions to rule your decisions. Take the time to go through your 

perceptions to determine which ones might hold up well against reality and those 

that might be based on racist or prejudicial views. 

When you find a perception that is not based on reality, research it and 

educate yourself on what the reality is for that particular situation. Then correct 

your own views so they align more with reality and less on perception. This will not 

only allow you to make better decisions it will also allow you to communicate better 

and get along with more people in more situations.  
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Long and Short-Term Memory 
 

 

 

 

In order to understand why we feel the way we do and why we react to 

certain things in the manner in which we do it is important that we understand the 

two basic forms of memory that we have and how they influence every part of our 

lives. 

First we have our short-term memories such as what we ate for breakfast 

today and the movie we saw last night. These are the memories that are easy to 

recall and the ones that are most easily understood and retrieved by us whenever 

we need them. 

Our short-term memories tend to be very strong influencers in our lives at 

first and then decrease in strength or intensity as time goes on. They will still 

continue to exert influence over us over time as they gradually turn into our long 

term memories. 

But our short-term memories tend to fade over time and most are not easily 

remembered. For example, if I asked you to recall what you had for breakfast on 

June12 20 years ago, you probably could not tell me unless that particular date had 

some specific meaning for you. If that date was your birthday and every year you 

had the same breakfast then you would remember. But if that date were any other 

date that has nothing that would make it more important and stand out for you 

then you would likely not remember. 

Long term memories are those memories pertaining to things that happened 

further back in the past. That might mean a birthday celebration, the birth of a 

child, the date of a marriage or any other significant event. These are the memories 
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that stick with us on a conscious level over the years. Things that we can easily 

remember or go back to. 

While every memory, both long and short term are remembered on some 

level, those long-term memories are the ones that we tend to remember in greater 

detail. For example, we might remember what we did throughout the day of our 

wedding much like I remember from mine. Though it was over 35 years I ago I can 

tell you exactly what I did throughout that day from the time I got up until the day 

was over. I cannot do that with any “regular” or normal day that long ago. 

We often associate different things regarding our memories that make them 

pop back into our heads at various times. These are usually called “triggers” 

because they trigger a specific memory or response whenever that trigger is 

experienced. And it these triggers that often get in the way of us doing what we 

need to do in order to achieve our dreams. And the insidious things about these 

triggers is that we often do not realize they are even happening. 

If we are constantly being told that we are no good or incapable of doing 

anything successfully, all of those comments and experiences are stored in our 

subconscious mind. And they help shape how we react to certain situations. 

For example, whenever we think about starting something new or trying to 

achieve a goal, all of those little negative thoughts can come rushing back to make 

us feel that we cannot possibly succeed and therefore should not even try. They 

tell us we are not worthy or capable of succeeding and the result is that we never 

even get started. And all of this can occur without us even realizing it. That is the 

real problem here. Our subconscious is controlling our conscious mind and trying 

to spare it failure or negativity. 

This can happen in many different ways. Some of us develop irrational fears 

such as the fear of heights, the fear of water, fear of flying or the fear of 

embarrassment or some other fear. Each of these responses is based on some 

experiences or feelings in our subconscious. And those fears can seem as real as 

anything you can touch, see or smell. 

Many years ago I had a terrible case of the stomach virus and was extremely 

sick for two days. After it was all over, I found I no longer could eat the last thing I 

ate before getting sick. Now that food was not responsible for my sickness but my 
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mind associated that food, the last thing I had eaten, with getting sick. And wanting 

to prevent that unpleasant experience from happening again told my senses that I 

should never, ever eat that again. And I haven’t since. 

Exactly how our conscious and sub-conscious memories process our 

thoughts and experiences really doesn’t matter. But what does matter is that we 

understand that even though we are not realizing it at the time, our reactions and 

feelings are the result of these memories. Even if we are not thinking of that 

memory or experience at the time we are still using it to determine how we react 

and feel at the moment. 

For example we might have a wonderful memory about a special dinner or 

experience with a loved one that involved a certain smell or physical act such as a 

certain touch. Now, even though that experience might have occurred years ago, 

that same smell or touch can make us feel like we did at that moment. The smell 

might bring a feeling of happiness and peace. A certain touch might make us feel 

special and loved. 

Of course, the opposite is true as well. A negative experience such as the loss 

of a loved one or a mugging or other terrible experience can also be associated with 

a certain smell, sound or other sensory element. If a certain song was playing in the 

background when that event happened that same song played today might make 

us feel afraid or panicked or sad. And all of this happens without us realizing it. 

There are entire books written on this and I encourage you to read one or 

more of them if this topic holds interest for you. But for our purposes here and now 

I want you to be aware that our thoughts and memories can impact what happens 

now and in the future and how we react to certain things even if we are not aware 

of those memories. 

ON another level, our “gut feelings” that many people rely experience are 

also due to our past experiences and the data we processed from those 

experiences. Our reactions are shaped from those experiences and may or may not 

be right or appropriate. But whether they are appropriate or not we have a reason 

for reacting or feeling that way and it is important that we understand where all 

those gut feelings come from and why we may want to address or change them 

over time. 
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How You React to Something Changes 

your Feelings and Responses 
 

 

 

 

We have just discussed memories and how they can impact how we react 

and feel about things we experience now. Well, let’s take this one step further and 

think about how we can change the way we react to things moving forward to 

create better and more positive memories. Because remember, how we feel about 

something now can impact how we feel and react to the same or similar things in 

the future. 

In the next chapter we are also going to discuss self-limiting behaviors and 

how they can really make it difficult, or even impossible, for you to succeed and by 

happy in life. And where do these self-limiting behaviors come from? Where do 

they get their start or roots? That’s right. They get their start from how we see 

things now and how we saw them in the past. 

A lot of people see everything from a negative point of view. They see a 

problem and all they do is dwell on how this will prevent them from doing or 

accomplishing something. They never get past those negative thoughts and actually 

deal with the issue. They just see something bad and never get past it. And even if 

they get past it they usually have to spend a lot more time and effort to do so. 

Then there are those people who see things as what they really are and strive 

to find a positive aspect of it first. Some call this seeing the silver lining in 

something. These people might also see the negative but also see a positive part 

that excites them or at least lets them know that they can do something to 

overcome the current situation. 
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Here is a perfect example: 

Tony loses his job. He lost it suddenly without any warning. He goes home 

and sits there and feels bad that he lost his job. He then thinks about how difficult 

it is to find a good job like that and how his skills might not be as impressive as 

those of someone younger. He thinks about all his bills and loans and wonders how 

he will ever get back on his feet again. He is also getting “on the old side of life” and 

feels this will keep him out of contention for all the good jobs. So he doesn’t even 

apply for those jobs and instead accepts a lower paying job that he dislikes because 

he feels that is the best he can do. 

Tony just sees the negative side and also has irrational fears about his skill 

sets and other factors that just might be able to be overcome with a little bit of 

work. Tony’s thoughts are under a giant black cloud and he loses all interest in 

trying to improve himself and his situation. So he just takes lower paying job and 

accepts it. 

On the other hand, Richard, who is the same age as Tony also loses his job 

with no warning. While he is sad and upset about losing his job and wonders where 

the money will come from to pay his bills and loans, he also sees that this could be 

the perfect time to change his career or do other things that he had been thinking 

about. He thinks that maybe this would be a good time to start his own business or 

go back to school and sharpen his skills or acquire new skills that would make him 

more desirable in the workplace. He realizes that even though unemployment will 

pay him less than he was making it will still help him get by for at least a few 

months. 

Richard uses his newly found amount of free time to accomplish things he 

had wanted to do while he was still working but didn’t have the time. He also 

created a new resume listing his new skills and marketed himself as the 

“experienced (not old!) worker whose experience would be a major asset to 

anyone hiring him. In other words, Richard sees the silver lining to take this 

negative experience and turn it into a positive experienced. He does not become 

afraid but rather excited by what might lie ahead for him. 

Richard gets excited while Tony gets depressed all from the same experience. 

While both felt bad when the event happened, each one of them processed it in 

their own way. Tony allowed the experience to define him while Ricard made the 
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experience a challenge to be conquered. What follows each of them is a direct 

result of how they viewed the experience. 

Richard took action while Tony got depressed. Richard made himself better 

while Tony did not. Richard marketed himself aggressively while Tony took a lower 

paying job. In the most basic terms, Richard took action while Tony did not. 

Any time we can find something positive in a situation we are usually capable 

of doing more and handling that situation more efficiently and effectively. If our 

brains see a course of action that will make something better, we will embrace that 

course of action and make the effort. When all we see is negative, we will usually 

not take any action because we do not see the point or any value in doing so. 

I have been blessed with the ability to see the good or opportunity in many 

situations. I don’t know where that came from but I guess that is just how I am 

wired. And that ability has served me well over the years. It enables me to emerge 

stronger and more formidable from certain situations and also reduces the stress 

in my life as well. 

I was laid off a couple of times over the last recession and I not only got a 

better job with a better company and a much brighter future, I became happier as 

well. And during that so-called “free time” I started writing and found that I truly 

loved writing books like this one. I also found that I could help people do better in 

their lives at the same time and that turned everything into a win-win for me as 

well! 

The reality for all of us is that life sometimes just sucks. Things happen that 

can really devastate you if you let them. But at the same time you see wonderful 

and amazing stories of how someone took a truly horrific event and turned it into 

something positive. People who became disabled but refused to quit and made 

astounding gains and accomplishments. 

It all comes down to how you react and feel about everything that happens 

in your life. You can allow your thoughts and feelings to control you or you can 

empower yourself to overcome your negative thoughts and take your own future 

in your hands. This is not about physical toughness or your ability to physically do 

something. What it is all about is your mental toughness, how you view things that 
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happen in your life and how you react to both good and bad experiences you might 

encounter. 

Look for the good in everything no matter how deep you might have to go. 

See things as opportunities instead of roadblocks. Your first question should always 

be “How can I turn this into something better?” and not “How can I ever recover 

from this?” 

Our minds can use their power to help us or keep us down. It is up to us to 

get the right reactions that we deserve and never allow anything to dominate us 

and keep us down. 
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Self-Limiting Behaviors 
 

 

 

 

We all have certain things we do that keep us from reaching our full 

potential. This does not mean we are weak or incapable of success, however. All it 

means is that we are human and subject to the same feelings and responses as 

everybody else. 

An example of a self-limiting behavior is your brain telling yourself that you 

are not able to do something that you are thinking about doing. The result might 

be that you will not even try or that you will not give your best effort because deep 

down you feel there is no way of being successful. Maybe it is going after a new or 

better job or trying something new for the first time. If your brain is telling you that 

you cannot do it, chances are you will not even try. 

As discussed in previous chapters, our brains have enormous impact and 

control over what we do and how we do it. If we feel that we are not up to the task 

our brains will send us that message and often keep us from doing our best. 

Maybe your parents were not supportive of you and told you that you would 

never amount to much of anything. Or maybe you had a teacher who told you the 

same things. And perhaps you experienced the worst of childhood and that was 

having your peers tell you those same things or even bullying you for some reason. 

Every event and situation we experience contributes to who we are and how 

we feel. We already discussed that. But those feelings and fears can also be 

irrational and not truth-based. The reality of who we are and what we are capable 

of could be totally different. That is why it is important to blast though these self-

limiting thoughts and reach or best potential. 
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There are several opinions on how to go about this ranging from self-

evaluation and exploration to seeking professional help in the form of a counselor 

or therapist. All of these options are good in their own way and all might be 

appropriate to you and your situation as well. All that matters is the end result not 

how we got there. And again, this is not a weakness of any kind and you should not 

feel weak or bad about seeking help. The worst you can do is to do nothing and 

hope things change. 

I feel that the best way of changing a reaction is to understand why you have 

that reaction and then gradually prove to yourself that your opinion of yourself is 

wrong. A bit of self-reflection is always a great way to start for you can get an idea 

of why you feel the way you do. Sometimes it can be quite easy to determine the 

root cause while for others it can prove quite difficult and may require the 

assistance of others. 

But for those who might understand the reason behind the feelings all that 

is sometimes required is the replacement of those bad feelings with the creation 

of newer and more positive experiences. Changes like these rarely happen by one 

massive event but rather over time as a series of small achievements or successes. 

For example, if you undertake several smaller tasks and achieve success over 

every one, you will gain self-confidence because you have shown yourself capable 

of success. The more times you are successful the less intimidated you will become 

and the less those self-limiting behaviors will hold you back. 

For example, if you are 50 pounds overweight and have been for a while, 

your brain might tell you that you are incapable of losing weight. After all losing 50 

pounds can be an overwhelming task. But if you start with a 5 pound goal and 

achieve that, you will gain confidence in your ability to lose weight. Then you lose 

another 5 pounds and another and another building self-confidence every step of 

the way. The more confidence you have in yourself and your abilities the less those 

self-limiting behaviors will influence you. 

Personally in my life I went through 7 years of what most people would 

describe as hell. But I noticed that through every experience in those 7 years I 

became more confident and self-assured until I was finally able to break out of that 

period in my life a much better and capable and confident person. 
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To this day I am not sure why that all happened except for my belief that 

along the way I showed myself that I could do things I never had thought were 

possible. And I found out the more confident I became the more I would be able to 

accomplish. 

Things could have gone exactly the opposite way for me back then. I think I 

came very close to having that happen. And I am not sure how various failures 

made me stronger but they did. And at the end of those 7 years I went in for a job 

interview and just plain nailed it and got the job I would keep for over the next 20 

years.  

Over my career I have had many people ask me what my strengths were and 

I have heard those questions asked of others in various interviews. But I do not 

think knowing your strengths is all that important. Instead I would ask people what 

their weaknesses were. Because if you are aware of your weaknesses you know 

what you have to work on to make yourself better. 

Know your weaknesses and work on turning those weaknesses into 

strengths. If you are not good at something, learn it. Research and learn all you can 

about it. Take a class and become proficient in it. Because as we take control over 

our weaknesses and self-limiting thoughts, we become better and more capable of 

handling what life throws at us in the future. 

And if you tell yourself you have no weaknesses, you are full of crap. We all 

have weaknesses. It is just that some of us got a handle on them while others just 

let them be. Which group will you find yourself in? 
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Different States 
 

 

 

 

No, I am not referring to New York, Texas of Florida when I refer to different 

states. The states I am referring to are the various emotional and physical states 

we often find ourselves in on any given day. It is important for us to understand 

how those various states can influence what we do, how long we do it and 

eventually how successful we will be in the end. 

 

Emotional States 

We can be happy, excited, serene, confident and positive. These are our 

positive states and it is during these states that we are able to think more clearly, 

respond more accurately and get more done in less time. These states are the ones 

who make us feel good and ready to tackle the world or even shrug off the 

occasional problem or two. These are the states that we want to wake up and go 

through the day with. 

On the opposite of the spectrum we have the states of sadness, depression, 

tense or stressed, doubting, angry, unfocused, afraid or scared and other feelings 

or emotions that allow us to enter a negative state. When we are in a negative state 

it often is very difficult or sometimes just impossible to think clearly or to get 

excited about anything. If we are sad we might not want to do anything and may 

prefer to just mope around and accomplish nothing. Even if we start something we 

are far more likely to just give up when we are in a negative state. 
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Physical States 

 

Physical states often depend on our emotional states because they are 

related. When we are not feeling well we are more likely to fall into a negative 

state. Especially when we are dealing with pain or discomfort. After all, if you have 

a stomach virus or the flu and have a 103 temperature you are going to feel lousy. 

If you are very overweight and walk around with pain or discomfort and tire 

quickly this can lead to problems as well. The overall well-being of the body is very 

important for those who want to be on a positive state for most of their lives. 

People who get up in the morning ready and raring to go and are excited 

about what the new day will bring tend to accomplish more during the day than 

those who have to force themselves to get out of bed and dread the day ahead. 

Some of us are able to be excited because we see potential opportunities or 

good things in our future. For these people, it is easy to get a good night’s sleep 

and be ready to greet the days ahead. These people feel that they have things 

ahead to look forward to and they welcome the future with open arms. This is the 

type of person we want to become. 

Other people might have a dead end job or feel they have nothing to look 

forward to for whatever reason they might have. Usually these people are full of 

self-limiting thoughts and behaviors and they convince themselves that today and 

tomorrow will be the same as yesterday and the day before that. We do not want 

to dwell on the past. We want to look to the future and leave the past behind us. 

For those of us with poor emotional or physical states we need to change as 

much as we can in order to change our states. If we are in poor health we need to 

start seeing a doctor and start getting our bodies healthy so we can enjoy life. It is 

very difficult to be in a good mood when you are in poor health. 

If you are overweight star to lose some of that weight in a healthy manner. 

If you smoke, then quit. If you drink to excess, then stop drinking. If you need help, 

get it. For those of us with physical limitations we need to work through those 
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limitations with the help of others to help us get to a positive state and to be able 

to get the most from our lives. 

If you are always in a negative state, try and discover why you feel bad. What 

in your life are you not happy with? What is keeping you from feeling good? If 

necessary, talk to a therapist. And then create a plan that will enable you to make 

the changes you need to make to create a happy and healthy lifestyle. 

Many people reading this chapter might feel that this is a bunch of crap. But 

the reality is that people who are sad accomplish much less than their happy 

counterparts. And it is almost universally agreed that without ones health 

everything else is secondary. 

We all have our own ideas of what success really is. But most of us neglect 

to understand the huge value that our moods and health bring into the picture. 

Over my years on this planet I have met many people who supposedly had it all and 

were miserable because their health or person lives were missing important things 

in their lives. 

Do what it takes to help make yourself emotionally happy and physically 

healthy. Only then will you know what it is that you really want out of life and be 

able to go out and achieve it. Only when you find yourself in the right emotional 

state and frame of mind will you be able to achieve all that you want to achieve in 

life and create the lifestyle and life that you really want. 

Before we go a lot of people want to know how to change the state you are 

currently in to a better state. This usually starts with trying to discover the reason 

you are in your current state and then working through that and replacing any 

negative thoughts with positive ones. 

But sometimes just simply taking a few minutes to stop and relax, do a little 

bit of deep breathing to relax you and then thinking about all of the good things in 

your life can change your state into a more positive one.  

For example, if you are feeling a bit down or sad you might bring up positive 

memories by thinking about your children or grandchildren or other positive things 

currently in your life. Realizing how blessed you really are is often enough to change 

your state into a happier one just by doing that. In this world these days it is easy 
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to get depressed from the news and local events. But just realizing there is also a 

lot of good in your life can help a lot as well. 

One last thing that I find very useful and helpful is to always end the day by 

thinking of the good parts of your life. Some people refer to this as counting your 

blessings but I always like to end my day before I go to sleep by thinking about the 

day and being thankful for the good parts of that day and the other things in my 

life. If you are a religious person you can use this time to bring up the blessings you 

have received in your life and giving thanks for them. Not only does this work 

wonders on your mood and state, it also helps you drift off to a better night’s sleep 

as well.  
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Internal and External Motivation 
 

 

 

 

We hear a lot about motivation in our lives but a lot of us think that 

motivation involves working with other people and supporting them or getting a 

personal trainer or therapist or something along those lines. But motivation is much 

more than that and can take many different forms in our lives. We get motivation 

from within ourselves and from our external lives as well. 

The key to getting and staying motivated is to really see and understand what 

we are trying to do and why we want to do it. We need to know and understand 

the benefits and why something is important to us and our lives. Once our brains 

understand the value and reason for doing something, they give us support and 

excitement and drive us to do as much as we need to do in order to accomplish a 

goal. 

Have you ever tried to do something you didn’t want to do or see the point 

in doing? It might have been a chore your spouse or parent made you do or it might 

have been a course you took in school that you saw no value in taking. What kind 

of effort did you put into that chore or class? Did you give it your best and work 

hard at it or did you just go through the motions to get it done as quickly as 

possible? You probably didn’t care about the quality of your efforts either. 

Now contrast that with something you really wanted to do or saw a lot of 

value in doing. Maybe you wanted to learn a new skill so you could get a better or 

higher paying job. Or maybe you were going to get a reward for doing a chore 

around the house after you finished. In these cases you saw great value in what you 
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were doing. You did the task with greater effort and often with better and higher 

quality results. 

Why? Because your brain saw a valid reason for undertaking that goal and 

making that effort. Your brain realized that making more money from a new job 

would enable you to get a new car or bigger house and make your life easier. Those 

are powerful motivators. You put more effort into doing these things because you 

saw a reward waiting for you at the end. Something to strive for. Something to 

motivate you to continue until you finished. Something to be proud of. 

Those were all internal motivators or feelings pertaining to individual tasks. 

But there are also powerful external motivators as well. Maybe we wanted to learn 

something so we would appear smarter to those around us. Maybe we do not want 

to be embarrassed because we don’t know as much as everyone else. Maybe we 

want to learn how to do something so we will not be afraid to do it around other 

people. 

For those of you who ever had to get up in front of a large group of people 

and give a presentation, the fear of public speaking might terrify you. But knowing 

that you really are going to have to do it can become a powerful motivator to take 

some classes to help prepare you for that. The ability to fail in front of others can 

be a powerful motivator for a lot of people. 

Another motivator is the need or desire to get ahead in the world. You want 

that new job and that requires that people think highly enough about you to offer 

you that job. You want to impress people and have them feel very positive towards 

you. Anything that you can do to achieve that is a powerful motivator as well. 

We often need motivation to get us through longer or more involved tasks. 

Short tasks do not usually require a lot of motivation because they can be 

accomplished quickly. But longer goals, such as a four year degree, require on-going 

motivation so we do not quit or give up. 

One very powerful motivator for anything is the noticing of progress. If we 

see ourselves making progress towards a goal we are much more likely to continue. 

If we do not see progress we often can become discouraged and just give up. There 

is a trick to avoid this that will help you stay motivated. 
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Whenever you have a larger or longer goal in front of you, break it up into 

small pieces. Turn that 4 year degree into 8 individual semester goals. This way you 

check off each semester and see that you are working your way through the 

process and making process. And when you get more than half way through you 

get more motivated noticing the end of the road is quickly approaching. 

I always take medium or larger goals and break them down into steps or 

timed segments. Not only does this help keep you focused and knowing where you 

are in the process, it allows you to see progress while at the same time keeping you 

on track. This also helps you get and stay on track and make sure you do not waste 

time and efforts by doing things in the wrong order. 

Whenever you start a new task or whenever you want to achieve anything in 

life ask yourself why you want to do it, what the rewards for doing it might be and 

understand how your life will be better, happier, easier and more rewarding by 

accomplishing this goal. Write everything down so you can refer to it if you should 

every get discouraged and wonder why you are doing this in the first place. If this 

should happen you can break out the list, refresh your memory and get re-

motivated all over again! 

Always remember that our brains often resist change. They need to see a 

valid reason for doing something and they must see the reward at the finish line. 

Our brains do not like to do something new without see the reason behind it. 

Simply knowing why you are doing something and understanding the reward at the 

end is often enough to get motivated and stay motivated throughout the process. 
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Why Willpower is a Myth 
 

 

 

 

We just talked about motivation and how important that is when it comes to 

getting stuff done and tasks accomplished. But even motivation has its limits and 

we need to quickly dispel a common myth. That myth is willpower. 

The idea that you can force yourself to continue to do something for long 

periods of time is not just unrealistic, it is almost impossible. The idea that you can 

use willpower to power through something of great lengths is just not reasonable. 

There is a limit to the time you can consciously force yourself to do anything. 

The physical and mental energy required to constantly force yourself to do 

every little thing every single day of every single week of every single month can be 

exhausting. Most people just cannot do it. Most people have to make the transition 

from initial willpower into long term motivation in which to because successful. 

The idea that you can continue to do something in which you see no reward 

or benefit in is just not possible. Ask anyone who toils at a job they hate if they still 

try to do their best every day. If those people are honest they will tell you they just 

go through the motions and do the absolute minimum to get by. No matter how 

strong minded they are they cannot possibly will themselves to do put in a great 

effort every day forever. 

Willpower play a role at the very beginning when you need that extra effort 

to get things moving. The extra effort while you change behaviors or habits to help 

you achieve a goal. You need willpower to start a diet. You need willpower to stop 

eating somethings and switching to others. But if you are going achieve long term 
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success those changes are going to have to turn into habits which you do without 

thinking. 

Achieving long-term goals or changes in your life is to quickly make those 

changes turn into habits. Things you do without thinking and without effort. That 

is why quitting smoking gets easier over time as the new habits you started to 

create become part of your new life. If they still require a lot of mental effort to 

keep doing, the chances of failure go way up. 

Whenever you are about to start something new, work on creating new 

habits or changes that will become new habits. Your goals should always be to 

substitute one bad habit for a new good habit. Something that will soon be done 

without thinking or effort. Once you are able to accomplish this your goals will 

come to you with far less effort or work.  
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Emotional Baggage 
 

 

 

 

Perhaps you have heard the term or maybe this is the first time you have 

heard of it. Emotional baggage is the sum of all the experiences we have had in our 

lives AND the experiences of others that we are aware of. All of these memories 

and thoughts often significantly impact how we feel and react to everything that 

happens to use today and in the future. 

We have already discussed one type of emotional baggage and that was the 

self-limiting behaviors that we all have had at some point in our lives. Those just do 

not appear on their own. We are not pre-programmed to feel a certain way from 

birth. We learn how to feel consciously and sub-consciously. At this point we just 

want to try and understand why we feel or react the way we do while 

understanding our brains role in those feelings. 

Probably the most common context for the phrase “emotional baggage” is 

when talking about people and relationships. It is true that when you enter any 

kind of relationship with another person at some level you are also entering all of 

their previous relationships as well. This is because every relationship changes us 

in some way. And those challenges can be either positive or negative. 

For example, if someone had a bad relationship with someone else that 

relationship is going to be part of a new relationship that person will have with the 

next person they meet. They might be afraid to commit thinking the same bad 

ending will come again and they do not want to experience that trauma again. So 

the person enters the relationship on guard, afraid to openly share their life with 
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someone else and might even feel that everyone will treat them in the same 

manner. 

If you were treated badly or bullied in your life that is bound to affect the 

way you approach life from that point on. You might retreat from certain activities 

or people and become a loner or someone that is afraid of being in public. These 

feelings do not appear out of thin air. They are just our brains reaction and the way 

it helps protect us from future negative situations. 

Failure can also cause powerful memories that can create powerful 

emotional baggage as well. If you were in a situation where you failed or made a 

mistake and were ridiculed and made fun of because of it, this might cause you to 

shy away from similar experiences in the past. For example if you had to talk to a 

large group of people and you froze or did poorly, you might create a large fear of 

public speaking from that point on. 

On a simpler level if you ask a guy or girl out on a date and they turn you 

down you might be afraid to do it again. And if they turned you down in a public 

place in front of others, well, that just makes it worse. Sometimes people can be 

cruel and other times people just do not realize how much a supposedly funny or 

casual comment can hurt. 

Emotional baggage also is impacted by our self-confidence. If we are very 

self-confident we are usually able to deflect the damage done to us by our failures 

and experiences. As we grow older and more experienced we are usually able to 

react better and develop the ability to ignore certain things because our past 

experiences taught us how to do so. 

The more confidence we have in ourselves the better able we will be to 

handle and process negative situations or experiences. But if we have a low level 

of confidence, or low self-esteem, we might tend to become very vulnerable to the 

words, comments of others and out own experiences.  

Knowing all of this now I am sure you can see a way to avoid, or at least 

minimize, the emotional baggage that is in our lives. The first key is to understand 

why we feel or react the way we do. What events or experiences are the root cause 

of our reactions and feelings? What has happened in our past that caused us pain 

or created self-doubt? 
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Many times discovering some of these experiences is very easy because they 

left a mark in our memories. It is easy to remember someone making fun of you or 

causing a traumatic event to occur in your life. If someone turned you down and 

ridiculed you for asking you probably would remember that. Maybe not on the first 

try but when you know what you are looking for these experiences and emotions 

usually will come to the top. Sometimes we can do this on our own while at other 

times we might have to talk to a therapist who knows how to uncover these 

experiences and memories. 

The idea behind our efforts at this point should be to at least understand why 

we feel or react the way we do in certain circumstances and then deal with those 

root causes and replace those experiences with positive experiences.  

If you asked someone out on a date and were made fun of for doing so, then 

ask someone else out who you think is likely to accept. Then you can replace the 

negative thought or memory with a positive one. Do this several times and you just 

might have the problem go away. Just be aware that it can sometimes take multiple 

positive experiences to counter just one negative experience. This is because we 

have not yet convinced our brain that there is no longer anything to fear from doing 

something. Out brain takes time to resolve things and we should give it that time. 

At some level we all know certain things we are afraid or even hesitant to do 

in life. We should examine those things and try to come up with possible causes 

and then try to find a way of turning those negative feelings into positive one or at 

least into neutral ones. 

If you are afraid of heights, which I was, then try and put yourself in safe 

situations that allow you to tackle things slowly to minimize your fear. As a child I 

was deathly afraid of heights and it impacted me after I purchased a home and 

needed to work on it. I did things gradually to the point where I now can paint the 

entire house up to the peaks and while I am still a bit nervous, I can do it. For some 

that might be a small victory but it is a victory none the less. 

Try and recognize some of your fears and baggage and take steps to address 

it at your own pace and in situation that make you feel protected and secure. If you 

are afraid of talking to groups of people then start talking to a group of friends and 

move on up from there. If you are afraid to go outside because of a traumatic event, 
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then start with walking to the end of your property and then taking short walks 

with someone else who makes you feel safe. 

Take baby steps. Remember that sometimes the simplest of problems 

cannot be solved by one massive action. In fact they usually can’t. So take it slowly 

and use baby steps that help show you that progress is being made. Rejoice in your 

progress and do not get discouraged if things do not happen as fast as you like. 

Sometimes progress is made without you realizing it. Until one day when you do 

something without thinking and realize that you used to be afraid to even try it 

before. 

Do you best to kick that emotional baggage to the curb. 
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Surrounding Ourselves with Success 
 

 

 

 

If you get nothing else from this book other than what we will cover in this 

chapter you will still get a ton of benefit from reading this book. This is because we 

are going to cover one of the most important, and one of the easiest, ways for you 

to bring success into your life. Doing this will make your life easier, allow you to 

reach your potential faster and easier and allow more of your goals to become 

realities. 

The one thing I am referring to is surrounding yourself in your life with 

successful people. People who have already done something you want to do and 

people who have experienced success in their lives. These are the people you want 

to take advice from and these are the folks that you want to watch and learn how 

to do certain things yourself. 

If you want to learn how to write a book, find other people or groups in that 

niche and hang around them. Volunteer in the groups. Attend meetings and create 

relationships with these people. This will bring you rewards in many different ways. 

First and foremost, you will learn more about what you are interested in 

doing and that includes stuff you will never learn from books or seminars. These 

are the little bits of advice as well as tips and tricks that are unique to the people 

who know them. Getting to know writers will enable you to learn about writing 

styles. Which work well and which ones don’t. You will learn common mistakes and 

how to avoid making them yourself. 

If you want to enter a new field or learn a new skill interact with people who 

know that skill. Watch them as they work. Ask questions and watch them carefully. 
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See what they do and ow they do it. Try and duplicate what you see and try to make 

your results as good or even better than theirs. Sometimes just being there are 

observing can make it much easier to understand what is going on instead of just 

reading about it in a manual or textbook. 

On another level, you want to surround yourself with successful people so 

you learn their attitudes and habits. You can learn a lot by shadowing a successful 

person and finding out how they do it. You will learn the right habits and also 

discover which of your own habits just might be holding yourself back a bit. In other 

words, you will learn what you need to do, how to do it and why it needs to be 

done in the first place. 

Ask yourself a question. If you wanted to become a successful businessman, 

who would you choose to spend your time with? Bill Gates from Microsoft or the 

homeless guy outside the food shop on the corner? If you wanted to become a 

professional baseball player, who would you want to seek out for advice? Derek 

Jeter of the Yankees or a T-Ball coach from Indiana? 

You want to surround yourself with people who will teach you and challenge 

you. People who will pull you closer to your goals not further away. You want 

people who will notice when you are doing something wrong and call you out on 

it. You want people who are going to show you the right way of doing something 

and not put up with anything else but you. 

As this concerns more than just learning the physical procedure or specific 

knowledge. It is also about attitude. It is all about getting the right attitude so you 

force yourself to do the right thing and to do what it takes to become successful. 

You might not be doing everything you should be doing to achieve the type of 

success you want in your life. Heck, you might not even be aware of something that 

needs to be done or happen before you can get to the next level. 

But by watching others, or by having a mentor or encouraging people in your 

life to show you the right way to move forward you can cut years or even decades 

off the time you will need to achieve your dreams. And the attitudes and discipline 

you will learn will often rub off on everything else you do as well. 

Let’s put this into a bit more focus. 
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Let’s say you have two different groups of people you can hang out with. One 

group is focused on their careers and their future success. The other group is into 

drinking and playing video games until 3 AM 4 or 5 days a week. 

Which group do you think will help you bring success into your life? 

Which group will you learn the right attitudes and habit required to bring 

success to you faster and easier? 

Which group will enable you to make the contacts you will find useful in your 

future? 

Which group will give you people you can rely on and come to for advice 

when you hit the inevitable speedbumps that will come your way in life? 

The answer to all of those questions is the first group. The ones who are 

focused on their future and their careers. There is no problem spending one night 

a week with the other group for relaxation and fun, but in order for you to get 

where you want in life you are going to need the skills, knowledge and resources 

that the other group can provide. 

Here is another powerful thought that you should embrace. 

Surround yourself with people that have strengths that match your 

weaknesses. We all have weaknesses but if we have people that have those 

strengths not only can we learn from them and help turn our weaknesses into 

strengths, but we can also use their strengths to help us achieve more in our lives. 

It’s like someone who can write but is not artful having a partner with 

amazing graphics skills. Now he can write the book and the other person do the 

writing and other graphics for the cover and interior. Or maybe you are not all that 

good at finances so you surround yourself with others who are good at finances 

and can help you make the right decisions. 

Now this is not all taking from others. In order to work effectively you must 

also share those things that you are good at. The end result is a group of people 

whose combined skills form a very formidable group ready for success. 

No one has ever said that in order to be successful that we have to do it all 

by ourselves. The smartest and most successful people form partnerships and 

develop resources that enable them to do what they do best while allowing others 
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to do what they do best. You do not have to go it alone and you should not even 

try. 

Learn from others, get help from others and surround yourself with other 

successful people. You will then find yourself making faster progress, achieving 

much more in less time while also having much less stress and tension in your life 

as well.  
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What Do You Want Out of Life 
 

 

 

 

We all have things we think we want in life but most of us never really think 

about WHY we want those things. Because of this we sometimes get disappointed 

when we work hard to achieve something and it does not bring us the satisfaction 

or pleasure that we thought it would. And sometimes when we finally get 

something we wanted we find that our lives are not only not much better but 

sometimes getting something we want helps make our lives worse. 

We all have different needs and desires and this is part of what makes us 

different and unique. We all have different things that are important to us as well. 

For some of us family comes before anything else in our lives while others are so 

committed to their careers that everything else takes a back seat. 

Because of all of this it is important for us to think about why we want 

something and how getting that something in our lives would change our lives. This 

is important because sometimes getting something will create changes that we did 

not want or expect because we had failed to think things through. Other times we 

often realize that we want something for the wrong reasons after we get it. So while 

the need or desire might seem important to us the reasons behind it are often even 

more important. 

We might want a fancy car or a bigger house because of the status that we 

think surrounds those things. We want our friends and neighbors to see what we 

have and be envious or impressed with the things we have that they don’t. But 

once you get those things you might also gain insight into why other people do not 

have those things even though they seemingly could afford them. 
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Take the fancy luxury car for example. Yes, it looks nice and yes, it turns quite 

a few heads as you drive by. But after you save to pay for it (or I worst case take 

out a loan for it!) you realize that you paid 3 times more than what another really 

good car might cost you. You also realize that you might be afraid to drive it certain 

place or in certain weather conditions because you are afraid of getting it damaged. 

It might also be impractical as it does not have the interior room or storage that 

most other cars have that a family like yours really needs. So after you get it and 

the novelty wears off, all of those negatives make you rethink or regret your 

decision. You no longer crave having that particular car. 

The same could be said for the bigger or fancier house. You think you want 

it but after you get it you find out you are paying 3 times the property taxes and 

that there is far more maintenance, heating and air conditioning costs and then you 

realize you really don’t need all the extra room and that bigger yard. You then 

realize, much too late, that you only wanted it because your friends all had it and 

you wanted to fit in. 

Here is another example that hits a little bit closer to home for me. I am 

retired now (I was fortunate to be able to retire early because of smart decisions 

earlier in life!) and I watch my two grandchildren 3 days a week with my wife. We 

start at 7AM and go until 4Pm which is a long day when you have a 4 year old and 

a two year old to play with and chase after. I often thought how nice it would be to 

not have to do that after they are both in school. My days would all be my days 

with no early mornings. 

Then I thought about not being able to see them nearly as much and how 

much I enjoyed being around them and watching them grow. And I realized that if 

my wish did come true and I didn’t have to watch them every week for those 3 days 

that my life would be worse not better. It is all about seeing the big picture and not 

just what is staring you right in the face. 

Sometimes we want things for the right reasons. We might want that bigger 

house because our family has grown and we really need four bedrooms instead of 

three. And with four people in the house we really could use two bathrooms 

instead of one. And a bigger yard would give you room for a swing set and room 

for the kids to play. Those are all good reasons and reasons that make a lot of sense. 
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In this particular case you are buying something you need rather than just 

something you want. 

It is very different when you want something in your life because you need 

it. In some cases you even might need something that you don’t want. No one likes 

to pay their heating bill or their electric bill. No one likes putting gas in the car but 

all of these things are things that you need to do in order to maintain a comfortable 

lifestyle. 

But if buying a fancy new car means getting half the gas mileage and a newer 

and larger house that you really do not need is going to cost you double to heat 

and cool it, then maybe those things are not really things you need in your life. You 

should have real reasons for wanting things in your life. 

Maybe you want a better car because your job requires you to be in that car 

several hours a day and you want a nicer ride. Or maybe that satellite radio 

subscription is worthwhile because you are in the car a lot. In these examples even 

though these are not necessities they are reasonable expenses. If you are rarely in 

the car then those purchase might not be reasonable. But since you do spend a lot 

of time in the car they are prudent. 

I say all of this because most of us have a limited amount of income or 

disposable cash and once it is gone then we cannot buy anything without going into 

debt. Because of this we should be wise about how we spend our money so we can 

get the most out of it. As long as we spend less than what is coming in while still 

saving for our future and our kid’s future, then we will be alright. 

So before making any kind of purchase or commitment, spend a few minutes 

being honest with yourself about why you feel you want or need something in your 

life. Are the reasons sound and legitimate or are they vain or foolish? Do you want 

something just because someone else has it or do you really have a need for that 

in your life? 

So often we make decisions or choices for the wrong reasons and we wind 

up regretting things we have done. Isn’t it better to spend a few minutes before 

making those decisions to find out what is really behind those choices? 

Successful people make decisions for the right reasons. They weight the pros 

and cons before making their decisions. They make sure they can afford something 
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before they purchase it and not afterwards. They find out if they should but things 

now or wait a bit until they can better afford them. In other words, they make 

responsible decisions for the right reasons and they understand those reasons in 

advance. 

And they realize that sometimes we want things for the wrong reasons or for 

reasons they just do not make sense. I am not telling you to not do things or buy 

things that you want or desire. But I am telling you to understand why you want or 

desire them in the first place.  
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What is Important to you in your Lifestyle? 
 

 

 

 

Many of us go through life without really knowing or understanding what we 

are all about. We just rely on gut feelings or the input of others who advise us or 

guide us. The problem with going through life in this manner is that we usually wind 

up living someone else’s version of the ideal life. And this version usually does not 

align with who you are as a person. 

There are many influential people in our lives. Parents, relatives, teachers, 

friends, church figures and mentors. Each of these people are supposed to have 

your best interests at heart and most of them probably do. But the problem is that 

none of these people know you as well as you know yourself. None of these people 

live in your shoes or experience life in exactly the same way as you have.  

None of them know what it is like to be you and how your life is going. That 

is just not possible because no one can know what it is like to be you. And even 

though they truly believe that they know what is best for you they cannot be 100% 

certain. And because of this their advice, guidance, or life plan for you might be 

partially or even totally wrong for you. 

For example, one of the most common issues a person might have is that 

they are guided, or pushed, into the same career as a parent or into the family 

business. Your family might have had fire fighters or policemen or doctors and 

lawyers in it for several generations and all were happy in that profession. So now 

they want to guide you into the same profession. It is kind of expected of you to 

continue the legacy. 
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But maybe you have no desire or inclination to continue in that career or 

lifestyle. Maybe you want something else. Perhaps you have a strong desire to be 

a musician, or join the armed services or do something totally different with your 

life. Those decisions might not be supported and might even be met with strong 

opposition or outright refusal to allow you down those paths. 

When this happens it is important for you to understand two things. 

First, the opposition or guidance you receive is probably not coming from 

hate or a dislike for you or your choices. The people giving you the guidance 

probably believe in their hearts that this is the best thing for you. After all in the 

past other people in the family were happy in this particular career so they believe 

that you would be as well. 

Second, the final decision on what is right for you must be yours and yours 

alone. This does not mean that you should not listen to the advice and guidance of 

others and consider their views. After all they might be right and you might be 

wrong. If your career plans include studying hard to become a blimp pilot or court 

jester then maybe those plans are just not realistic in this day and age. So you 

should always look at the ideas and guidance of others and make sure what you 

want is both reasonable and appropriate for you in your current environment. 

It is also possible that someone older and more experienced might have a 

diffetrent perspective on things that you should also listen to. The younger we are 

the less experience we might have in the real world. If that is the case with you 

being able to talk to someone with a lot more experience in this world might be of 

benefit for you. 

But let’s get back to you and why the final decision should be yours. 

We are all born with a set of values and morals that we learn as we grow 

older. I firmly believe that we are somehow born with a certain view of life and that 

view is shaped one way or another as we grow up and experience more things in 

life. But those core value, once they appear, often define who we are, what we do 

and where we go in our lives. We can change them with a bit of work but left 

unchecked they will determine the type of person we will become. 

We have talked about how and why certain things are important to us. This 

goes back to our values and moral that drive our decisions, actions and feelings 
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throughout our lives. Creating a lifestyle and plan that adheres to those values and 

morals is essential if we are to lead happy and well-adjust lives. If we try and live a 

life that is not aligned with how we feel and what is important to us then we will 

likely never be happy and will always exist in some kind of conflict or no 

contentment. 

For example, if we are family oriented and our family is the driving force in 

our lives then having a career that keeps us away from our family for extended 

periods of time usually would not be the right choice. While the money might be 

great and the work itself rewarding, being away from our family for long periods of 

time would not allow us to be happy. 

If our careers are the most important thing to us then anything that stands 

in the way of our careers would not make us happy. We might decide not to settle 

down and get married and have children because that would take time away from 

our career building. Even when our parents and friend are all pressuring us to settle 

down and raise a family that is not always what everyone wants. We must know 

what our most important parts of life are to us and create a life that goes along 

with those beliefs. 

For years I worked in jobs that did not make me happy. But through a series 

of events during a recession I completely changed careers and never looked back. 

My new career was far more enjoyable, I was much better at it and the amount of 

stress in my life went to new levels. Plus, I now had more time at home with my 

wife and my two small children. All of this because I had changed careers to 

something that aligned with me and my life even better than the old career. 

It is also important that we realize that what we wanted yesterday might not 

be the same as what we will want to morrow. Life changes, our situations change 

and our environment changes all at the same time. Just like we all wanted to be 

firemen or dancers when we were little we all probably want something different 

now and that could change even more in the years ahead. 

Despite the best efforts of others, only we can know what is really right for 

us. Only we know how we feel inside and how we feel each and every day. No one 

want sot work I a job they don’t like or don’t find fulfilling and no one wants to live 

in a situation that does not make them truly happy. It is always important to 
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understand that what is good for one might be horrible for another. And we need 

to respect that. 

On the other side of the fence, we must understand that giving our opinion 

and guidance to someone is all well and good but we need to give that person space 

to make up their own mind. We might not agree with the decisions of our sons and 

daughters but all we can do is give them the knowledge and understanding they 

need and hope that they make the right decisions. 

And after those decisions we need to support them and provide as much help 

as we can without dictating what they do and how they do it. This goes for everyone 

around us from our children and co-workers and everyone in between. Let people 

follow their own paths and unless you see them heading for disaster or physical 

harm let them make their own choices and see where that takes them.  
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Your Core Values 
 

 

 

 

We have talked a lot about core values and understanding what your core 

values are will help you achieve more of what you really need in your life. Your core 

values are your beliefs and the way you feel about certain aspects of life. In order 

to lead a happy and less stressful life your lifestyle and career must align with your 

core beliefs. 

For example, many of us have a defined set of beliefs as to what is right and 

wrong. And if you are the type of person that truly believes that you must do the 

right thing as often as possible then you probably not have a career as a time share 

salesman or go into any kind of illegal activity. This is because you might find 

yourself going against your feelings and beliefs almost every single day. 

Maybe you are a very religious person and your religion and faith are very 

special and important to you. If that is the case you likely would not enjoy working 

in a career that brought you in contact with other people who are not spiritual or 

might be exactly opposite than you are. You also might not want to take a career 

or job that would force you to work on Sundays which is your primary day or 

worship. While others might not mind that at all, for you it might be a major 

obstacle. 

There are many factors that go into our core values. I am not going to go into 

them in detail at this point because there are many of these values. Let it suffice to 

say that we know what is important to us and we know what we like and what we 

do not like.  
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With this knowledge we should choose a lifestyle and career that fits in well 

with as many of our values as possible. You should create a lifestyle and career that 

not only makes you feel good inside but also allows you to feel a sense of pride and 

achievement in what you do. Sometimes this is not easy but if you try hard enough 

and search long enough you just might find something that suits you much better 

than you had thought. 

If you catch a common thread in this section of the book you are correct. All 

of the topics in this part of the book rely on getting to know yourself and what 

makes you you. It is important for us to not just know what we want or like in life 

but WHY we want or like them. We need to understand the WHY behind the want 

or need. And that goes for understanding our values as well. 

And it is also important to realize that our values over time can change. It is 

very common for people to change their priorities and values in life as they get 

older. In the early years money might have been a driving influence and a great 

priority but later on we might realize that money isn’t everything and we then 

prioritize different things as our most important parts of life. 

So whether you are 15 or 50, understand your values and why certain things 

are so important for you. But also ask yourself WHY things are important and what 

you need to do to get more of what you want and really need in your life and 

discard more of the stuff that no longer has much meaning for you.  
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Eliminating Excesses 
 

 

 

 

 

Let’s face it, we all have certain excesses in our lives. Things we might need 

in our lives but not to nearly the extent that we have them. For example, do we 

really need 345 TV channels and 17 different streaming apps? Do we REALLY need 

$200 sneakers and those $750 handbags? That answer to that is a resounding NO 

but despite that most of us still pay for these things every single month. 

Look, I get it. I buy a lot of stuff all with the best intentions and sometimes 

never even use it. Especially things online where it is so easy to buy things on the 

spur of the moment. I mean if you think about something, Amazon has it and with 

their one click buying it is so damned easy we all buy stuff we don’t really need. 

Successful people will all tell you that you do not need all of the things you 

have in your life. Sometimes possessions complicate your lives and make it harder 

to live day to day. By eliminating these excesses we not only make our lives easier 

we also free up money and other resources that could better be put to use 

elsewhere. 

I bring up those 345 TV channels because my TV package has that many but 

in reality I maybe watch 15-20 of them with any kind of regularity. But the whole 

package comes with all of those channels so I pay for them even though I do not 

watch them. Could I get a smaller package? Well, I guess so but I am just too lazy 

to go through the nonsense of getting on the phone and waiting on hold to change 

it. 
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The same goes for a lot of the streaming services I have. I do not have a lot 

of them but I do use 2 or 3 because of unique programming. But some of my kids 

subscribe to more than 10 of these services and pay a monthly fee of at least $5 

each! So that is 50 bucks they do not have to use on something else! These are 

common expenses that rob us of using our money in ways that can really help us 

or make our lives easier. 

One of the best things you can do in order to become more successful and 

get more of what you want in your life I to do a deep dive into your expenses at 

least twice a year. Look at what you pay for every month and ask yourself if you 

really, really need all those things. Nothing should be off the table. Everything 

should be fair game. 

I am not asking you to go without anything that you really use or enjoy. But 

you will probably be able to downsize a package to one that still fits your needs 

while saving you money every month! Money you can use for other things or to 

increase your retirement savings. 

So maybe you do not need that 345 channel package. Maybe you can get by 

with the 220 channel package that is $30 less! Maybe you do not need 5 streaming 

services and can get by with 2 or 3. This is not doing without it is just making smart 

choices. 

Maybe you like going out to eat. Almost everybody does. But do you have to 

do it 3 times a week? Maybe going out just one or two times could save you a 

hundred dollars a month. The same thing for take-out and fast food. That stuff ain’t 

cheap anymore! Gone are the days of eating fast food for less than $5 a meal. 

I am going to lose a lot of people on this next one but it is something I just 

do not understand. People now are so lazy that not only will they get fast food 

instead of cooking themselves but they will also pay a premium price PLUS delivery 

fees so they do not have to plunk their fat asses behind the wheel to go and get it! 

Hey, if you have 3 kids and want to get them McDonalds I get why you are tempted 

to get it delivered. But if you and your husband are home, go and get it yourself! 

Plus, it will probably be hotter as well! 

We discussed this already but your home and your vehicles can save you 

money as well. Buy a house that you can afford and that has enough space for you. 
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Do not buy a McMansion and pay 3 times more taxes and other costs. Get yourself 

a practical vehicle that gets good gas mileage instead of that big SUV that gets 8 

MPG. 

And if you are in debt and paying that obscene credit card interest, stop 

buying stuff and paying that interest! Buy less and pay down your debt. If someone 

came to your door and demanded you give them $50 for nothing, you would slam 

the door in their face. But whenever you buy something on credit and carrying a 

balance that is exactly what you are doing! STOP IT! 

Much of this has to do with getting the most out of the money that comes in 

every month. If you want to have more money every month there is only two ways 

to get it. You either bring in more by getting a better job or working overtime OR 

you cut down on your expenses so you have more money left at the end of the 

month! 

Think of what an extra $100-$500 a month might mean to you and your 

family? What could you do with that money? Maybe take a vacation once a year 

with the kids? Or maybe get everyone nicer clothes without going into debt? 

Smart and successful people do their best to get the most out of every dollar 

that comes into their households. They do not skimp on things that bring them joy. 

Instead, they spend their money wisely so they get the most value out of every 

dollar they make. Then they use that extra money to build their business, start a 

business or do something for their families. 

So take out a pad and paper and write down what you spend your money on. 

Nothing is untouchable. Nothing is off-limits. See what you can eliminate and what 

you can cut down. See if there are cheaper alternatives that will give you the same 

things for less. Call your cable or satellite provider and see what discounts you can 

get. 

And then once you do all of that, keep on top of things. Check every other 

month or so for special offers and other discounts. Maybe switch from provider to 

provider to get lower introductory pricing. At the same time look at your auto and 

homeowners insurance as well. Often you can get more for less if you just ask. I 

know I have been able to get lower premiums just for asking. You are cheating 

yourself if you just keep paying and never checking. All of this doesn’t take much 
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time. Just a phone call every once in a while. Your spouse and wallet will thank you 

for making the effort! 
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Creating Balance in Your Lifestyle 
 

 

 

 

In this chapter we are going to talk about something that is very important 

to our overall happiness and success. It is also something a lot of people never give 

any thought to. We are going to talk about balance. We are going to talk about the 

need to create a sense of balances between every aspect in our lives. This will 

enable us to achieve success in every, or most, parts of our lives instead of just one 

part. 

When I talk about balances what I am referring to is being able to make sure 

you allocate time and resources to all parts of your life so no one part gets 

neglected or lost in the shuffle. This happens a lot to most of us at one time or 

another for many different reasons. 

One of the most common reasons for imbalance in our lives is that we often 

become overly focused on one aspect of our lives and delegate everything else to 

the back burner so to speak. For example, when we are younger to middle-aged, 

we might be concentrating so much on our jobs and career that we neglect our 

personal lives including family and friends. The end result is that we often find 

ourselves alone in life even though we have a great and fulfilling career. 

Another common occurrence in life is that we meet a new romantic partner 

and we spend so much time together that we no longer have time to see our other 

friends. We constantly turn them down when they ask us to do anything and we 

kind of eliminate them from our everyday lives. While we do not do this on purpose 

and might not even be aware of it, the result is that they drift away from us and 
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start doing things without you. And when we finally have time for them in our lives 

and reach out to them, we find that now they do not have time for us. 

Relationships often bear the brunt of imbalance when one or both people in 

that relationship are so focused on some other part of their lives that they neglect 

their spouse or significant other. And sometimes while this might not end the 

relationship the neglected person might look for something to fill their free time 

and the result is that both people find their own separate passions and they 

continue to drift apart until there is nothing left in the relationship. 

I am sure if you are honest with yourself that you can see times in your own 

life where you spent too much time on one thing and let something else slide. We 

all do it and it is part of life. After all, life does constantly change around us and we 

change with it. Most of us do not see our childhood friends anymore and we change 

our habits and focus over the years as well. I am not talking about that. What I am 

talking about is becoming too focused on just one part of life while neglecting the 

rest of it. 

Hopefully we agree on the type of problems that an imbalanced lifestyle can 

cause us. But now the question should be, “How can I avoid this happening to me 

in my life?” And the answer is that there are a few easy things we can do to make 

sure we create as balanced a lifestyle as possible. 

First and foremost, we need to constantly be aware of what we are doing in 

our lives. We should step back every week or so and look at our lives and how we 

are managing them to make sure nothing is neglected. We need to be open and 

honest with ourselves and admit to ourselves whenever we feel that we are letting 

anyone or anything feel left out or not important to us. 

We should make sure that we are also taking care of ourselves at the same 

time. If you are so committed and focused on your career that you find yourself 

working 20 hours a day and are doing nothing else in your life, well, that should 

send up a huge red flag! You just cannot sustain such an effort for a long period of 

time and still have a happy and healthy lifestyle. 

Yes, I agree that sometimes we have to focus on just one thing for a short 

period of time. Maybe we have to prepare for an important test of maybe there is 

a huge project that demands a large amount of our time over the next few weeks. 
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That is just life getting in the way and as long as we understand that and it is not a 

permanent type of situation we can recover from that. 

But if those demands are going to go on for months or years, it is time to 

decide whether or not this is the right situation for us and whether we are still able 

to create and live a reasonable quality of life in the meantime. Sometimes the cost 

of doing something is so high it is just not worth doing it. 

You also need to consider your health at the same time. If you are demanding 

too much of yourself and not getting enough rest or have too much stress in your 

life, this is not a healthy lifestyle. You need to take care of your health and make 

sure that you are getting enough rest and do not have too much stress in your life. 

These are basic parts of your life and should never be overlooked or ignored. 

Sometimes there are no warning signs until you get the final warning sigh when it 

is too late. 

Along the same lines, you need rest, relaxation and a bit of fun in your life. 

You do not need to be working on your career or your business or anything 24 hours 

a day. You should be able to go out to dinner, see a movie or just spend the night 

with friends. Give yourself a time to let your guard down and just be you. Success 

along with nothing else in your life is not exactly success. 

As far as relationships go, be aware of how you treat others and do the little 

things that sometimes mean so much. Make time to be with other people. Make 

an effort to let them know how special they are to you. Always try and put yourself 

in their place to get a better idea of how they feel. If something is going to take a 

lot of your time over the next few weeks, let them know about it in advance. Explain 

things to them so they can understand and not feel neglected. But even during 

those times you should still find time to spend with each other. Maybe a quick lunch 

during the week or just going out for a cocktail one evening. 

It is important to understand that the several parts of your life all add up to 

who you really are. Those parts are reflections of your morals and values and also 

your needs and desires. To try and live a life where all of these parts are not taken 

care of means that you are not living an authentic life. If you need to do that in 

order to achieve what you feel is success, then you need to rethink what success is 

really all about. 
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Make sure you create balance between your personal life and career. 

Balance out your time between your friends and your relationships. Carve out some 

“me” time where you can just be alone to relax and do whatever you feel like doing. 

Allow yourself to decompress every so often. Put the career out of your mind and 

concentrate on your family.  Take care of your health and make sure you visit the 

doctor regularly so anything that might come up is addressed promptly before it 

turns into something major. 

But most important, constantly ask yourself what is going on in your life. Ask 

yourself if you are doing all you can to make sure you live a balanced and happy 

life. The more often you do this the better. It is easier to correct a habit that is a 

few weeks old than it is to correct a habit that is 10 years old! If you are a religious 

or spiritual person make sure you have the time to include that in your life as well. 

All of this is very important. 

Be yourself, be balanced and be happy. Only then will you experience success 

and everything that comes with it.  
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What Do You NEED to Achieve your Perfect Lifestyle? 
 

 

 

 

By now we hopefully have spent considerable time understanding what we 

want or need in our life and the reasons WHY we need it. We have looked at both 

sides of everything as best we can so we can make the best decisions as to what 

we want in our life as well as those things that we want out of our life. 

If you have not done this exercise, please reconsider doing it and come back 

whenever you are done. This is important because when you really dig down and 

examine what is in your life and what is missing, you can then make informed 

decisions and decisions that will serve you well. Sometimes we might think we want 

something only to find out that once we get it life is not better but it is worse. All 

that time, effort and resources we put into getting that one thing have been 

wasted.  

Time is something that once you spend it, you cannot get it back. You can 

recover from a bad financial decision and you can recover from a poor or wrong 

career decision. Life has a way of letting you recover from most mistakes if you give 

it enough time. But time is something that has a great value and it is also something 

you cannot get back no matter how much money you have or how much power 

you have.  

Therefore making the right decisions the first time should always be our 

priority in life. Successful people learn how to get the information they need to 

make the right decision at the right time. While nobody is perfect successful people 

go to great lengths to make sure something is really worth going for and they 

understand the risks and the outcomes from both sides. 
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Throughout your life you are going to be asked to make several decisions. 

And the answers to those decisions will be unique to you. Others can advise you 

but only you can decide which paths you want to take in life. 

Most of us know what we want and what we need in our lives. We just are 

not often quite sure about how to go about and get the things we need. The first 

step is deciding what we NEED in order to live the life we want and to create the 

plan designed to get us there. 

And before we go any further those of you who just groaned when I 

mentioned creating a life plan do not think for a moment that you can get to where 

you are to where you want to be without a plan. While you might eventually get 

there without such a plan it will usually take you much longer to get there and it 

will wind up taking more effort and resources to get there as well. If you are the 

type of person who enjoys wasting time and putting more effort into accomplishing 

a goal than you have to, then please, go without a plan. Then come back in a year 

or two and re-read this chapter and realize what a huge mistake you made! 

The fact is, before we achieve something or have something, there are often 

steps or other requirements that must happen or be met in order for us to get what 

we want. For example, if we want to purchase a new or larger home, we are going 

to have to qualify and be approved for a mortgage. We are going to have to have a 

certain amount of money for the down payment. Before we can get approved we 

need to have good credit. Before we can have good credit we have to pay our bills 

on time and show that we can manage our credit properly. 

If we have lousy credit and no money for a down payment, there is no way 

we can get the house or even apply for that mortgage. If we do not take the steps 

required in the right order chances are we will never be successful and even if we 

ultimately are successful it will take us a lot more time and require more resources 

than if we had a plan that clearly showed us what had to happen and in what order 

to refer to. 

You might say to yourself “I really would like a job in management in my 

company. I just know I would be great at it!” While this is a great goal to have, you 

now have to look at what is required for you to get that job. Do you meet all the 

qualifications? If not which ones do you need to get in order to even be considered? 
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What is required for you to get each one? And what can you do to make yourself 

appear to be the best candidate for the job? 

We all have things we want in our life. We already talked about how to 

determine the reasons behind those desires and why we really want it and how it 

would impact our life. Now that we determine that it is a smart goal to have in our 

lives we need to plan out how we are going to go about achieving it. 

We also need to understand that in many ways life is a competition. If you 

want that job chances are other people want it as well. Which means that you will 

be competing us one or more people for the same position and only one of you can 

get it. Finishing second does not get you the job unless the top candidate turns it 

down. Even then they might just look at more people if you do not look strong 

enough. 

You also should understand that the other people looking at the job are 

doing everything they can to make sure they appear to be the best candidate. Their 

resumes will be impressive and their qualification made to look as impeccable as 

possible. They probably stretch the truth a little bit to make themselves look better 

than they might be. All of this to help them achieve their goal which happens to be 

the same goal you have at the moment. 

Are you will to do the same things that other people are willing to do? Are 

you willing to make yourself out to be the best you can be in person or on paper? 

If you are willing then you need to put in the time and effort and understand what 

needs to happen for you to proceed to the next step. And you need to start doing 

this now. Not tomorrow or the next day but right now. 

You see, all opportunities do not occur on a particular schedule. That job you 

want might become available in 6 months or 6 minutes and you need to be ready 

for it when it happens. If you need educational qualifications those take time so 

identify what you need to do NOW and get started now. 

The other thing that is important is to understand what things need to be 

done in what order. If you do things out of order that sometimes creates delays 

that can significantly increase the amount of time you need to achieve your goal. 

You cannot get the 4 year degree that is required for the job in 6 months. You need 
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to start now so you will have that degree, or at least be very close to getting it when 

that job becomes available 

I know this all sounds complicated but all that is required of you is to think 

things through and identify anything you need to do in order for you to achieve a 

goal or dream. Write down all the steps required. Then put those steps in the right 

order and assign them time frames. See if more than one thing can be done at the 

same time so you can get things ready fast. 

This should not take long. An hour or so should be enough to get you started 

and on the right track. Then, over time, you work your plan and make any changes 

or additions that are required along the way. The important thing to remember is 

that it sometimes requires several steps or tasks in order to achieve a single goal. 

And knowing what those requirements are and what is involved in getting them 

will help you be ready when any opportunity comes along. And since some of those 

opportunities might come along just once or twice in your life it just makes sense 

to be ready when they come around.  
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Creating a Fluid Plan for Success. 
 

 

 

 

We just talked about identifying what we want out of our lives and 

understanding exactly why we want those things and how our life will change for 

the better or worse should we bring those things into our lives. We also discussed 

why it is so important to understand why we want something so we make sure we 

want it for the right reasons and assure ourselves that getting it or achieving that 

goal will make our lives much better and not much worse. 

We also discussed the need for the dreaded plan. The thing nobody likes 

doing and that many feel is not worth the effort. But the fact is a plan will help you 

in several ways when you take the time to allow it to help you. Here are just a few 

things a good plan will enable you to do: 

 

Allow you to understand what is required of you. 

Sometimes there are more steps or tasks involved than you originally 

thought. Sometimes it might take longer than you thought to achieve a goal. The 

most you understand from the start the more prepared you will be to achieve 

success. Success often lies in the details and the more details you have the clearer 

your understanding will be of what lies ahead. 

 

Allows you to create the optimal best order in doing things to save you time and 

money. 
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I have done it and so have you. You start out on something thinking you have 

everything under control and then you find out something is missing and you have 

to wait until you get that thing before you can continue. It’s like going to the store 

without a list before you prepare a five course meal. You just know you are going 

to forget something along the way and you are going to have to go out to the store 

again to get it. And if you realize this while something is in the oven you might just 

ruin the entire meal! 

 

Allows you to really think things through and avoid surprises or negative things 

from impacting your life. 

Not everything in life has clear cut advantages or disadvantages. Sometimes 

there are little things hiding in the background that you never thought of or realized 

until the happen. As you go through your plan you will be surprised how many of 

these things pop up. Then you can either make the required adjustments or, if 

things are really negative, change you entire goal to make the outcome better. 

 

Allows you to get motivated 

The longer the process the more likely it will be that we become wary of the 

effort and wonder if this is all worth it. We might feel that we are not making 

enough progress or moving fast enough and get discouraged. But having a plan will 

allow you to see your progress and allow yourself to see that you are getting closer 

to the finish line every day or every week. When our brains see progress being 

made we get excited all over again. We can see the light at the end of the tunnel 

and will be far more likely to make it all the way to the finish line. 

 

Allows you to keep on track. 

Did you ever start a book and then forget to mark your place with a book 

mark? When that happens you have to spend time going over the book to figure 

out where you left off. This wastes time and effort. Having a working plan allows 

you to chart your progress so that you know at a glance where you are in the 

process. This works very well when you have a lot going on in your life and you 
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might not do any work on something for over a week. When you have the plan and 

can read your notes, you will know exactly where you left off and know what needs 

to be completed now. Until you find yourself lost without a plan you will have no 

idea how valuable this one benefit can really be! 

 

Allows you to know at a glance whether you are ahead or behind schedule. 

Sometimes we think that we just aren’t making much progress and that the 

finish line is no closer now than it was a month ago. This can be especially true for 

larger goals or tasks. This makes us discouraged because we cannot see the value 

in our efforts. But when you look at your plan and see that 5 more things have been 

crossed off the list over the last month you will see your real progress. You will see 

what ACTUALLY happened compared to what you THINK happened and sometimes 

the difference can be huge! 

 

Allows you to bring extra clarity to the entire process. 

Very few goals are completed in one massive step. Almost always it takes 

several small tasks to complete one larger one. Most of the time we have to do 

many little things that get combined to reach just one goal. The larger the goal the 

more steps or tasks are usually required. Sometimes things get confusing or 

muddled and we are not sure what we should be doing or why we need to do it in 

the first place. We lose focus and we lose our vision. But a good plan will allow us 

to regain this clarity and understanding and allow us to gain more clarity and 

understand why we need to be doing something. 

 

Allows you to change things along the way to keep you focused on the end result. 

Life often gets in the way and stuff changes. We might get sick or bring a new 

member of the family into the world. We might lose our job or have some other 

even blindside us. But none of these things necessarily means that we have to 

abandon a dream or goal. Plans are meant to be changed for good reasons. We 

should not change them because we are lazy or just do not want to do something. 
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But when life throws us a curve, or whenever we underestimate the time required 

to do something, we can go ahead and adjust our plans to help keep us on track. 
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The Key Elements of a Good Plan 
 

 

 

 

We will be going into creating and achieving goals a bit later on but for now 

we want to just touch on what a good life plan should look like and what it should 

include. This way you can start creating a rough plan now and get a head start on 

things. 

A well designed plan should include: 

 

A well thought out and specific goal or set of goals. 

Very often we try to achieve something without really understanding what it 

is we are setting out to achieve. The end goal is overly broad and because of this it 

is difficult to decide what steps are needed and what has to be done in order to 

achieve our goal. The goal must be thought out, very well defined and as specific in 

nature as possible. We should try to make things as black and white as possible so 

we know where we stand at every step of the way. 

 

The steps needed to complete the goal. 

Almost every goal requires more than one step to complete. Our plan should 

include every single step or task that is required to achieve our goal. These steps 

should be listed in the proper order so setting out to achieve the goal is easy and 

straightforward. We should always know what needs to be done and in which order 

so we can get more done in less time. 
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A specific time line for each step and the completion of the goal. 

As you will find out later, the one thing that turns a list into a plan is the 

inclusion of timelines and dates. Almost all of the time we are going to need to 

establish when certain things need to be accomplished by. For example, if your goal 

is to get your Bachelor’s Degree in order to qualify or get a new job then you should 

have a date that you want to have your degree by. You could complete you courses 

in 30 years but having that degree when you are 60 years old will not do you much 

good. But if you set a time frame of 4 years to complete your degree, you will not 

have a plan with a completion date. 

Dates allow you to determine how long it should take you to complete a task 

or set of tasks. Assigning a time frame to each task will enable you to gauge how 

well you are progressing and whether your progress is on schedule or behind 

schedule. And since some tasks need to be done before others you should always 

be aware of time frames so you can make everything happen smoothly. We will get 

into goals and time frames in more detail at the upcoming chapters. 

 

The plan should be fluid in nature. 

Nothing in life is etched in stone so your time frames and task lists should be 

flexible in nature. Things will often need to be added or subtracted while other 

things might take less time or longer than you thought. So your plan should be 

designed to be flexible and adaptable. This does not mean you have a license to be 

lazy and just keep adjusting your goals and timelines. It just means that stuff often 

gets in the way and a good plan will enable you to adjust things to help get you 

back on track and stay there. 

 

For now I just want you to realize the value of having a well written plan. I 

want you to see the reasons behind it and the benefits a good plan will bring to 

you. You might balk at spending the time to create your plan but you should 

consider that most of the time a good plan will end up saving you far more time 

than you spent creating it. 

Anything you can do to help you identify what you need to do and allow you 

to get and stay motivated to follow it is well worth your time and effort. 
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NOTE: As I am writing this book I have an outline so I know what to write 

about and in what order that content needs to appear. As I write the book I often 

have added topics and ideas to the original outline or plan. This helps me deliver 

the best content I can in an easy to follow manner. It also allows to me take off 

where I left off days before and not skip a best. This is the perfect example of how 

a plan can help you achieve a goal or objective. 
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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

There are only a few things we can count on in life and the two most people 

think about are death and paying taxes. But there is a third thing we can count on 

that most of us never even think about. And that third thing is that things are always 

going to be changing in and around our lives. Nothing will remain the same and 

nothing is likely to be in our lives forever. 

Changes might be small like having a new person move in next door or a new 

co-worker added to your team at work. Maybe a new store opens in your town or 

an older store goes out of business. Your favorite restaurant takes your favorite 

dish off their menu. And something we all deal with: the next change in fashion. 

These are the changes that occur around us that we might not even think 

twice about after they occur. These are the things we accept as part of life because 

we go through them so often and in so many ways. This does not mean that they 

do not make us happy or sad. We just mean that they happen, we adjust to them 

and we move on. 

Then there are those changes that rock our world and change our life. 

Sometimes we see them coming while other times they just slap us across the face. 

A loved one or friend passes away. We lose our job. We get a bad medical diagnosis. 

Something bad happens to us or to someone we care about. We get robbed or 

mugged or lose our home to a fire. 

These are those changes that leave a lasting imprint upon us and our lives. 

While we manage to get through those changes it is hard and it takes time. Many 

times we never really get over them we just get used to them and delegate them 
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to the back of our mind. But they are still there and still influence our emotions and 

reactions. 

So it is not that we can avoid change or prevent it from happening. Instead it 

becomes an issue of how well we deal with these changes when they happen. How 

we view change and react to it often means the difference between dealing with 

the deal or allowing it to get the best of us. Everyone needs to learn how to deal 

with change and process it so that it does not interfere with how we live our lives. 

This doesn’t mean that change is not going to impact us. It just means that 

there are some things we can do to limit the impact of those changes in our lives. 

And that is exactly what we are going to explore in this section of the book. 

Please do not skip over this section and think that it is not important. The 

knowledge and insight you get from reading this section just might make the 

difference between you conquering a difficult change or the change conquering 

you. 
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Everyone is in Charge of their Own Actions and Behavior 
 

 

 

 

The first thing we need to learn is that we are all in charge of our own 

reactions and behavior. Just because something happens to us or to someone in 

our lives does not reduce or eliminate the responsibility for how we react and deal 

with the situation. 

Yes, things happen to people in their lives. Sometimes we have little or no 

role in a particular change that might knock us down. But what we do have is the 

ability to not allow us to defeat us or prevent us from dusting ourselves off and 

getting right back up. No matter how bad things might seem or really be, it is our 

attitude and us taking responsibility for thing that will dictate what happens next. 

For many people, change is nothing but an excuse to either give up or 

abandon a dream or goal. They latch onto the change and use it to justify their 

actions and attitudes. For some people it is like they wanted something to happen 

so they could blame that for their own failures or lack of trying. 

If you lose your job you can either go home and feel sorry for yourself and 

mope around or you can go home, update your resume, reach out to friends and 

contacts that can help you land a new job and emerge from everything better and 

stronger than you were before. Many a person has done this and turned what could 

have been a bad situation into a positive one.  

Which response do you think you would have in that situation? 

Would you be the person who would step up and turn a nasty situation into 

a positive one or would you be the guy who just sits home, gives up and tries to 
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survive on welfare or unemployment? It all depends on your attitude and emotions 

and how you look at changes in your life. 

Many of us tend to always blame someone or something else for our failures. 

I can’t go to college because my loan application was turned down. No one will hire 

me because I am old. I don’t have the skills to succeed in this job market. I am just 

not in shape to run a marathon. My wife just divorced me and I will never find 

someone else. 

Some people feel that way when bad things happen to them. They place 

blame elsewhere and never take responsibility for their thoughts or their actions. 

And when we do that something really bad happens to us. We never look for 

solutions because we are busy telling ourselves it wasn’t our fault. And maybe it 

really wasn’t. But successful people take responsibility for what happens to them 

and their possible role in it. They take responsibility and they look for a way out. 

When that loan application is declined for school they apply with someone 

else or they take on a part-time job and a summer job to help pay for school. It 

might take them a bit longer but they will get it done. If they are too old they will 

reinvent themselves and us that age and experience as a selling point and a new 

“brand” for themselves. If their skills are bad they will go out and get new skills or 

update their existing skills. They will turn a negative into a positive. They will start 

running until they can do a 5K and then a 10K then a half marathon until they are 

in shape to run that marathon. And if they get divorced they will go places to 

become noticed and meet other people until they do meet someone. 

Whenever we take responsibility for the things that happen to us we become 

empowered. We become stronger and we begin to exert influence on what 

happens to us. Many people get confused between responsibility and blame. 

We are not talking about accepting blame for something we did not do or 

something we played no role in. But we can accept what happened and take 

responsibility for what happened and vow to make changes so that we get though 

it and come out better for the effort. 

Maybe our loan was declined because we had a poor credit rating. So we 

make efforts to rebuild our credit so we can get that loan. Maybe we lost our job 

because our skills were outdated. Well, we can update those skills now. Better late 
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than never. If we are in bad shape because we never exercised, we can start now 

and work on building ourselves back up. And maybe the divorce wasn’t our fault 

but if we accept responsibility that enables us to move forward and meet someone 

new if that is what we want. 

Look, our brains hate change. They absolutely hate it. They want everything 

to stay exactly like it always has been. Nothing new and no surprises. They resist 

change. They fight it. But only if we let them. We can come out on top and we can 

exert control over how we view change. Because how we view something 

contributes to how we react to it. 

Some people see change as the enemy while others look at it as an 

opportunity to make something better. Others are afraid of change while others 

embrace it and look forward to it. Some people get frightened by change while 

others are excited about it. How you look at something influences how you react 

to it. 

Learn to embrace change and deal with it. When things change those 

changes usually look more impactful than they really are. Do not get caught up in 

the emotion of the moment. Calm down and look at things reasonably and check 

your emotions at the door. Try to see the potential good side of everything and not 

the bad side. When you are able to do this you will develop a positive attitude much 

faster and that will help you do what you need to do in order to succeed.  
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How your Conscious and Sub-Conscious 

Minds Look at Change 
 

 

 

 

Remember back a bit when we talked about our subconscious and conscious 

minds and how they process thoughts? Well, all of that is important in 

understanding how both of those minds handle and process change. Because they 

both do rather differently. 

First of all, both our conscious and sub-conscious minds do not like change. 

Change means something new and that something is now no longer the way it used 

to be. Which means our brains have to wrap their efforts around what is different, 

decide how they think this change is going to affect us and then help formulate a 

response designed to protect us. 

That last statement is important to understand as well. Our sub-conscious 

and conscious minds do their best to protect us from harm or danger. They might 

respond with a certain fear designed to get us away from a certain event or task or 

it might initiate our fight or flight response designed to allow us to extricate 

ourselves from negative situations. 

It is also important to understand that our responses might not be accurate 

because the signals our brains give us might be based on intuition or our perception 

of similar experiences in the past that might be the same to what is happening now. 

So our responses might not be in our best interests because they are predicated on 

perception and not reality. 

Our brains like things to stay the same. They want all of our experiences to 

be the same or very similar because it is familiar with how to react and which signals 
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to send to the various parts of our bodies. We like to feel comfortable. We want to 

feel at ease in as many situations as possible over the course of the day. Anything 

that takes us out of our comfort or safe zone is not viewed well by either of our 

brains. 

If we are used to take 6:30 AM train and we do that for years, if that train is 

replaced by a 6:10 train then we have to alter the time we get up, when we leave 

the house and other things so we can adapt our schedule to make that new train. 

Not a big deal after a while but still a change. 

If our boss changes the rules or procedures for certain things our brains rebel 

because we always did things one way and now we have to do them another way. 

It makes no difference if the new way is better or worse. All that we know is that it 

represents a change and something new and we don’t like it! 

If we lose our job, all hell can break loose in our brains as well. We think 

about the lack of money coming in and worry about being able to pay our bills and 

such. We often exaggerate things and form a “doomsday” model in our mind even 

though that is not often the case. Our first reaction is usually not to look at the 

bright side but rather to accentuate the bad side. 

We need to understand that not all change is bad. If we leave one job for a 

better one, we still have to deal with changes but those changes will be under our 

control and not forced upon us. That is something we need to realize. Changes we 

bring about ourselves are usually readily accepted by our brains because we had a 

role in bringing those changes about. It is when change occurs and is forced upon 

us that we have trouble processing it. 

We need to change the way we look at change so our brains react in a 

positive manner. We need to stop our “doomsday responses” and replace them 

with either positive responses or at least neutral responses. Though it might be 

difficult to have these types of response when the change is first made known to 

us, we can often do a few things to lessen the impact on us and help guide us 

through the change. 

For example, if we just lost our job, or received a bad medical diagnosis or 

had anything major happen to us, our first reaction is likely to be negative. That is 

normal as we now have to deal with the unknown or something way out of our 
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comfort zone. But if we condition ourselves to go somewhere private and think 

things through it is often possible to lessen the impact. 

I use the “losing your job scenario because it is something that happens to a 

lot of people in their lifetimes. And sometimes it can be devastating. Especially 

when you are living day to day and are having trouble paying your bills every 

month. But if we just take a few minutes to think things through and write down 

any possible resources or good points that might be available to us we often see 

that things are not nearly as bad as they seem. And even if things are really bad, 

there are usually resources available to help you through the problem. 

For many of us our conscious reactions are easy to deal with because we 

know what we are feeling and why. Everything is right there in front of us. But our 

subconscious mind can be a bit trickier because it can make us feel a certain way 

and we don’t know why. It might make us feel nervous because of a past similar 

experience that we had long forgotten in our conscious level. But the effects are 

still there to influence us moving forward. 

Most of the time we can lessen, or even eliminate, these responses by 

replacing negative responses with positive ones. Our goal should be to gain 

confidence in ourselves and replace negative experiences with positive ones so we 

no longer feel threatened or incapable of handling things when they come up. 

When we take the time to work through an actual change and uncover those 

“hidden” good things or bright spots we allow both our conscious and sub-

conscious minds to change how we react to both the current change and any similar 

change that may occur in the future. 

An added plus is that the more changes we work through and resolve in our 

lives the more confident we become and the better we will react to future changes 

as well. As we go through various changes and come out unscathed or even better 

than we were before the more our brains will temper their initial reactions. 

Eventually we will go from an initial reaction of “OMG!” to “Here we go again” to 

finally “How can I make this work for me in my life?” 

Our ability to be able to handle any change that comes our way is directly 

related to how our conscious and sub-conscious minds process it. And this we have 
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a ton of control over if we would only give ourselves a chance to use it to our 

advantage. 
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The Importance of Flexibility 
 

 

 

 

You know who has the most difficult time dealing with changes? Those of us 

who are firmly entrenched in who we are and what we do that we refuse to adapt 

to anything new that might come along. People who are inflexible and not willing 

to adapt have a tough time when the world around them changes and they do not. 

As someone who has been around for a considerable time I often find myself 

thinking about how things used to be and then complain about how they are today. 

In fact, I find myself saying the exact same things that annoyed me when my 

parents said them. What has changed? My new outlook and view of the world as it 

exists today. 

I remember when I got out of school I put myself on a budget or $35 a week. 

That included food, gas and whatever entertainment I would be having that week. 

Thirty-Five dollars! For an entire week! Today I just filled my gas tank and it costs 

me $45! Do I think back and wish that I was back in those days> Not for a minute! 

I always tried to readily adapt to the changes happening around me. And I 

was responsible for those changes as well. I adjusted from being a student to full-

time worker. I adjusted from being single to being married. And I adjusted with the 

birth or each of my children and within the last few years I made the adjustment to 

becoming a grandpa. 

At each of those stages I had to make changes in who I was and who I wanted 

to be. I made sacrifices and I changed outlooks and plans. Not because I had to but 

because I wanted to. But throughout these times I also had several changes forced 

upon me sometimes at the worst possible times. But whatever happened I learned 
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to become flexible to be able to deal with things. A few times I initially resisted 

some of the changes because I did not want them but eventually I came around. 

Here is something you already know but you still have to agree with. Changes 

are always happening around us and you cannot fight them. While you might not 

agree with them you have a choice. Adapt to those changes or stay as you are and 

allow life to pass you by. Sometimes the choices are easy and sometimes we have 

to struggle with things when they happen. 

Whenever something happens that is going to change your life stop and think 

about why and how your life is going to change. Most of the time when you get 

right down to thinking about it, the change is a lot less impactful than you originally 

thought. But the one thing you have to consider is that the human species is very 

well equipped to handle change when it occurs. 

Our brains enable us to use reason to adapt to new surroundings, a new 

routine or a new career or family dynamic. We are a resilient species as well. We 

adapt to new things and we can change ourselves so that we can handle most 

anything that comes across our path. 

We also have the ability to think and reason as well. We can take a change in 

our lives and figure out how to best deal with it. And we often are able to deal with 

change on our own terms if we take advantage of that whenever we can. 

The key is to create yourself into a flexible person. While you should not 

abandon your values or the way things used to be you can use reason and reality 

to help you to adapt to things when they occur. You do not have to stay in the past. 

You are more than capable of transferring yourself into a new situation if you really 

want to. 

If you lose your job you can retrain yourself for another career or improve 

your skills to become more valuable in the workplace. 

If you exit a relationship because of mistakes that one of you had made in 

the past you can learn from those mistakes and become a better and more 

desirable person in the future. 

If you are faced with a serious medical issue you are able to make lifestyle 

changes or learn new things and habits to help get you through it. 
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The fact is we all will experience changes and the most important thing we 

can do is to learn from our mistakes and constantly work on making ourselves 

stronger and more formidable moving forward. We should always make every 

effort to be pro-active as well. We all deal with change much better and easier 

when it is ourselves that make the changes. 

Always try to resolve things on your own schedule and at your own pace. Be 

pro-active to make sure that some changes never take place.  

Make yourself more valuable in the workplace so that someone else gets laid 

off and not you. 

Live a healthy lifestyle now so bad medical problems are less likely to appear 

in the future. 

If you have bad habits or attitudes now, make every effort to change them 

so they do not follow you in your life in the future. 

If there is something in your life that you do not like, make the changes 

necessary to eliminate it. 

If you see change coming, prepare for it. Do not wait until that change is upon 

you. Deal with everything at your own pace and on your terms. 

If what you are doing now isn’t working, then change it. Thinking you will get 

different results without changing anything is the definition of insanity. 

Do not expect others to help you deal with change. It is your life, your 

responsibility and your future at stake. Others may be there to help you but do not 

count on it. Life helps those who help themselves. 
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Speed vs. Longevity 
 

 

 

 

This chapter is going to be a short one but still very important. It concerns 

the type of actions that we take every day in our lives to deal with change and new 

experiences or problems we might run up against. We are going to discuss the two 

type of action that we take and why one is much better than the other. 

Usually there are more than one option when it comes to dealing with 

something in our lives. And there are reasons for doing different things at the time. 

We can take actions or approaches that resolve the immediate problem or we can 

take action to resolve the root cause of the problem and what caused it to happen 

in the first place. 

Sometimes things happen that require fast and immediate action. You need 

to take action now because the situation demands it. If a truck is going to hit you it 

is critical that you jump or move out of the way. You don’t stand there and try to 

figure out how you and the truck got there, you just jump out of the way. This type 

of action removes you from danger or helps you deal with a situation right now to 

get immediate results. 

The second type of action is what you do to keep this type of situation from 

happening to you again in the future. Usually this type of action follows after the 

situation occurs and you have had a chance to think things through a bit. As in the 

last example, you just jumped out of the way from the truck and are now processing 

why you found yourself in that situation to begin with. You find out that it was not 

smart to try and cross a highway like that in the first place and should take another 

route in the future that is less dangerous and has crosswalks. 
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One set of actions provides you with a benefit immediately while the other 

action helps provide a longer term benefit. The first action helps you now while the 

second type helps you later. The problem is that some people take the action that 

helps them now and never get to the second action. When this happens they often 

find themselves in that same situation again and again. 

Let’s use another example. 

Tony has held a job for a while but his skills are eroding and have not been 

updated for a while. His boss finally lets him go because he no longer can perform 

anywhere near the level the other people perform at. This is a very common 

situation. 

Tony takes immediate action and finds another job. Even though it takes him 

a month to do so, this is still the immediate response because it brings money into 

the household in the fastest manner. So this is still the immediate response. 

The secondary, or long-term response, would be for Tony to take classes to 

improve his skills and bring them up to current standards. This will help him 

perform at a much higher level and minimize the chances that the same thing will 

happen to him at the new job. This is the response that will help him in the future 

or for the long-term. 

If Tony only takes the short-term action to get another job, he will; open 

himself up to the possibility that the new company will also notice his poor skill 

level and again target him as one of the first to go due to his outdated skills. As you 

can easily see, taking both short and long term actions is the best way of dealing 

with many types of changes we encounter throughout our lives. 

So when any kind of change occurs in our lives we should always be asking 

ourselves two questions. The first question should be “What can I do now to resolve 

the situation?” and the second questions should be “Is there anything I can do to 

make reasonable sure this will not happen again?” 

Some changes will only require short-term responses. For example, if your 

favorite restaurant closes your immediate action would be to find a new one. There 

really is nothing you can do to ensure that new restaurant is going to stay open for 

the rest of your life. If there were to be any kind of long-term action it might be to 

find 2 or 3 new restaurants so if one closes you already have another one to go to. 
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Another example of short and long term responses to a problem might be a 

medical diagnosis. Let’s say you are diagnosed with very high blood pressure. Your 

immediate action would be to start medication to lower that blood pressure. Your 

long-term action might be a change I diet to reduce your weight and salt intake. 

Another long term action might be to follow your doctor’s guidance on other ways 

to naturally lower that blood pressure. One action provides help now, the other 

provide help later on and for the future.  

The important thing is that whenever required we address the TOTAL change 

both for now and for the future. If we encounter a problem and we adapt to it and 

follow steps to keep it from happening in the future our lives will be better, less 

stressful and much better because we addressed not just the immediate issue but 

the root cause as well. 

So always take actions that help now and the ones that will help later. 
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Knowing What to Change 
 

 

 

 

Sometimes knowing what you have to change is very easy. It is something 

very obvious that you just know without thinking. But other times we just guess or 

think we know when in fact we have little to no idea what needs to be changed. 

When this happens we run the risk of changing the wrong thing. Then we run the 

risk of making our lives worse instead of better. 

For example, if you have a wedding to go to in a couple of months and your 

suit or dress doesn’t fit, you know that you either have to lose some weight, get a 

new suit or dress or have a tailor look at it before the wedding. It is obvious that 

your body has changed and the options are easy to ascertain. 

But let’s say that you recently had a good relationship go bad and you have 

no idea what really happened. What it the way you acted, things you said, your 

career, your personality, something you did or did the other person just decide it 

was time to end it? IN these cases there are so many different possible causes you 

have no idea which one is the right one. Or maybe it was more than one of those 

things? 

Very often it is not the actual change that is the most difficult to deal with 

but knowing what you need to do or change to resolve the problem or conflict. The 

best example I can give to make this easy to understand is when you are writing a 

sales page for a product. 

Let’s say you wrote a sales page for a product and it has a headline, 3 sub-

headline, body text, pictures and a button with a sales price in it. The entire page is 

designed to make the product sell well. But sales are very disappointing. Something 
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is going wrong and something needs to be changed. But exactly what that 

“something” really is takes some investigation. 

It might be the headline doesn’t grab the reader’s attention. Or maybe the 

body text is not converting well. Maybe it is too wordy or difficult to read. Maybe 

the sub-headlines are wrong or the price is too high or even too low. Maybe the 

product itself is something people do not want to buy. 

In this example there are several things that make up the entire problem. 

Our goal is to change the things that are wrong while keeping the other parts that 

are working well intact. This is where it can get confusing. So how do we know what 

is wrong and how we are going to fix it? We do some investigating to get down to 

the root cause. 

We might run a few tests changing one part of the sales page to see if sales 

increase or decrease. We might do a bit of market research to determine whether 

or not our price point is correct. We might hire a copywriter to evaluate our sales 

copy to make improvements. Everything here is designed to highlight potential 

weak spots or issues. 

Now, what is the real problem here? The real problem is that we change the 

wrong thing. We change something that was working well instead of what was not 

working at all. Our headline was top notch but we change it to something that was 

not nearly as effective. Sales do not improve. We lower the price even though the 

price was dead on. Sales do not increase. So we have changed two things, two of 

the wrong things, and we are not closer to resolving the problem than we were. In 

fact, we are worse off because we have replaced the good stuff and left the bad 

stuff behind. 

Because of this we want to go through the same exercise that we already 

discussed for other purposes and that is to drill down into the problem or situation 

and dissect every bit of it so that we can uncover weaknesses or potential problem 

areas. We might do this alone, with a friend or perhaps even with a therapist or 

with someone with intimate knowledge of what we are going through. Having 

someone else involved in the process can give us an additional perspective and 

reveal things we might never see ourselves. 
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In the course of this book we have used several different examples so I will 

use one of the ones we have already used to illustrate what we should be doing in 

order to determine potential areas of change. We are going to use the example of 

someone who loses their job and how they can work themselves through the 

situation and come out on top. 

Tony loses his job and now is faced with the task of finding a new job or other 

ways of earning money. Tony is not rich and therefore needs to take action fairly 

quickly to start getting money coming into his family. 

Now Tony needs to look into why he lost his job. Hopefully he received some 

sort of feedback or reasons why he was let go from his old job. Sometimes this 

happens while other times no reason is given for several different reasons. But if 

Tony was given a real reason for his dismissal than that gives Tony a huge insight 

into what needs to be changed in order for him to get a new job and be successful. 

Other times you have a pretty good idea of why you were let go. Maybe you 

realized you were not performing as well as others. Or you realize that you did not 

fit in with the other employees. Maybe it was a personal issue or other issue you 

were kind of aware of. If you find yourself in this sort of situation then you know 

what at least some of the problems were and have a head start on knowing what 

needs to be changed. 

But other times you have no idea and it just hits you when you least expect 

it. This is when having someone else to run things by comes in really handy. You 

might even reach out to some of the people involved to see if you can get some 

more information. But realize that sometimes there are reasons why people do not 

speak out and give you reasons. It might be against a certain policy or they are just 

unwilling to divulge certain information for whatever reasons. 

What we want to do at this point is to gather as much information and points 

of view so that you can make an educated guess or decision based on facts and not 

just on perception. The last thing we want to do is change something just for the 

sake of changing something. As we already stated, changing the wrong thing is even 

worse than doing nothing at all. Our goal at this point is to find out what needs to 

be changed first and then figure out how to change it. 
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For example, if three different people or sources tell you that you are hard 

to work with or that you are too rigid in your views then that is something you 

should consider working on. If you realize that you often came in late or left early 

that is something you should work on as well. The combination of your own 

insights, and those of others, are what is needed to identify potential points of 

change. 

The key here is to get the most information you can before deciding what 

you need to change. The idea is to emerge being a better person that is more 

prepared against this same sort of thing happening again. You want to turn 

supposed weaknesses into strengths so you will not be laid off again in a year or so. 

If you get a new job and still leave early and come in late all the time you are 

likely to get fired or laid off again. If that happens it is because you did not change 

one or more of the things that caused this to happen before. This means you are to 

blame because you did not take responsibility for what happened before and set 

yourself up for failure again. 

The idea should always be to take a bad situation and learn from it. Make 

yourself stronger and turn your weaknesses into strengths. Make yourself better in 

the eyes of others so they next time someone needs to be laid off it is someone 

else because you are viewed to be the one who is more valuable. 

Now we used this particular example to illustrate the point but the same 

thing goes for any other situation as well. You always want to position yourself as 

the best person. You want to be seen as the most valuable and the most 

appropriate person for the job or situation.  

This is how people are chosen for new jobs, new opportunities and to be 

placed on the best teams in the best organizations. This is what successful people 

strive to do. To be the best, not just good enough. Because sometimes good enough 

is not good enough! 

It is also fair to mention that sometimes people wind up losing out on jobs 

or other opportunities because of nothing they did on their part. This sometimes 

happens. But when this does happen we cannot just assume there is nothing we 

could have done or done better in order to emerge as the winner. Never fall into 

the trap where you think that you are as perfect as you can possibly be. Because 
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trust me, you are not. Just like I am not. We can all improve in some way if we just 

are willing to admit that to ourselves. 

Always look for ways to make yourself better. Always look for things you can 

change to make yourself better in the eyes of others. Do not be afraid to admit to 

yourself that you are lacking in something. You do not have to admit it to anyone 

else, just yourself. But when you admit there are changes you can make to make 

yourself better or stronger, it becomes easy to make those changes. 

And when you make those changes, the right changes, next time you might 

beat out everyone else and emerge victorious. Maybe next time when decisions 

have to be made you will be the one that no one wants to see go. Maybe you will 

make those decisions easier for those people who are responsible for your job or 

other parts of your life. 

Always remember, some changes can be good and it is never good enough 

to be just good enough.  
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The Ecology of Change 
 

 

 

 

OK, what the heck does the ecology of change mean? I realize the term 

sounds confusing but let’s explain it so everyone can understand it. Ecology of 

change refers to how a certain change will affect your life and the lives around you. 

Change refers to something changing in your life and sometimes some changes just 

do not make our lives better. Or the lives of those around us as well. 

A classic example of this type of change might be moving to a new job or 

career. Or possibly starting a new business. The positive part of that change is the 

allure of making more money and having a better and more financially stable 

lifestyle. I mean, who wouldn’t want to have more money rolling in every month 

and be able to afford nicer things for yourself and your family? 

But there might be parts of making that change that might be negative for 

yourself and your family as well. Maybe that new job requires you to work longer 

hours or on weekends. That means much less time for you to spend with family and 

friends. Starting your job will require you to spend money first in order to get the 

business off the ground while also working a lot more hours. 

The end result of this might be that your family misses you and would much 

rather have you around more than have the money you are making so that you can 

buy more things for them. Maybe you even feel the same way and miss not being 

able to attend your son’s baseball games or your daughter’s dance recitals. (Or 

baseball games as well. I do not want to sound sexist!) 

Maybe the new job is further away which causes you to spend hours more I 

the car each day or having to face huge rush hours traffic and all the stress that 
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goes with that. Plus the more money for gas and car repairs due to the added 

mileage. And do not forget the work that you have to bring home with you as well 

that takes even more time away from the rest of your life. 

All of this comes down to changes that might sound good on one level but 

are really bad for you on other levels. Success is not just about making more money. 

Success means creating and maintain a lifestyle that makes you and your loved 

ones happy. And not having you there when they need or want you might be more 

important than bringing more money into the household each week. 

On another level perhaps you are really happy in your current job but are 

offered another job paying you much more money. While that sounds good, maybe 

that new job will make you miserable and deep down you suspect that it will. Is it 

worth the extra money to spend 40 plus hours a week doing something you hate 

or that makes you miserable? 

This does not mean that we get to always do what we want or what makes 

us happy. After all, no one wants to pay taxes but we have to. Nobody likes jury 

duty but it is something we might have to do. Life is a mixture of the things we like, 

the things we learn to tolerate and the things we dislike. The key to long-term 

happiness is to create a lifestyle that has more of what we like and less of what we 

dislike. Maybe that might be 90-10 or even 70-30. 

Very rarely are major changes 100% great. They often are a mixture of 

positive and negative. The key is to understand the TOTAL impact of the change in 

your life. Do not block out the negative aspect of a change when you evaluate it. 

Always look at both sides so you make changes that are much more positive in your 

life. Only when the good parts greatly outweigh the negative parts should changes 

be carefully considered. And you also need to understand that sometimes the 

perceived negative aspects can be minimized through negotiation or compromise. 

But the time for understanding all of these things is before the change is made and 

not afterwards. 

Talk to all the people involved or effected by the change and make sure 

everyone enters into the change with their eyes wide open. Make sure you are 

making this change for the right reasons and not for some foolish reason like just 

for the money. You want to make every effort to determine that your life will 
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REALLY be better after making the change than it was before. And that means for 

everyone in your life not just for yourself.  
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The Positivity of Change 
 

 

 

 

Not all changes appear positive to us when they occur. In fact, many might 

seem downright negative and devastating to us. But if we look back in our lives we 

usually see where something we thought was really bad turned out to have 

something positive come out of it. Being able to see these things now rather than 

months or years from now can help us deal with changes far more effectively. 

Some people believe life is what we make it and there is a lot of truth in that. 

We have already discussed how we view things plays a role in deciding how we 

react to something. If all we see is the bad then we will view the entire process with 

a negative or defeatist attitude. But if we identify something that might make 

things better or provide a benefit for us we will usually react more positively and 

are much more likely to take action. 

I look back to a section of my life that had a lot of disappointments and 

personal struggles in it. This was during part of a recession and I lost a few jobs over 

the time of just a few years. Most of the time I did not see any positive aspects of 

losing those jobs with the exception of one where I worked for a really nasty man. 

That job I was glad to see go. 

But a strange thing happens each time as I went on interviews and was given 

my next job. I began to realize that I was really good in interviews. I almost always 

was offered a job after an interview. So despite losing a few jobs over those years 

I became more self-confident and less worried every time! Even though I 

experienced several bad changes over that time each one made me more confident 

and stronger. 
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Don’t ask me how because to this day I am not sure how I could increase self-

confidence after losing all of those jobs. The only thing I can say is that I saw 

opportunity to get a better job when the old one was gone. And after several times 

of doing that I was no longer worried about losing my job. I was no longer worried 

about my ability to get another job because of past success. 

The result of all of these changes and the strength I got from each one was 

blowing away an interviewer on a job I really wanted and thought I was a great fit 

for. I was offered that job and spent the next 23 years doing very well in that job. 

So the result of all of those negative changes became a really positive change. All 

because I did not give up and learned from each experience as it came to me. 

The thing about taking this kind of approach is that it can quickly become a 

habit. You will train yourself to see the potential positive impact of a certain change 

and because of this you will not easily be overwhelmed by the change. Whenever 

we have hope and see the potential for something cold coming out of a change we 

tend to handle it much better and more effectively. 

Realize that the loss of one job can lead to getting a much better one. 

Consider that the end of one relationship could lead to an even better one. 

Realize that losing out on a new job can give you insight as to what you have 

to do to become an even more impressive candidate next time. 

Understand that going to the doctor and getting bad news just might save 

your life because you caught something early. Or that promising new treatments 

make beating this disease very possible. 

In a very broad sense, understand that the closing of one door or opportunity 

just might result in something much better coming your way in the future. 

Think about your past and when something bad happened to you. Did 

something positive come out of that experience? I hope it did. Did you emerge 

stronger, smarter or more formidable from that experience? 

Very few people go through their lives without a negative experience. The 

point should not be to eliminate all negative experiences because that is just not 

possible. There are too many things outside of our control to eliminate every bad 

experience. But we can take steps to make sure we learn from every experience, 
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good or bad, so we can limit that chances of making the same mistakes over and 

over again. 

We learn from every experience and this makes us smarter. 

We open up new opportunities after most every bad experience. 

We become stronger by tackling bad experiences and mastering them. 

But all of this happens only when we take responsibility for those changes 

and commit ourselves to learning from them and discovering possible positive 

things that might come from them. Do not give up and do not get frightened. Very 

few bad experiences or changes cannot be recovered from given enough time and 

effort. So even if things appear bad right now, you have the opportunity to make 

them much better for tomorrow and the days after that. 

Always remember that change starts with one single action no matter how 

large or small. Without taking this action we lose control over anything that might 

happen in the future. By taking these small actions we help move things forward 

into the direction we wish them to go. We take action, we gain some degree of 

control. We take no action, we are leaving the future open to the actions of others. 

Which path do you think is the best for you to take?  
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Roadblocks to Change 
 

 

 

 

If life were simple we would not appreciate our success or value the things 

we work hard for in life. We need a certain amount of challenge in our lives so we 

can value what we have and what it took for us to get it. It is like the difference for 

having everything given to us and having to work for what we have. There is no 

sense of accomplishment in doing something easy. 

Sometimes we may realize we need to change something and we might even 

desperately want to change something but there are things standing in our way. 

We might call them roadblocks because they stand in the way of us accomplishing 

a goal or from completing a certain task. Everyone experiences roadblocks 

throughout their life. So it is not whether we will experience those roadblocks but 

instead when those roadblocks are going to appear. 

One of the most common roadblocks many people experience through the 

course of their lives is money. We might want to have something or do something 

but do not have the money in which to do them. For example, we might need a 

bigger house but do not have the money or credit necessary to purchase that 

house. The same could be said for any goal or purchase that requires money. 

Another example might be a physical problem or limitation. You might wish 

to lose weight but a medical condition might make doing that very difficult or even 

impossible. Or perhaps you have a physical limitation that makes it difficult for you 

to do what others might find very easy. Many of us experience these types of 

roadblocks to greatly varying degrees. 
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There are many kinds of roadblocks. Far too many to place a list of them 

here. But for now, let us just define a roadblock as anything that stands between 

you and whatever it is you need or want to do in your life. In most cases these 

roadblocks can be overcome. It is just how we view them and how we react to them 

in our lives. 

Some people love roadblocks. They see them as personal challenges and 

jump right in and figure out how to eliminate those roadblocks and go on to achieve 

their goals and aspirations. There are stories of many people who have overcome 

enormous challenges or roadblock in their lives to achieve amazing success. It is all 

how we view those obstacles and roadblocks and what we do to address them. 

Then there are those who just quit when they reach a roadblock. They see 

the obstacle as insurmountable and just allow it to beat them without spending 

much effort to resolve things and move forward. For these people roadblocks just 

provide an excuse to stop trying. To blame fate for their setbacks instead of 

searching for a resolution. But let’s be clear. If we truly wish to achieve something, 

almost every roadblock has at least a partial resolution. It might be more difficult 

or time consuming but it is still there. It is up to us to find it and take action. 

Roadblocks usually provide much more of a challenge when we are not 

totally committed to what we are doing. If we have a strong desire to accomplish 

something we tend to meet challenges head on and with great commitment. We 

refuse to allow them to beat us and we look all around to wfind a solution or a work 

around so we can get moving again. The more committed we are the harder and 

deeper we tend to look for those solutions. 

On the flip side, if we are trying to do something we do not want to do, or 

something that is being forced upon us, it is sometimes like we are just looking for 

an excuse to just stop dead in our tracks and stay there. We often use the roadblock 

as an excuse for failure. The weaker our commitment the more likely it is that we 

are going to quit. 

This is why we need to develop the right attitude moving forward so we have 

the skill and desire to tackle these roadblock and power through them. This is why 

it is so important to not just understand what we are doing but also WHY we are 

doing it. The human mind will go to great lengths to achieve something if it sees 
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that it will somehow benefit us in the future. If it doesn’t see these potential 

benefits it will likely not put forth much of an effort to succeed. 

So how do we deal with roadblocks? It is not as difficult as we might think. 

First, we should always understand what the benefits are for achieving 

something. Ask yourself how this will help make your life better, easier or more 

financially independent. In other words, ask yourself “What is in it for me?” In these 

situations it is good to be selfish. To think about how this will help you. To 

understand the reasons behind doing something. 

Ask yourself how you reacted the last time someone told you to do 

something but never told you why it would be good for you to actually do it. Did it 

make you expend extra effort or create a passion for success? Probably not. Did 

make you really want to be successful? Probably not. Did it make you determined 

to do a good job and blast through these roadblocks? Probably not as well. 

So the first step is to understand the “why” behind the task at hand. This will 

help get your motivated and stay motivated throughout the process. And that will 

help improve the chances for success in your life. Never short-change the ability of 

the human brain to achieve something that it really believes in. I am sure you can 

look back and find several examples of how this has helped you achieve goals and 

complete tasks in the past. You might not have realized it yet but looking back you 

will see it clearly now. 

The second thing you need to do is look at the roadblocks and brainstorm 

some creative solutions to the obstacle in your path. Usually there are several ways 

to get past something. List all those options no matter how foolish they might seem 

at the time. You might find several ways of getting past that roadblock in a very 

short time. 

As you do this and see more and more possible resolutions, you will start to 

realize that this roadblock was not all that large or critical as you once thought. This 

will help you get even more motivated and increase your belief that you can work 

through this. You have no idea how this simple exercise, which usually does not 

take all that much time to do, can make even the biggest or most difficult roadblock 

seem much smaller and easier to conquer. 
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Then work through the options and create a plan to work through the 

obstacle. Identify the steps needed to complete the task. List those steps out in the 

order that they must happen so you have a clear understanding of what must be 

done and in which order. 

Then, start taking action. Take the first step no matter how small that step 

might be. Remember that a marathon starts with a single step. If you never take 

that step you will never compete in the race. But if you do take that first step, who 

knows what that bring mean to your future and your happiness. 

 

Creating a Plan or Roadmap for Change 

In the last chapter we talked about how to handle change and conquer it. 

Now we are going to go talk about the best way to go about it. Because a little bit 

of time spent now planning a bit could save you a ton of time and misery going 

forward. 

 

Make Sure you are Changing the Right Thing 

Often times it is not exactly clear what needs to be changed. And if we do 

not change the right thing, we stand to not only fail to make progress we might 

wind up worse off in the long run. So make sure you do your research and soul 

searching and come up with something that really needs changing. Sometimes the 

worst thing you can do is react with a knee jerk reaction and blindly start changing 

things without giving much thought as to why they need changing in the first place. 

 

Understand What Changes Will Be Required 

If you want to change something in your life you should understand what 

changes will be required for you to reach your objective. For example, if you are in 

debt because you spend too much every month you know you have to reduce your 

spending. But how will you do that? You should understand that you are going to 

have to do without your deluxe cable TV package. Or you no longer can eat out 3 

days a week for a while. In other words, you should be aware of what actually need 

to be done to help you achieve your goals and make your changes. 
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Understand the Impact of these Changes 

Once you know what changes you need to make you should consider the 

impact of those changes on your life to make sure they are attainable and 

sustainable. You should not try and convince yourself that you can do something 

when it is just not possible for you to actually do it. 

For example, if you want to spend less money every month and you decide 

you are only going to eat one meal a day to save on food that is just not realistic or 

sustainable. Perhaps you might make it for a few days or maybe even a week but 

that kind of change is not only impossible but it is unhealthy as well. The changes 

you decide to make should be realistic, fit into your lifestyle and be sustainable for 

the long term. Otherwise you will likely just go back to doing what you were doing 

in the first place. 

 

Understand the Benefits to You for Making These Changes 

Always remember that our brains will help us when they see a benefit for 

doing so. If making a certain change is going to make your life better in some way, 

make sure you understand that as you move forward. This is especially true if 

making these changes will involve any kind of temporary sacrifice. You are much 

more like to continue making these sacrifices if you see and know the benefits 

moving forward. Remember our brains need to see a benefit or reason for 

whatever it is we are asking our bodies and mind to do. 

 

Know What Needs to Be Done and in Which Order 

Most of the time a change is going to require more than one action. Most of 

the time changes are made by making several small changes instead of one big one. 

It is important that we understand all the things that need to be done and also to 

create the most efficient order for doing those things. Once you know what to do 

and which order in which to do them it will be easier to make the change in an 

orderly and efficient manner and have a much better chance of achieving success. 

Now this might seem like a lot of work to go through just to change 

something. But it actually takes very little time to go through this exercise. The most 
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time will be spent on deciding what we need to change and what actually has to 

change in order to achieve our goals. The rest of the process just makes us organize 

what we have to do so we have a plan to follow that will help us get on track and 

stay there. 

Not only that but most of this is just common sense and we often find 

ourselves doing much of this without actually thinking. For some changes we just 

know what we have to do and our minds will figure out a way for us to do it. Then 

all we have to do is organize things so we can accomplish more in less time by 

staying organized. 

For more involved changes, the time we spend thinking and planning will 

save us much more time in lost time and resources. We always do better when we 

understand what we are doing and why. We need to know why something is 

important and we need to know why we should do certain things now and later. 

Plus, a good plan helps us make sense out of involved changes. It can take what 

might be intimidating and scary and reduce it into a simple list of small goals that 

are easier to do and not so scary! 

Also keep in mind that we go through changes every single day of our lives 

and we go through these changes almost without thinking. So this process is 

already present in our minds. Just like deciding which way to go home from work 

when our main road is closed, learning how to change a habit or activity is already 

within our grasp. All we have to do is take advantage of it. 

I also want to give you one last bit of advice regarding change. If at all 

possible, try changing one thing at a time. This way we can see the results of that 

change and understand if we changed the right thing in the right way. If we get 

great results then we know the change was worthwhile. If the results were not 

what we expected then we modify what we are doing and see if the results get 

better. We kow what we changed and we saw the results. 

If you change more than one related thing at a time we might never know 

which changes worked and which didn’t. For example if you change two things and 

one change increases your performance by 25% and the other reduces it by 15% all 

you will see is a 10% improvement and you will never know which changes worked 

and which didn’t. All you see is one final result. 
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Remember it is up to you how you react to change. You can be pro-active 

and face change head on or you can refuse to accept change and find yourself 

falling behind while others move forward. It is your choice. And it should be an easy 

one for you to make. 

Things change all the time and you need to change with them to survive and 

achieve success. 
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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

Over the years I have encountered many people and noticed how they react 

to life in general. I have meet extremely successful people and also people who 

cannot seem to get out of their own way. The one common difference between 

those who seemed to do well versus those who seemed to always struggle is how 

they dealt with life in general every day of their lives. 

Successful people seem to take responsibility for their actions and the things 

that happen to them throughout their lives. They didn’t blame others for what 

happened even if they were in part to blame. They just evaluated their position, 

came up with an action plan, and moved on. This usually resulted in an increased 

level of success both in their personal lives and in their careers as well. 

The unsuccessful people seemed to wait and see what was going to happen 

and then tended to feel sorry for themselves or blame others for their misfortune 

or losses. And even though this might have been the case, they took little to no 

responsibility for the situation and therefore took no action to try and make the 

outcome better. 

Successful people look into the future and take action NOW to help isolate 

or protect themselves for what is coming in the future. They look for weaknesses 

they might have now and take action to turn those weaknesses into strengths. They 

look for ways to make themselves look better in the eyes of others so they look 

better than their peers. 

Here is one situation and the two ways of dealing with it: 
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Tony has a good job but the company seems to be losing business. There 

have been layoffs over the past year and there is a rumor that more are coming in 

the next few months. Tony sees this and starts taking a look at himself and finds a 

few weaknesses. He takes a few courses or seminars and he starts doing more at 

work and shows off his newly acquired knowledge. IN the meantime he starts 

looking for a new job just in case he is let go in the next round of layoffs. 

Tony goes on a few interviews and finds a new job in a company that is doing 

very well and his new job pays him more money and has more security. Tony takes 

the new job and avoids getting laid off and now has a job that pays him more and 

has a lot more security. So Tony has taken a possibly negative situation and turned 

it into a positive outcome. 

George works for the same company and knows about the upcoming round 

of layoffs but hopes he will not be affected. He waits a few weeks and then is called 

into his manager’s office where he is laid off from his job. His reaction is to complain 

about how unfair this situation is and how he is more qualified than anyone else. 

He blames his manager and co-workers and insists he was treated unfairly. 

George now has no job, nothing in the pipeline as far as opportunities are 

concerned and now will face at least a few weeks, probably longer, before he gets 

a new job. He has not turned any weaknesses into strengths (which might have 

spared him from his layoff anyway) and is now faced with a lengthy time off without 

pay. 

The different between Tony and George was in their attitudes and their 

willingness to make changes. Tony made the changes which resulted in increasing 

his value in the marketplace. George just felt angry and nor responsible for anything 

so he did nothing. Because of this Tony and George face two entirely different 

outcomes from the same situation. 

In this section of the book we are going to take a hard look at behaviors and 

outlooks and how we can go about changing the way we look at our day to day life. 

Because sometimes getting what we need in life is just a change in habit or attitude 

away. 
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The Definition of Insanity 
 

 

 

 

Although psychiatrists and other mental health professionals might have 

different definitions of what insanity really is. Let me tell you my definition which 

more closely aligns with this book and what we are discussing. 

My definition of insanity is going through life doing the same things and 

expecting different results as the days and years roll by. That means making no 

changes or improvement in yourself and expecting success to come knocking on 

your door all by itself. The reality of life is, however, that unless you happen to win 

the lottery, your life is not about to change by itself. 

If you go on 20 job interviews and do not get a single job offer, then either 

those 20 companies all missed your impressive qualities or you did something 

wrong in the interviews or your credentials were not as good as you think they are. 

And since 20 people are not likely to all make the same mistake, it would appear 

the fault lies somewhere with you. 

All people fail to some extent in life. Even the most successful people in the 

world have failed at some point. Michael Jordan and Shaquille O’Neal did not win 

every game they played in. Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig struck out sometimes. And 

even the best lawyers have lost cases. So this is not about eliminating failure. It is 

all about learning from those failure and seeing ourselves with clear and unbiased 

eyes. 

If you are not getting the results in life that you want, you need to change 

something that you are doing in order to change those results. If you keep on doing 
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the same things over and over you can expect the same results over and over. To 

think otherwise is insanity. 

The successful person asks themselves “What did I do wrong?” after those 

20 job interviews. And then he makes a change or two and hopes the next interview 

will go better. And that same process will continue until he starts getting those job 

offers that used to go to someone else. 

The unsuccessful person just feels that others just missed on a great 

opportunity to hire him and goes on to even more interviews with the same results. 

No job offer. He doesn’t change his interview preparation, he doesn’t change his 

attitude and he doesn’t change something that might be holding him back. He 

doesn’t turn a weakness into a strength and he doesn’t make himself better. 

This is not rocket science. If something is not working for you then you need 

to figure out why and change those habits or approach. People do not have to 

conform to you, you have to conform to other people most of the time. If you are 

doing, or not doing certain things and those things are keeping you from the best 

opportunities, then it is up to YOU to make those changes. 

Many times in life we have to decide whether or not something is important 

to us. So important that we are willing to change something about ourselves in 

which to immerge victorious. If we truly want something in our life we must be 

willing to make the changes that are required for you to get it. 

If you want a result to change, then go ahead and change something about 

yourself or your situation so you are the best person competing for it. If you want 

a scholarship to your favorite college, then work hard to get better grades. If you 

want to get that great job then do whatever you have to so that the people who 

make those decisions decide on you and not someone else. 

Some people today think that they are entitled to something just because 

they are here. Well, life does not quite work that way. Life in a competition and if 

you want to win the competition it is up to YOU not someone else, to make you 

look to be the best candidate. You put in the effort, you make the required changes 

and you stand a better chance at success. 

To think otherwise in just insane.  
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What Are Attitudes and Behaviors? 
 

 

 

 

Attitudes and behaviors are how we see and react to certain situations in life. 

They also contribute to how others see us and feel about us as well. Because of this 

it is important that we have the proper attitudes and behaviors to help us get more 

of what we want in our lives. Attitudes and behaviors are closely linked and 

sometimes we have to deal with one in order to change the other. 

We all have people in our lives that we like and others that we do not think 

very much of. Why do you think that is? It is because something that they have an 

attitude we do not like or exhibit behaviors that we find distasteful. 

We do not like the person who feel entitled to cut ahead in a line or park in 

the handicapped spot or thinks that they are somehow better than us. We usually 

do not like the person who talks down to us or acts like they are somehow smarter 

and better than the rest of us. We do not like them because they do things and act 

in ways that we feel distasteful. This is why attitudes and behaviors are so 

important. 

An attitude is the way we feel about ourselves and certain situations. We 

might feel very confident and secure in ourselves or we might feel insecure and 

shy. A confident attitude is often confused with arrogance while a shy or insecure 

attitude is often confused with weakness or less ability. The way we feel about 

something is directly expressed in our attitude. 

A behavior is something we do. Something that is more of a habit than 

anything else. We might try to always be first in line or we might tend to take over 

a conversation. Maybe we interrupt others to get our point across. Perhaps we tend 
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to be very animated and aggressive or maybe we stand in the background and 

blend in. The way we act or react to situations and events is a behavior. 

Both behaviors and attitudes are closely related and it sometimes is difficult 

to change one without influencing the other. For example, if you feel that you are 

better than everyone else then your behaviors are likely to be more aggressive or 

condescending. 

We should all take a close look at our attitudes and behaviors to make sure 

they align with who we are and what we want to be in our lives. Attitudes and 

behaviors can be changed over time as long as we know which ones work for us 

and which ones are at odds with our end goals. 

The key is to look closely at who we are and what we are and try and see if 

there are certain things about us that turn people off or make it harder to reach 

our objectives. And then we have to decide whether we are willing to change 

something about us in order to get something in life. Sometimes the cost of such 

changes is just not worth it. Other times that cost is low because these changes 

really need to be made for several reasons. 

What I would like you to do right now is write down a list of things about you 

that people really like or the things about you that you really like. Are you caring 

about others? Are you friendly and helpful? Do you work well with others and are 

considered an asset? Are you good at your job? Can you teach others? Are you 

willing to help others? Are you a good parent, sibling, or son or daughter? Do you 

put others before yourself? Do others seem to like you and are drawn to you? 

Now write down a list of negative things about you that you should consider 

changing. And do not tell yourself there is nothing because there is always 

something you can do to make yourself better! Are you standoffs or think you are 

better than everyone else? It is you first and then everyone else? Are you a loner 

who does not like other people? Do you take credit for the work of others? Do you 

spend all your time at work and make your family feel like second place people? 

Are you always the last to arrive and the first to leave at work? 

Now compare your two lists. Hopefully the positive list is longer than the 

negative one. But even if it is not, think about what you can do to change your 

habits and attitudes so you can move a few of the things on that negative list over 
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to the positive list. Do this until almost everything is transferred from positive to 

negative. We will go over how to do this later on in this book. 

Our goal here should be to become the type of person that others see as an 

overall positive person. We do not have to be perfect because no one is. But we do 

want to be thought of highly by other people so we will be given the best 

opportunities in our lives. 

People tend to approach people they feel good about and offer or present 

opportunities to them. No one wants to recommend a jerk for a golden 

opportunity. But they will recommend the person they feel is a good person with a 

great attitude and a good sense of right and wrong. Some people might dispute this 

but I stand firm with this assessment. If you are someone that others feel very 

positively about you will get more opportunities. 

Always remember that the best opportunities never even make it to the 

public forums. The best jobs are given to those with personal recommendations 

and never make it to job websites or classified ads. They are filled by people who 

they know or are recommended by people they trust. So even if you think you are 

perfect the way you are, think about how other people feel about you as well. 

Because like it or not, life is a competition and only the people who are thought of 

highly come out on top. 
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Creating Goals 
 

 

 

 

While I can hear a giant “UGH!” right now, let me assure you that creating 

quality goals will not take a you a long time to do and they will help you achieve 

more goals in less time than if you just flew by the seat of your pants (Which most 

unsuccessful people do, I might add!) 

One question I often get is “What is the difference between an action item 

and a goal?” the answer is quite simple. One thing that a goal has that an action 

item doesn’t have is quite simply: 

TIME 

A goal is an action item that has a time frame attached to it. That time frame 

details how long you have to complete that particular step or action item. There 

may be a start time as well but adding a time line or deadline to an action item 

turns that action item into a goal. Something that is clearly defined and can be 

measured. 

Time is important because most of the time we need to complete something 

by a certain date in which to gain the most advantage from our efforts. For 

example, get a four year college degree is an action item. It has no time frame 

attached to it. Now if we get that college degree but it takes us forty years and we 

are 65 years old when we get it, well, that will not do us all that much good.  

But if that action item added a 4 year deadline to it now we have to get that 

four year degree in just 4 years. The result is that if we achieve that goal we will 

have achieved that 4 year degree by the time we turned 24 or whatever age we 
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started plus 4 years. Can you see how much better and more desirable goals with 

time lines are? 

In the next chapter we are going to go over how to create realistic goals. This 

is important because unless a goal or action item is realistic, you are not going to 

achieve it. And if you keep setting unrealistic or impossible goals to achieve, the 

failure will eventually erode your self-confidence. 

Goals are important because they help provide us with the structure we need 

to create lasting positive change. Without this structure we run the chance of doing 

the wrong thing at the wrong time or even missing doing something important 

along the way. 

Goals also allow us to more completely define the change we need to make. 

As we go through the goal creation process we usually come up with additional 

steps or other things that need to be done in order to increase our chances of 

success. And since becoming successful is always our desired end result it just 

makes sense for us to do everything possible to achieve our goals. 

Another thing about goals is that they allow us to break down large goals into 

smaller ones that are easier to achieve. For example, that 4 year degree we talked 

about just a while ago, we can turn that into 4 yearly goals or 8 semester goals. This 

will help reduce the overall load of the goal and make it far less intimidating. We 

have already mentioned the breaking down of large tasks into smaller ones and we 

can now do the same with goals. 

Now what we are going to do in the next few chapters is to go over how to 

easily create effective and easy to achieve goals that will help us get more done in 

far less time. This will enable us to reach our goals and achieve success much easier 

and faster than if we were to attempt all of this on our own and just winging it!  
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Smarter Goals 
 

 

 

 

If you have been exposed to the business or management world in pretty 

much any capacity you are aware of the term SMART goals. SMART goals are goals 

that have been designed and created around 5 important criteria. And while smart 

goals are good and effective, I personally find them a bit lacking in some respects. 

So I have created SMARTER goals that will help you achieve more in less time with 

usually less effort. 

SMARTER Goals have the following 7 Characterisitcs: 

 

Specific 

In order for any goal to be achieved we must know specifically what that 

particular goal is going to be. The goal should be written so it is very specific in 

nature so we know as exactly as possible what needs to be accomplished. The goals 

should not be overly broad in nature. If you have a very broad goal it would be 

better to break it up into a few more clearly defined goals so that you understand 

exactly what you need to do. 

For example, a goal of “Improve my education” is very broad. You might 

accomplish that goal in several different ways. A better goal might be “Get a Four 

Year Degree in Marketing.” Or you might say “Improve my education by taking a 

course or seminar every three months.” Again, you clearly know what you need to 

do in order to achieve that goal. 
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Meaningful 

Your goals should always have a meaning attached to them. This is the 

reason or “why” behind the goal. Using the above example you might state that 

improving your education so I will qualify for a management position with 3 years. 

This gives meaning to the goal. Also include any other important reasons or benefits 

for taking on this goal. Always remember, the more benefit the brain sees in 

accomplishing something the more effort it will give to the process. If the brain sees 

no benefit or reason to do something, it will fight you every step of the way. 

 

Achievable 

Here is s0mething that a lot of people forget to include. In order for the goal 

to be a good one, it MUST be achievable. That means you must have a good chance 

in accomplishing whatever it is you want to do. “Getting a four year degree in 4 

years” is an achievable goal. “Getting a 4 year degree is 6 months” is not. There is 

no way you can complete 4 years worth of work in just 6 months. That goal is 

destined to fail. 

Other examples of bad goals that are not achievable might be “Learn how to 

jump 6 feet high” or “Lose that 50 pounds I want to lose in 2 months” or “Grow 3 

feet and become an NBA Star at the age of 46” 

Now those example are a little bit extreme and down right silly but I am sure 

you get the drift of what I am talking about. Setting a goal that is impossible for you 

to achieve just makes absolutely no sense. You are just setting yourself up for 

failure. A good goals should always be achieved. It might require a lot of work to do 

so but it still can be achieved if you put in that work or effort. 

 

Relevant 

This refers to the goal being relevant to the rest of your life. That means the 

goal should help you achieve something that is within your set of values and morals. 

It should help you become more of what you want to be and it should be directly 

related to the rest of the lifestyle you wish to create. 
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For example, if you are a deeply spiritual person who strongly believes in God 

all of your goals should be in-line with those beliefs. You should not create or 

attempt to follow any goals that is at odds with who you are and what your beliefs 

are. Trying to reach a goal that is opposite of who and what you are is never a good 

idea and can create a lot of internal stress and conflict. 

 

Time Specific 

Time is what turns a task or action item into a goal. Assigning a time line to 

something adds another dimension to the task. A deadline allows you to plan so 

that you complete each step by a certain time so that you achieve your goals within 

the time frame that will give you the maximum benefit. 

We already used the four year degree example and said that degree will not 

help you all that much if you take 30 years to do it and finally get it when you turn 

65. But if you have a goal with a deadline and just took the usual 4 years to 

complete it you would see the benefit of your work for over another 26 years! 

Always include a reasonable deadline or time frame to every goal. Make sure 

it is realistic and try your best to adhere to that time frame. Granted things happen 

in life that might require an adjustment to that time line but never make it easy on 

yourself to do so. Remember those deadlines are there for your benefit. 

 

Evaluated 

Good goals allow themselves to be evaluated. As I just said, sometimes things 

do not go exactly as planned and we might go off track or even find ourselves not 

getting the results that we thought we would. Sometimes we might have to change 

our approach or actions over time to enable ourselves to reach our final objective. 

All goals should be checked or evaluated over time. Our actions might not be 

giving us the desired result so we might have to change things to a certain degree 

to get the right results and get ourselves back on track. Periodic evaluation of our 

goals and efforts help us identify problems sooner so we can lose less time by 

making changes earlier in the process.  
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Long term goals might only have to be evaluated once or twice a year. I 

always found that quarterly, or four times a year is best but that is my personal 

advice and opinion. In any case never go0 more than 6 months between 

evaluations. Shorter term goals usually should be evaluated much more often such 

as every week or every other week. Just keep in mind that the more often you 

evaluate your progress that earlier you will discover mistakes or wrong results. This 

allows you to make corrections faster and save yourself a lot of lost time and 

resources. 

 

Re-Adjustable 

Life changes. Our dreams, attitudes and desires change over time as well. 

Chances are you do not want to be the person you thought you would be at age 3. 

Back then you might have wanted to be a fireman or a soldier or a doctor or lawyer 

or anything you thought was cool when you were little. But as the years went by 

your attitudes changed and got redefined and sharpened as you learned more and 

more. 

Life changes as well. Some occupations no longer exist today like they did 20 

years ago. The world changes and new opportunities and choices come up and 

influence our thinking. And let us not forget that life sometimes likes to throw us a 

curveball every once in a while that knocks us off our game. Heck, sometimes we 

get knocked down by a pitch! 

Because of this, a long term goal should be flexible enough to allow us to 

adjust it when life gets in the way or when our ideas and goals change. It is perfectly 

fine to no longer want one thing and instead want something else as long as it is 

for the right reasons. And being lazy or thinking something is just too hard is NOT a 

good reason. 

But if you get sick you might have to adjust a timeline. If you get laid off you 

might have to adjust things for monetary reasons. And if your life chances 

dramatically like getting married or having triplets, well, those goals are going to 

have to be re-defined and adjusted. 
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It is important for everyone to realize and understand that goals cannot and 

should not be etched in stone. Too many external forces impact our goals and often 

times in our lives we are not in 100% total control over everything. In fact, that is 

almost always the case. There are usually always something out of our control that 

we have to deal with. 

This means that we should always consider our goals to be somewhat flexible 

and changeable for the right reasons. For example we might no longer want to get 

a four year degree in one field and wish to change to another major. This will entail 

taking more courses and spending an extra year in school. So we adjust our goals 

with this new information and create new timelines to reflect the additional work. 

That is a good reason. 

But falling behind in your work because you did too much partying or playing 

and did not dedicate enough time to your goals is not a good reason. Now when 

this happens it is better to create new deadlines instead of giving up. But doing this 

too often, or thinking that this is a good way of going through life is not good for 

you. Yes you can make mistakes and make poor judgments. Yes, you can get sick 

and yes you can change your goals when your needs and circumstances change. 

But no matter how you view your goals and what you think about them, 

realize that your goals are there to help you achieve more and to get and stay 

focused. Trying to keep everything in your head in the right order with the rest of 

life often getting in the way is not the right way to approach your goals. Take a few 

minutes to craft really good and accurate goals. Use the SMARTER template so you 

make sure that your goals are right for you and will help you get and stay on track. 

Then once you create a goal, do your best to stick to it and refer back to it 

often. Adjust your goals as necessary to keep them accurate and well-focused on 

what is important to you. It does not take long to create a good goal using this 

template and you will usually find out the process will save you a lot more time in 

the long run. 

Just having something written down for you to look at every so often will 

make it easy for you to see if you are behind schedule, right on track or even ahead 

of schedule. You can determine this usually at a glance and make small corrections 

that will enable you to get back on track and stay there. 
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As I have said, these goals are there to help you. 

Why not let them? 
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Substituting Behaviors 
 

 

 

 

One of the key ways to create lasting change is by changing our daily 

behaviors. The idea behind this is by changing something we do we will start to get 

the results we desire. After all, you cannot expect something to change all by itself 

without some effort from ourselves. 

Behaviors refer to the way we do certain things or respond to certain things 

in our lives. For example a lot of people react to stress by eating or smoking. Some 

of us go shopping or just crawl into our personal shell and wait for the dust to clear. 

It really doesn’t matter what we do or how we react to certain things. The 

important part is to understand that many of the things we do we do out of habit. 

There are also good habits and bad habits. An example of a good habit is 

brushing your teeth when you wake up and when you go to bed. This allows you to 

take care of your teeth and protect them from damage. This is a good or positive 

habit because it brings you a positive and desired result. Other habits might include 

eating healthy foods and not overeating due to stress or negative situations.  

Negative habits are the ones that produce negative outcomes or drive us 

further away from what we want in our lives. Most of us have them or fight them 

at some point in our lives. We might eat too much junk food which results in us 

gaining weight and becoming unhealthy. Or we might drink to excess or smoke 

whenever we get stressed or feel down.  

Negative habits sometimes might be considered a weakness of sorts but in 

reality they are just the way we have programmed ourselves to react to certain 

things that occur in our lives.  It might be the way we were taught as youngsters. 

Mom or dad might have given you candy whenever you were sad so your brain now 
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equates sweets or food with how to make things better. There is always a reason 

behind a habit. 

It is also important to understand that we have certain habits because we 

feel that we get some kind of reward for reacting in that manner. The logic behind 

this might be a bit convoluted but it is how we think about something that 

determine what we do and how we react. 

It is difficult to break a habit. It is difficult to stop doing something you have 

been doing for years and years. It is difficult to stop doing something that your brain 

believes is working for you. And there is no such thing as willpower either. 

Willpower only works in the very beginning when you are very conscious of what 

you are doing and why you are doing it. But over time it requires too much effort 

to keep thinking about every little behavior and why you wish to stop it or modify 

it. 

Instead, the best way to change or break a habit is to find a different and 

better habit to replace the old bad habit. For example, someone who wishes to 

stop smoking might turn to chewing gum instead. When they have a desire for a 

cigarette they take a piece of gum instead. Eventually we just automatically choose 

the gum over the cigarette with less and less thinking. After a while the old bad 

habit is replaced by a better and more positive habit. 

Maybe you are used to having a nice junk food lunch every day but you are 

gaining too much weight and are feeling unhealthy. Now you still have to eat but 

maybe you start replacing one part of your junk food lunch with a smaller portion 

or eliminating it all together. Maybe instead of a cheeseburger and fries you just 

have the cheeseburger with no fires or just a small fry. You might switch from a 

regular soda to a diet soda. You do each of these things for a while until they are 

done without much thinking. Then you eliminate the fries altogether. Maybe after 

lunch you take a short walk to get some exercise. Every little thing you do creates 

a new habit that gives you the results that you want. It is important to understand 

that usually you do not have to break a bad habit all at once with one massive 

effort. 

In fact, studies have shown that people who do things slowly or gradually 

over time have a far better chance of having long term success. This is exactly why 

crash diets usually do not work. When you try those kind of diets the changes are 
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so drastic and difficult that you eventually go back to your old ways and any weight 

you had lost comes right back. Usually with a few more pounds as well. 

So your goal should be to first identify the habit that you wish or need to 

change and then figure out a new habit that you can use to replace the old habit 

with. Maybe you switch to a diet soda instead of one filled with sugar. Get a single 

burger instead of a double one. Maybe go out to eat once a week or every other 

week instead of three times a week. Substitute a relaxing walk for that ice cream 

sundae when you are feeling stressed. 

What you do is not as important as to how you do it. Our brains will be much 

happier if you do not require them to make massive sacrifices. If you make smaller 

sacrifices and allow them to become your new habits over time then you can add 

on those new habits to reach your goals. Unless there is a really good reason for 

having to do something massive right here and now, the gradual approach is almost 

always better and will give you a better chance of long range success. 

Just understand that you will be much better off trying to replace a bad habit 

with a new one instead of just stopping the bad habit cold turkey. Also remember 

that every habit we have provides us with some kind of “reward” for doing it. That 

reward might not be what we intend but over our lifetimes we have associated that 

bad behavior with some kind of positive result. So not providing our brains with 

that same kind of reward through a new and better response is a method for 

failure. 

If there is something in your life that you want to change, figure out what 

that something is and how you can go about doing something different that will 

help you achieve your new goals. Whether it is losing weight, stopping smoking or 

drinking or anything else in your life, we must always give our brains something 

new to replace that bad habit in order for us to become and stay successful. 

And never expect too much of yourself in the process either. Trying to do 

something that is very difficult and requires a lot of effort and sacrifice is not a good 

approach for long standing success. Taking several smaller and easier steps to 

accomplish the same thing is almost always the best way to go. 
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Creating a Plan for a Specific Goal 
 

 

 

 

We are speaking about change in this section of the book and we just finished 

talking about how to go about changing our habits. Now we are going to discuss 

the best way to go about changing anything in our lives whether that be a bad habit 

or something that is just keeping us from achieving a goal or allowing us to live a 

happy and fulfilling life. 

Life is a complicated process and one that is usually at least partially out of 

our full control. There are just too many factors that influence what we do and how 

successful we are to make it possible to go through life without some kind of plan 

or roadmap. And even if that were possible it just doesn’t make sense for us to try 

and wing it. 

Whenever we want to achieve a different goal or outcome in life we have to 

change something about ourselves or our environment in order to do so. That 

means changing what we are doing or changing something in our environment that 

is preventing us from getting the results that we want and need in life. A great 

majority of the time we will encounter a mixture of things we have to do as well as 

changing things in our environment. 

If this sounds complicated, usually it isn’t. We usually have a pretty good idea 

of what we want in life and how to go about it. But without really thinking things 

through and doing a deep dive into exactly what we want to achieve we run the 

risk of failure or taking way too much time accomplishing our goals. And in life, time 

is one thing nobody gets more of in a day than everyone else! 
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Let’s say we want to lose weight or quit smoking. These are two goals that 

are very common with people these days. And sometimes they are among the most 

difficult goals to achieve. Not because we are unable to achieve them because 

many people have. But rather because we did not take everything into 

consideration when we started the process. 

If we want to lose weight the answer is usually that we either eat less or 

exercise more. We either take fewer calories in or burn more calories than we are 

used to. It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure this one out! But let’s say we 

decide to eat less and exercise more. Then we are on the road to success, right? 

Well, we have taken two very important steps forward towards our goal. 

That’s for sure. But what about our environment? What about the things in our life 

that cause us to eat more? What about all of our friends who love to go out for junk 

food lunches every day and love those rich pastries that come into the office every 

day? And if we are trying to quit smoking, how do we react to our friends who 

smoke or the places that you like to go to where everyone smokes? (Thank the lord 

that those places are few and far between these days!) 

Most of the time we think about the problem or change on a very superficial 

level and fail to dig down to see what else is at least contributing to our problem. 

After all, if we are surrounded by people who love to eat, the pressure is going to 

be on us to eat as well. That is going to make it harder and harder for us to stick to 

our plan. If we do not address the problem on this level as well, we increase the 

chances that we will ultimately fail as well. 

We also have to dig down and discover the root cause for our problem. If we 

do not address the root cause of the problem we might make the problem go away 

for a short amount of time but it will likely come back with a vengeance in the 

future. Ask anyone who tries diet after diet and gains all the weight they lost back 

and then some about that! 

Remember when we said that there are rewards for ever bad habit we have? 

Well unless we find out what those rewards are we are never going to resolve the 

need for those habits. For example, stress is a major problem for those of us who 

smoke or overeat. Those are just the habits we create to help us deal with the 

stress. Feeling stressed? Have a smoke or down a dish of ice cream and you feel 
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better. Now the cigarette or ice cream doesn’t do anything to our brain or body to 

remove the stress, it just masks the problem so it doesn’t bother us quite as much. 

Because of all of this if we want to change anything, we have to fully 

understand exactly what we want to change, why we want to change it and identify 

as many of the factors in our lives that are related to the original problem. This is 

necessary because sometimes we have to change more than one thing in our lives 

to get the results we want. 

We might have to change where we go and with whom we go out with if 

their habits are not in alignment with ours. If we want to lose weight we cannot 

continue to go out with people who love to eat junk 24/7. I mean we can continue 

to see those people but it is going to make our struggle a lot harder because the 

temptation will always be there to convince us that it is all right to cheat “just this 

once”. 

Or maybe we eat to excess or smoke because our job is just so stressful and 

difficult that we had to develop so-called “coping mechanisms’ to just survive the 

daily stress caused by that job. If that is the case we could always try and replace 

those bad habits with other ones but if we never address the root cause (our job) 

then that stress is just going to manifest itself in other ways. Without addressing 

the root cause it will just require too much constant effort to achieve our goals. 

This is why a plan is so important. In a plan we can did down as many levels 

as we need to so that we can undercover the root problem or driving forces behind 

the problem or issue. We can identify other factors and the driving forces behind 

those factors and so on until we have a clear and complete picture for us to see and 

react to. 

If a problem or goal has five different levels to it and we only address the first 

one or two, that problem is eventually going to come back in the future. But when 

we plan everything out and take action to address everything about the issue, we 

stand a much better chance at long term success. 

The other thing that a plan does is allow you to really see what is causing the 

issue in your life. Sometimes as you dig down and uncover other factors it can be 

very eye opening to finally see what is really going on. And once you really see and 

understand things, your brain can see the need for change and get behind it. 
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Earlier we talked about goals and plans and by now I am sure you are pretty 

sick or fed up with plans right about now. But let me impress upon you that the 

time and effort you take now will come back to help you ten-fold as you move on. 

It will help you save time, effort and resources and enable you to get stronger and 

more successful in less time than if you had decided just to go ahead on your own. 

I speak about this with first-hand knowledge and I hope you will take my word for 

it so you will not lose time and waste effort like I have done in the past.  
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Uncovering New Resources 
 

 

 

 

Up until now we have discussed things that YOU need to do or things that 

YOU have control over in your life. But while that might seem a bit intimidating, 

there is good news behind all of this. And that is that you do not have to go through 

all of this alone. In fact you should NOT go through all of this alone. Your success 

will be achieved far more easily and much faster if you seek out and accept help 

throughout the process. 

As human beings, we are social people and often do our best when we work 

along-side or with others. We learn faster when we are exposed to other or 

different viewpoints and knowledge resources and we gain strength and authority 

by acquiring the knowledge and approaches of others. The only way we can get 

these tools and resources are to seek out the help of others to achieve our goals. 

Help can come thought many different sources. It can come through friends, 

family members, co-workers or by attending classes, reading books or even 

watching videos. Or it can come from having a mentor or enrolling in a program 

designed to help people like you achieve their goals and dreams. In today’s digital 

age, the resources at our fingertips can enable us to achieve far more in less time 

than past generations ever thought possible. 

It is time to take advantage of as many of these resources as possible. 

This book is a resource that hopefully will help you achieve your dreams and 

help get you where you wish to go in life. It gives you insight into what you need to 

do and sometimes how to best go about it. I have done my best to provide you with 

as much insight and help as I am capable of but it is still only my viewpoint. To make 
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your success better and deeper I always encourage people to use multiple 

resources in their learning. I recommend you get as many different viewpoints and 

approaches as possible. 

This is important because there usually are several different ways to achieve 

a goal. Not all of them will work for you. One approach might be perfect for me but 

the worst for you and vice versa. But you will only know which approach is right for 

you after you learn about the various approaches valuable to you. 

One classic example when it comes to learning is which format you should 

use. Personally I love reading and tend to get my knowledge and expertise from 

reading books. But for other knowledge and skills you might do better with a video 

based format where you can see what is happening with your eyes and not just 

read about it. Other might prefer audio-based training where you just listen to 

someone reading or talking and digest the content that way. No one of these 

methods is perfect for everyone. So you should use the one that is right for you and 

your situation. 

One resource people usually do not use is government or public resources. 

The most common one people usually think of would be your local library which 

can be a huge resource for several different formats of learning. Plus they have 

people there who are experienced in identifying the right resources for you and 

your situation. 

But there might also be mentoring programs available and programs that 

help new businesses or people within a certain industry. There are usually industry 

specific organizations that help teach you about the industry and help you establish 

yourself and make important contacts as well. 

There are volunteer organizations that provide help and resources for just 

about any industry and occupation. All you have to do is look or search for them. 

Doing an online search for such resources in your area can help you quickly see 

what is available for you either in your area or online. Using online services enables 

you to use resources that are out of your area by using your computer from the 

comfort of your own home. 

While there are some people who think they might know everything, the 

honest truth is that most of us do not. There is always something to learn and 
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different ways of learning it. And sometimes one resource might provide you with 

information you might not get anywhere else. All you have to do is look for it. 

A perfect example of this might be in learning a new trade or improving your 

skills in your current trade. While you can read countless books and watch many 

videos, sometimes spending the day with someone wand watching how they do 

things will enable you to learn things not taught in any book or shown on any video. 

I used to give workshops and while people liked the workshops and got a 

great deal of information and knowledge from them, the one thing most people 

said was the most informative was talking with the other people in the group. It 

was through those conversations that they gained insight into how others did a 

certain tasks, resolved certain problems or got better results doing something a 

different way. 

I am a huge fan or seminars and workshops because of this very benefit. Even 

if you do not learn much from the instructor, just picking up one clue or tidbit of 

information could help you improve your performance quickly and easily. 

Sometimes people have a problem seeking out or accepting help from 

others. They view it as a sign of weakness. But accepting the help of others is really 

a strength to be admired. You will only improve your skills if you learn more about 

them. And the best way of doing that is to listen to others and get as many different 

approaches and views as possible. Some might be great and others might be 

lacking. But being able to combine the good parts of one approach with the good 

parts of another is how process is made and skills get improved. 

Enlisting the help of others also enables you to accomplish something by 

learning from the mistakes of others. Why make the same mistakes that everyone 

else has already made when you can learn about them now and avoid them later? 

One of the best ways to learn is to learning from our mistakes. But an even better 

way to learn is by learning from someone else’s mistakes so you do not lose the 

time and resources that they lost! 

The key I want to leave you with in this chapter is that you should never try 

to do everything by yourself or on your own. While it might be possible for you to 

do so, you will always find it better and easier to use resources that are available 
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to you. This way you can learn different approaches, different views and also learn 

information that might not have been covered by another class, seminar or book. 

The world is a huge place of different thoughts, views, approaches and 

techniques. Seek them out. Use them. And be better and smarter for doing so. 

In short, if there is something or someone out there that can help you make 

your goals faster and easier to achieve, then take advantage of it! Working hard 

whenever there is an easier path to the same results, is a foolish path to take.  
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Viewing a Goal as Already Achieved in your Mind 
 

 

 

 

Here is a little trick that will help you achieve more in less time with while 

giving you a much greater chance of success. This little trick is to find a quiet place 

to go and think about how your life would be after you achieve your intended goal. 

If you have something you want to change or achieve, think about how your life 

will change after you achieve it.  

How will your life be better?  

How will your life be easier?  

How will your life be more rewarding?  

How will you be happier? 

By asking yourself all of these questions, plus any others you might find 

relevant, you will give your brain a glimpse into all of the rewards you will get if you 

achieve that particular goal. This will help you get motivated and stay motivated 

throughout the process. It will give your brain the reasons behind all of the effort 

you are asking it to make. 

For example, if one of your goals is to save money to buy a larger house, 

visualize how it would be living in that larger house. Picture how uncluttered the 

new house will be. Picture your new media room or man cave or sewing room or 

whatever it is you would use the new space for. See the house in your mind and 

how much easier life will be with all that additional closet space and that bigger 

kitchen. Just picture you living with all the reasons you had for buying that house. 
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The same goes for getting a new job. How will it feel to be the new manager? 

What will you be able to do with all the money you will be making? Will you take a 

vacation? Picture yourself on a beach on Maui or wherever you would like to go. 

Imagine yourself being able to put your kids through college without student loans 

or whatever your motivation might be. Just turn those reasons into realities in your 

mind. 

If you are trying to lose weight, visualize yourself in that new bathing suit or 

in that smaller tuxedo at your daughter’s wedding. Imagine yourself looking and 

feeling better. Feel your blood pressure going down and having all of that new 

found energy that will enable you to do more of what you want in life. Whatever 

reasons you have for losing the weight, imagine them all coming trues in your mind. 

You can do this for anything. Whatever your task or goal might be, imagine 

your life as it would be after you achieve it. This will create motivation like you 

wouldn’t believe. But it can also do something else as well. Something you might 

not have thought of when choosing your goals or objectives. 

Visualizing them might also uncover some additional things you might not 

have thought of. Things that might not make this goal as important as you once 

thought it would be. For example, as you picture that larger house, you might 

realize that the lawn will be much bigger for you to mow every week or that the 

cost of keeping that home might be more than you thought it might be. Realizations 

like these are best made now before you make commitments. 

Visualization is a very powerful tool for you to use to really see what you are 

attempting to do and how it is going to affect your life both now and long-term. 

Adding a visual image to a thought or idea helps give it meaning and realism. It can 

turn a dream into a reality in your mind. 

Use visualization to help you achieve your goals and to help you make them 

more real and achievable in your mind. Your brain is capable of doing amazing 

things if you are willing to let it know the benefits of the efforts before you get 

started. 
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Measuring Your Progress or Lack of 
 

 

 

 

Here is another tool you can use to help you achieve more in less time. If you 

want to keep yourself aware of the progress you are making then you should find 

a way of making yourself accountable for your actions and the results you are 

getting. 

One of the requirements for a well-crafted goal was to make it measureable. 

By that we mean that we have a way of knowing how well we are doing towards 

achieving that goal. We have a way to ascertain whether we are making progress 

or falling behind. We have a way to know if we are moving ahead on schedule, 

ahead of schedule or behind schedule. 

All of our goals or tasks should be monitored on a regular basis. That means 

taking a look at where we are versus where we should be at any given point of time. 

This does not have to be an in-depth analysis. It might be something as simple as 

thinking about where you are and realizing you are doing well or need to step it up 

a bit. 

We do this by comparing our actual performance against our plan and goal 

timelines. If we look at the end of the week or month and see that we are ahead of 

schedule that is great. If we realize we have fallen a bit behind then we need to 

think why that happened and what we can do to make sure we get back on track 

and on schedule. Sometimes we have to commit to doing a little more until we get 

caught up and sometimes we might have to adjust our goals if things turn out to 

take more time than we thought. 
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This process is not about making you feel good or bad. Your progress is what 

it is going to be good or bad. But the focus should always be on getting back on 

track or creating a reasonable time frame based on the task at hand and our efforts 

we are able to dedicate to the task. Remember if a timeline is not realistic or too 

aggressive then we are going to fall behind. 

It is very common to over or under estimate the time required to accomplish 

a particular task or goal. You might think you can do something in a week but once 

you get started you realize it is going to take two weeks or maybe even three weeks. 

As long as the reason is not based on laziness, it is perfectly fine to re-adjust your 

goals based on your new realistic time frames. Remember we always want to keep 

everything realistic so we do not get discouraged and stay with the process. 

One question people usually have is “How often should I evaluate my 

progress?” 

Well, it depend on the particular goal. If your goal has a one week time frame 

to achieve you might want to check out your progress daily. If it is a year-long goal 

then weekly of even monthly. Personally even if the goal was a multi-year goal such 

as a college degree, I would always monitor things at least monthly. 

Keep in mind that the longer you go before checking your progress the 

further back you might fall without realizing it. That is why I feel that the longest 

anyone should go without checking their progress is monthly. Weekly might be 

better for some shorter term goals. But regardless of the time between evaluations, 

understand that the purpose here is to realize any shortcomings so you can make 

corrections to allow yourself to get back on track. 

You might also create a form of some type so you can chart your 

performance so you realize if you are spending enough time on your goals. If you 

find that you are constantly falling behind you might need to honestly evaluate your 

efforts to make sure your timelines are realistic. 

If you find yourself falling behind once every 6 months then maybe you just 

have to step things up a little bit. But if you look back and see that you fell behind 

5 out of every 6 months, then you either have to re-evaluate your timelines or do 

some soul searching to find out why you are not putting in enough effort. 
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Again, this is not to make you feel bad about yourself or your efforts. What 

it is all about is keeping you on track and on course to achieve your goals so you 

can experience success as quickly and efficiently as possible. 
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Networking 
 

 

 

 

Are you aware that the best jobs never even make it to the job posting sites 

or the classified ads? That is because those jobs were filled through personal 

recommendations or because of relationships between the people responsible for 

the hiring of those people. 

Most of us have heard of the term networking and some of us have actually 

done some of it. But believe me when I tell you that most people, myself included, 

have not taken full advantage of this most valuable Resource. Which means that 

most everyone is missing out on at least some of the potential opportunities 

waiting out there for them. 

In seminars that I have given many people either get annoyed or angry when 

I tell them that life is a competition and that we have to constantly market 

ourselves to the best of our ability in order to succeed. And while this does seem a 

bit of a crass way of explaining it, the reality is that we must promote ourselves to 

others because no one else is likely to do it for us. 

When I say “market ourselves” I mean the process of letting others know we 

are out there and what we have to offer them. And we often do this all the time 

without even realizing it. Whenever we wanted to date a certain guy or girl we 

approached that person and did things designed to get them to like us and go out 

with us. This is a form of marketing ourselves. 

The entire dating process is designed to allow us to get to know another 

person in depth and is part of the self-marketing process. When you interview for 

a job you are essentially marketing yourself to the interviewer so that they 
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understand that you are the person for the job. Your resume is a marketing tool 

with just one purpose. To get you a physical or digital interview so you can market 

yourself to the other people. 

So let us agree that we often market ourselves from our youth through our 

senior years. Whenever we want something or want someone to befriend us we go 

through some type of marketing process. If we want to purchase a house we 

market ourselves and our ability to pay for the home to the current owners. If we 

want that promotion at work we market ourselves to let people know we are 

qualified and interested. 

The list goes on and on. Whenever we want something, we market ourselves 

to put us in a position to get it. Again, you might think that is crude but it is the 

reality of life. And those who learn how to market themselves effectively usually 

win. 

We market ourselves in such a way as to promote our strengths while 

minimizing our weaknesses. In other words we concentrate on what we are good 

at and try to hide those things we are not so good at. But let me make this 100% 

clear. While it is OK to market to our strengths and hide our weaknesses, we must 

NEVER outwardly lie or make up things to make ourselves look better. That is one 

sure way to torpedo yourself right now and in the future. You can bend the truth 

once in a while but never outwardly lie, make up false data or otherwise create 

things to improve your performance. 

One very easy way of effectively marketing yourself is by joining company or 

industry related groups or teams. Volunteer for projects at work and use those 

contacts to showcase your skills and performance. Make yourself known and 

respected by others in the group. You never know when one of those people might 

recommend you for an opportunity you would never know existed! Industry 

organizations are great place to meet your peers and counterparts from other 

companies and form relationships while also being given the chance to learn from 

them as well at the same time. 

Always look for ways to effectively market yourself. But do it at the right time 

and in the right situations. Don’t do it to excess and be the guy everyone knows to 

be a “butt-kisser” or someone who will do whatever it takes to succeed. Instead, 
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focus on becoming the person others genuinely like, trust and respect. These are 

the type of people that others like to recommend for jobs and other opportunities. 

Let’s look at things from the other person’s point of view. If you are going to 

recommend someone for something, you want to recommend someone who will 

make you look good for recommending them. You would not want to recommend 

someone you did not respect or trust. You might even do the opposite and advise 

against hiring that person.  

Most of all, your efforts should be genuine. Do not portray yourself to be 

someone or something that you are not. Keeping up a charade like that is just too 

difficult and tiring to do long-term. Eventually your true colors and personality will 

surface and people will see you for who your really are. If you cannot market 

yourself effectively by being honest and open, then you need to take a hard look at 

yourself to determine which parts of you need addressing. 

Also, no one expects perfection. It is alright to make a mistake as long as you 

own it and take responsibility for it. Getting a reputation as an honest person who 

take responsibility for their own actions is a valued attribute in today’s society. 

I am also going to state on fact right here that I will be addressing later on in 

this book as well. That is “We will do more for ourselves when we do more for 

others.” What this means is that if we go out of our way to help someone else, 

those people will often in turn go out of their way to help us. So if we focus on what 

we can do to make other people’s life easier and better, that will end up eventually 

helping us as well. 

When you come right do wot it, that is what marketing ourselves is all about. 

Making others realize that by choosing us we will help make their own lives better, 

easier and more rewarding at the same time. That is what employers are looking 

for and that is what prospective friends and mates are looking for as well. 

Marketing ourselves is just one way of making others aware of just how good 

and special we really are.  
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Part Eight: 

Communication Skills 
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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

One very common reason why people do not get as much out of life as they 

could is because they are unable to communicate well with others. And this is 

something we do not always think about either. We just take it for granted that 

people understand what we are saying and that nothing else needs to be done. 

But the fact is, almost all of us could stand to improve our communication 

skills. While this is not difficult, it is something we need to be aware of and work 

on. Our end goals should always be to have people understand what we are saying 

as well as the meaning behind those words. And we need to take responsibility for 

that. 

In this section of the book we are going to discuss easy but important ways 

we should look at the overall communication process. This will be a high level 

discussion because there is just not enough time or room for a thorough discussion 

on this. But what we will share in this section should be more than enough to get 

you started making real progress towards being able to communicate effectively. 

One word of caution. Do not just assume you know how to communicate 

effectively. This involves more than just talking and listening. It involves awareness 

and taking steps to make sure your messages is being delivered accurately and 

effectively. And it also means you being able to understand what others are trying 

to communicate as well.  
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The 100%-100% Rule 
 

 

 

 

 

Years ago I attended a seminar on communication techniques. The lecturer 

made a comment that both parties in a conversation have an equal responsibility 

to make certain that everything said in the conversation is understood accurately. 

Then he said it was a 50-50 shared responsibility. I took issue with that.  

I believed then, as I do now, that each person in a conversation or phone call 

should be taking 100% of the responsibility for making sure an accurate message is 

being delivered and understood. So the shared responsibility is more like 100-100% 

not just 50-50. Anything less leaves open the chance that the message will not be 

adequately delivered or understood and this can create misunderstandings and 

errors. 

Think about this for a moment. 

If you are trying to deliver a message and someone doesn’t hear it or 

understand it that is on you. But it is also on the person trying to listen if he cannot 

hear what you are saying. That person should ask you to speak up if they cannot 

hear or explain something they do not understand. If either party does not change 

whatever is wrong then the entire communication process is going to suffer 

Every spoken word or audio recording needs to be delivered in such a way 

that it is easily heard and understood. This means the volume should be sufficiently 

loud enough for people to hear it without much effort. The sound should be clear 
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and concise meaning the speaker must be easy to understand or the audio being 

played back is clear and easy to understand. 

The more people have to focus or strain to hear something, they are often 

called upon to “fill in the blanks” or try and guess what was said. Every time this 

happens we run the risk of the message getting lost or corrupted in some manner. 

People often substitute words they think they heard when the actual words are 

completely different. Whenever this happens the message is lost and errors or 

misunderstanding can occur. 

One of the most common issues in the communication process is being able 

to be understood clearly and accurately.  
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Respecting Other People’s Views 
 

 

 

 

The one great thing about the world today is that there are many diverse or 

different points of view and opinions on everything. The one bad thing about this 

world today is that there are many diverse or different opinions on just about 

everything. But it is up to us to deal with all of this in a calm and effective manner. 

One thing that frustrates me greatly these days is that many people not only 

have their own opinions on things but they also believe that anyone who might 

have a different opinion is wrong and must change their views to match theirs. This 

is just not how the world works or even should work. 

Just because you believe in something does not mean that others must 

follow those same beliefs. They can if they make sense or they can follow a different 

path and form their own beliefs. And as long as those beliefs do not infringe upon 

the rights and safety of others they should be allowed to retain their own beliefs 

and not have to follow yours. 

Today we have become an extremely intolerant world where everybody 

wants to force their beliefs and viewpoints upon ev4ryone else. If you truly desire 

happiness and success you should not be one of those people. And even if you do 

not belief this yourself you might want to change your behavior out of a purely 

selfish nature. 

People usually do not like people who try to force their beliefs on others or 

force them to act or behave in a certain manner. That is just human nature. You are 

who you are and you do what you do for specific reasons based on your beliefs, 
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values and morals. Anytime someone challenges those beliefs and values you will 

automatically react negatively. That again is human nature. 

If you are in one certain religion that suits your beliefs and values that is 

great. But that doesn’t mean someone in a different religion is wrong or evil. It just 

means they have different beliefs than you and that should be OK. Just because 

someone practices a different faith does not make them evil or even wrong. 

The same goes for political beliefs as well. Just because you believe in one 

party does not mean the other party is wrong or evil. They just think differently 

than you. That is why we have elections. So the politicians that the majority of the 

people vote for are elected. 

The same goes for any particular issue or situation as well. People will form 

different opinions that you will either agree or disagree with. If you agree with them 

that is fine. But if you disagree it is perfectly fine to express your views and state 

your case. But do not do it forcefully or insist that they are wrong and that they 

change their minds. It is not likely to happen. 

Believe me when I tell you that we are so much better off when we have a 

wide range of opinions on just about everything. Sometimes we learn or gain 

perspective from listening to other viewpoints. Sometimes we might learn enough 

to even change our views as well. But whether anyone changes their minds or not 

we need to be respectful and responsible throughout the process. 

We all should try to be more tolerant and respectful of others. We should try 

to get along with each other. We should all try to at least understand the views of 

others even if we disagree with them. This is something that does not happen 

nearly as much as it should these days. And the world is worse for it. 

As far as for you personally, people who get along with you and respect you 

are going to be in a position to do a lot for you in your life and career. You never 

know who might recommend you for an opportunity or share that opportunity with 

you because they truly like you. This is how a lot of people get ahead in their lives 

and careers. Through the help of others and through networking. But this only work 

when you can develop a good relationship with people. 

Your goal should be to get along with everybody. From those who you agree 

on just about everything with as well as the people who you have strong 
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disagreements with. Even though you might strongly believe it, you are likely not 

right about everything. Nor are you necessarily wrong about everything either. 

Most people in this world are right about somethings and wrong about others. This 

is all part of life and something that you and I need to learn how to deal with. 

At this point the question of social change comes into play and what you 

should do when there is an issue you feel is important and you want to take a stand 

on. That is perfectly fine and people should try and change things that they feel are 

wrong or unjust. But there is a time and place for such activity. Demonstrating 

might be fine in some situations but you should not bring those issues into the 

office and create distractions in the workplace. 

I am also not asking you or telling you that you need to alter your values, 

morals or beliefs either. Those things make up who and what you are. You should 

adhere to your core values without a doubt. But just do not be that person who 

always has to take the moral high ground and criticize everyone else for their 

opinions. 

Get along with people. Respect other people and do your best to help them 

and allow them to help you as well. Far more will be accomplished when you 

approach life in this manner rather than the approach of constant conflict and 

criticism.  
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Perception is Not Necessarily Reality 
 

 

 

 

In this chapter we are going to discuss perception and why it is so important 

to understand what perception is and why it is so important. For those of you who 

might not understand what perception is, perception is how we view things or think 

about them. Perception is often not the same as reality but seems just as real. 

Perception is important because even though how we perceive things is not 

necessarily correct it is how we see things as our own personal reality. For example, 

if we perceive something to be dangerous, for us the danger is real even though no 

danger is actually present. Or, if we perceive someone a dishonest, we will treat 

that person as if they really are dishonest even though they might not be at all. 

Perception can be an accurate version of reality or a totally distorted view of 

reality. Our perceptions might be totally accurate and reality based or they might 

be very much wrong and not based in reality whatsoever. For example, we might 

see and overweight person and think that they are weak and eat too much while 

the truth is that they suffer from a medical issues that makes it difficult or 

impossible for them to lose weight. 

Another example of perception is prejudice. We might believe that everyone 

is a certain appearance or race behaves the same way. We might believe that 

everyone of a certain color is the same or behaves in the same manner. Even when 

we know on one level that these views are not correct, we still believe them to a 

certain extent. 

Perceptions are based on things we experience or see and hear. Everything 

we take in contributes to how we think and how we react. For example, if we walk 
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down the street and are attacked and robbed by a blue man and this happens more 

than once we might start to believe that every blue man is a potential threat. We 

might walk down the other side of the street or maybe even not go out at all 

because of that perception. 

If we hear news stories about crime in a certain neighborhood we might 

create the perception that this neighborhood is not safe even though it might be 

one of the safest areas of the state. But if all we here are negative stories and 

comments we will form our own opinions which may or may not be accurate. 

Now at this point you might be wondering why any of this matters and why 

we need to concern ourselves about this. Well, the purpose of this book, and the 

reason you are reading it, is because you want to bring more success, happiness 

and security into your life. In order to do this we often have to deal not just with 

reality but with perceptions as well. 

If someone you work with feels you are not trustworthy, then even though 

that is not the case you still have to deal with those perceptions and the feelings 

that go along with them. Even though you might be the most honest person walking 

the street, if others think you are dishonest for whatever reason that is going to 

have a negative impact on how they treat and relate to you. 

Perception is also important because many times there are two of more 

views of a situation. There is a common expression that goes “There are two sides 

to every story”. This refers to hearing just one side and coming to the wrong 

conclusions based on only looking at something one sided. This is where gossip and 

rumor often get their foothold 

Many of us rush to judgment when we hear something. We often form 

opinions without hearing all the facts. We only hear what we want to hear and 

come to our own conclusions whether they are based on reality or not. 

Dealing with our perceptions and prejudices is difficult because they are 

usually the result of many different experiences or comments based over the years. 

If you have been told the same thing by your parents 15-20 times you might start 

to believe them even if they are totally wrong. 

We say that words cannot hurt you but the reality is that words can and do 

hurt. Not physically but emotionally. If you tell someone something often enough 
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they start to believe it. Tell a child that they are worthless often enough and they 

will start to believe it. The result is a child that grows up with low self-esteem and 

thinks they cannot amount to anything. Why? Because they were told that so often 

when they were young. 

Perceptions can place roadblocks in our path as we try to change our 

outlooks and viewpoints. Sometimes it is difficult for us to see reality through our 

distorted eyes. Sometimes we need to take a deep breath and try to sort out the 

truth from all the nonsense. To try and find reality that exists beyond our own 

perceptions. And this is sometimes difficult. 

First and foremost, let me state in all honesty that everyone deserves a 

chance to shine. Everyone has the ability within themselves to excel at something. 

This might be different things in different people but we all have that ability. No 

one is born useless or unworthy. Life is what we make it and if we put in the time 

and effort we can achieve most anything we set our mind to as long as it is 

reasonable and achievable. 

Perceptions can stand in our way if we let them. But if we stop and clear our 

head and really dissect what we are thinking, we can often clear our minds and see 

what we perceive is not really true. Sometimes we need the help of someone else. 

A friend, co-worker, family member or someone else that we trust and whose 

judgment we admire. A therapist or counselor is sometimes required to help us sort 

through things. 

In the meantime, we have to understand that we have to deal with the 

perceptions of others as well as our own. We need to do as much as we can to make 

sure that others see us as we really are and not differently. We need to refrain from 

doing things that might be misinterpreted or that send out the wrong signals. 

Sometimes this is not fair. Sometimes it is hard to convince someone that 

you are not how they perceive you. And sometimes this is just impossible. Some 

people hate or feel negatively about someone else for little or no reason. Those 

thoughts just seem to be programmed into them. But while you cannot often 

change these thoughts or opinions you must still understand that you have to deal 

with them. 
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The first thing I suggest you do is to avoid making “snap judgments” about 

people and situations that you do not have first-hand knowledge about. Avoid 

jumping to conclusions before you have all the facts. And try and give people the 

benefit of the doubt and let them prove otherwise to you. Remember, you feel 

about people for the same reasons people feel about you. 

Perceptions are part of life and we need to be aware of them and the roles 

that they play in our daily life. It is important to understand that for the people that 

have these perceptions that they ARE their own personal reality and because of 

that you are going to have to deal with them accordingly. You are going to have to 

show them the reality of the situation and hopefully change their perceptions of 

you and what you do. 

This does not happen overnight and in some case never happens at all. But 

just having the awareness you need regarding the role perception can play in our 

lives puts you ahead of the curve in going through life and dealing with perceptions. 

They may not be real and they might be totally false, but to the person having these 

perceptions they appear to be 100% real and you are going to have to deal with 

them.  
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The Meaning of a Communication 

is What You Get Out of it. 
 

 

 

 

One of the main problems with communication is getting your message 

understood clearly and accurately. And just like you and the other person or people 

share 100% of the responsibility to see that this happens, it is to your benefit to 

take every additional measure you can think of to make sure your message is 

understood properly. 

Throughout your life you are going to have to deliver messages or 

instructions to people. Those people might be your co-workers, your spouse or 

your children. Or it might be a clerk in a store, your doctor or anyone that you need 

to speak to for whatever reason. Your ultimate goal is to have everyone understand 

what you are saying exactly every single time. And that is a lofty goal. But you have 

to try. 

One of the most important things you should try to do is make it easy to 

listen to you when you speak. The least amount of effort someone has to make to 

accurately understand what you are saying the better. The more someone has to 

concentrate on what you are saying the more likely it is that mistakes will be made. 

I have mentioned this before but it is so important that it bears repeating. 

One common mistake people often make involves using words that people 

do not understand. You should try and use common and easily understood words 

whenever possible so that everyone you talk to knows these words and what they 

mean. This is why most newspapers are written on a fifth-grade level. So that the 
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vast majority of people, regardless of their education, can understand what they 

are reading. 

You should use words that are relevant and understood to the people yoou 

are speaking to. Unless you are speaking to a specific group of people that might 

understand and industry word, refrain from using technical words or jargon 

whenever possible. If you must use technical terms, explain what they mean so 

everyone is on the same page with what you are saying. 

You should also be aware that when someone hears a word they are not 

familiar with that they are not likely to ask you what that word means. This is 

because they do not wish to appear stupid or less intelligent than the rest of the 

group. So it is up to you, the speaker, to try and use words that are well known and 

easily understood. Use special or industry terms only when speaking to people who 

will know what they mean. 

Another problem people also run into are people who just speak too damned 

fast. Some areas of the country often speak faster than others and this can present 

a few different problems. First speaking too fast requires more effort to 

understand. Second, fast paced speaking often carries the perception of an attitude 

by the speaker that is sometimes condescending or gives the perception (there is 

that word again!) that the person just wants to get done with what they are saying 

and move on. 

You should always try and talk at a comfortable pace. Not too fast and not 

too slow. Talking too slow can make people become bored and sometimes 

frustrated wishing you would speed things up a bit. Talking too fast might leave 

some people behind and create problems as well. Always try for a slow and clear 

pace that most everyone can find comfortable to listen to. You can always ask the 

person or group if the pace is comfortable to them or not. 

Another common problem revolves around accents. If you have an accent 

that makes you more difficult to understand, then it is up to you to try and speak a 

little more loudly and a lot clearer. This might require practice if your accent is very 

strong or unusual in some way. By the way, this is usually more of a problem in 

telephone or recorded speech.  
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Also please understand that this has nothing to do with race or prejudice. 

What it does have to do with is making sure people hear and understand what you 

say so your message is not misinterpreted or lost along the way. The bottom line is 

that if you have an accent, try and find a way to speak so that others find you easier 

to understand. This is your responsibility not theirs. Remember it is YOUR message 

that you need them to understand! 

The last issue I want to discuss is the volume at which you speak. While you 

should never appear to be yelling at someone, the volume at which you speak 

needs to be adjusted depending on the environment you are speaking in. 

If you are speaking in a quiet room you do not have to speak all that loud. 

But if you are talking in an active warehouse or factory you might have to come 

close to yelling in order for people to hear what you have to say. For this reason 

along with several others, if you have the ability to choose your environment in 

which you will be talking, choose a quiet place instead of a noisy one. 

Talking too low can be a problem as well. You should talk at a reasonable 

level so that people even with less than perfect hearing can easily hear you. 

Whenever I speak I usually will stop a minute or so into the presentation to make 

sure everybody can hear me. Though most people will not ask you to speak louder 

most people will speak up if asked. Remember, if people cannot hear you they 

cannot understand your message! 

Another thing I like to do especially if my message is very important and 

detailed, is to prepare a written version of it to give to the people I am talking to. 

While this might not be appropriate in all situations, having something for someone 

to turn back to for clarification is very useful. The more involved and detailed your 

message is the more having a written resource will be useful. 

Always remember that any time a message is misinterpreted or lost, 

mistakes will happen and resources will be wasted. Work will have to be done over 

or adjusted and time and money will be lost. Deadlines might be missed and 

consequences will be felt. Since you are the one deliver the message or 

instructions, you bear the greatest responsibility in making sure those messages 

are received well and understood accurately. 
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Last, but certainly not least, if some of you reading this chapter are still not 

convinced of the importance of all of this let me say this. If you are asked to do 

something and you do it wrong, you will bear the consequences and fallout. In 

extreme situations it might cost you a job or a contract. Your communication skills 

might be the difference between you or someone else being picked for a certain 

position or opportunity. Your communication skills might make you more or less 

efficient or productive. 

And as far as your personal and professional relationships are concerned, 

good communication skills can make those relationships better and closer while 

reducing confusion and added stress at the same time. Communications skills are 

skills that anyone can learn in a short period of time and they will give you a great 

return on that investment in time. 

Make that investment.  
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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

As we go through life, we learn things. Things that might not be taught in any 

book or course or even in any school. Some of these things center around common 

sense while others come from experience. You might not agree with everything in 

this last section of the book but you should not dismiss outright any of them either. 

My goal in writing this book is to give you the tools you need to succeed. I 

hope I have done that. But in this last section, I want to give you the right attitudes 

to go along with those tools as well. Because the attitudes you have about life and 

your role in it are extremely important. You might not like or agree with some of 

the things in this chapter and that is OK. Remember, we all have different opinions 

and viewpoint and we need to respect each other. 

But the things in this chapter are the result of over 40 years in the workplace, 

35 years as a parent and from experiences I have had in the process working and 

interacting with a huge assortment of people along the way. These are things I 

learned from personal experiences as well as a lot of in-depth research and 

experience along the way. 

I think you should listen as you go through this chapter. Hopefully it will raise 

a few eyebrows or at least confirm something you already knew or understood. 

Maybe it will provide you with a new or different perspective on things along the 

way. As time goes by many of us fail to change along with it. But if you read 

something in this book that you agree with, always remember it is never too late 

to change. 
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Treat Everyone like You Would Like to be Treated. 
 

 

 

 

One common remark made when I talk about this statement is that this is 

what we were taught starting in Kindergarten. Most of us were being taught this 

even earlier by our parents and grandparents. It really doesn’t matter when or 

where we were taught this. What matters is that we practice this statement in our 

daily lives. 

In this book we talked about how all of us have different views and outlooks 

on life. This is because we were all raised a little bit differently by different parents 

in different homes and in different cities or states. But through all of this there is 

one universal constant. 

We want people to treat us properly. We want them to respect us and treat 

us well. We want them to respect us, respect our boundaries and respect their 

values, views and morals. In other words, they want to be respected for who and 

what they are without judgment or malice. 

If you are a bully, you should realize that no one wants to be bullied therefore 

you should not bully anyone else. You would not like to be bullied so that is 

something you should not do to anyone else. You would not want someone to steal 

anything of yours therefore you should not steal anything from anyone else. 

As far as success is concerned, one of the things you would like and 

appreciate is for someone to help you or assist you in your life. Therefore, you 

should strive to assist others because that is what you would like or expect from 

them. But more of this a bit later in the book. 
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Just stop for a moment and think about how much better off this world 

would be if everyone just followed this simple rule. There would be no or little 

crime, no wars, no money needed to spend on weapons or tanks and missles or any 

of that stuff. And all of that money could instead be spent actually helping people 

make their lives better. 

It is not my intention to paint a glorious picture of a perfect life where 

everything is perfect. Let’s be real and realize that there will always be a group of 

people who will not follow the rule and prey on the rest of us. But if most of us 

would just follow this simple guiding principle, we would all be better off. 

As you go through your day, always be aware of what you are doing and try 

and place yourself in the position of others. How would you react if the same thing 

was being done to you? Would you be happy or angry? Would you feel good or 

threatened? Pleased or annoyed? Try and see your actions in the eyes of others 

and then determine if you are doing the right thing. 

We all tend to be self-centered these days and think about only ourselves 

and what is good for us. Screw everyone and everything else. That is not the right 

attitude for success and happiness. The stark reality is that we need other people 

in our lives. We need relationships and we need people to help us, befriend us and 

work with us. 

But all of this is not a one way street. You cannot expect others to help you 

and receive no help in return. You can expect others to work with you when you 

are cut throat in your actions and behaviors. You cannot expect others to be nice 

to you when you are mean and nasty to them. Everything is a two way street. 

People will tend to treat you the same way as you treat them. 

And trying to be 100% honest, sometimes selfish behaviors do pay off for a 

short period of time. Someone might lie and cheat their way to the top at the 

expense of everyone else but their success is usually short-lived. And their fall back 

to the bottom is usually swift and merciless. Success without the respect and 

support from others is a hollow victory at best. 

You are also going to want and need the respect of others and that usually 

comes from you showing the same respect to others. People do not often respect 

liars and cheaters and those who take advantage of others. Usually the people who 
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are respected the most are those of us who are more selfless and help others. 

These are the people who are respected and admired and recommended for the 

most opportunities in life. 

I guess what I am asking you to do is to be the bigger person as you go 

through your life. Always try and do the right thing. Always try to be there for others 

and help them whenever you can. Become a role model for good that people look 

up to. The world needs more people like that and fewer of those who take 

advantage of others. 

I am asking you to turn the other cheek when someone does wrong to you. I 

am asking you to keep on being the person you can and should be and not stoop 

down to doing the same things that were done to you. It is sometimes more difficult 

to do the right thing when someone does the wrong thing to you. 

And, if for some reason you are one of those people who takes advantage of 

others, it is never too late to change. Start treating people better. Start treating 

people like you would like to be treated. It may take a bit of time for people to see 

the new you but I kind of think they will like it and respond in kind. It usually works 

that way. 

Treat people right and they will treat you kind. Be the kind of person that you 

kind be really proud of. Success is not just about money and stature. It is also about 

being the kind of person others respect and think highly of. No matter who you are 

now, you can be that person tomorrow.  
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Help Yourself by Helping Others 
 

 

 

 
Life is a competition. I mentioned that a few times in this book and I stand 

by it in this chapter as well. But life does not have to be a winner take all or 

cutthroat kind of competition. It can be a competition where people often work 

together and help each other. There is nothing that says that there can only be one 

winner. We can all be winners if only given the chance. 

I understand that if you are trying to get a new job and there are 5 of you 

going for that job that your first inclination would not be to help the other four 

candidates. I get that. But most of what we come up against in life is not that kind 

of competition. Instead many situations allow for everyone to share in the credit 

or for people to help others get the credit they deserve. 

There is nothing wrong with helping a co-worker become a better teammate. 

There is nothing wrong with helping someone with a presentation and then 

standing back in the shadows and letting them have all the credit. And there should 

be a feeling of accomplishment and a good feeling when that person is awarded 

praise for a job well done. 

It is like helping a fellow student get a good mark on a test by studying with 

him or her. It might even help you get a better grade at the same time. There is no 

reason why we cannot strive for a win-win result instead of a win-lose result. 

If you have a chance to help someone, do it. If you can teach someone a skill 

that you have then teach it. Mentor someone who needs a mentor. Give them your 

time and expertise. Do not keep your skills to yourself so you look better than 
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everyone else. That strategy usually backfires as people begin to see who you really 

are. 

As I went through my career, I learned very early on that the people who 

helped others got the best opportunities. That the people who were the “go to” 

people that people went to for help were the ones that got promoted faster and 

then continued to go up the ladder. I noticed that and tried to become that kind of 

person myself. 

I would work with others to help them do things that I was good at. 

Sometimes I learned from others as well which made me a better and more 

valuable person .Like most everything in life it is a two-way street. Help others and 

they will help you.  

The other thing that usually occurs when you help someone is that they really 

start to like you and respect you. They appreciate the things you do for them and 

them become very fond and respectful of you. This is exactly what you want to see 

happen. Because these are the people who will speak good bout you behind your 

back and recommend you for the next promotion or other opportunity. 

But if you are going to start helping people do it for the right reason. Do not 

do it because you want or expect some kind of reward in the future. People usually 

see through that really quick and then they see you as you really are. A conniving 

individual interested only in your self-promotion. If you are not helping [people 

because you honestly want to, then it is time to think about why you really don’t 

want to help anyone but yourself. 

If you do this right and for the right reasons, you will usually see massive 

benefits in the future even if you do not realize it at the time. Personally, I have 

realized years afterwards that something happened in my life because of someone 

I has helped years before. IN other words, the benefit might not be realized but it 

still will be there. Your efforts will be seen and noted and you will be admired and 

respected for it  
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Developing & Protecting Your Image and Brand 
 

 

 

 
When we think about brands and image we often think of products and 

services. We usually think about brand names and what they stand for and we think 

about how important and recognizable those brands are. This is because those 

brands have been built over the course of many years and sometimes decades. 

But most of us never really think of ourselves as brands. We never think 

about our reputations and brand and how those things can either help or hinder us 

as we go through life. And because of this we often find ourselves doing things that 

were really not the smartest things for us to do in our lives. 

We start building our brand and image from the time we are born. How we 

act, how we react to others and how we treat others all form part of our image. 

Add to that our skills and talents and our ability to work well with others and we 

come up with either a very positive brand image, a neutral brand image or a top of 

the line image. 

I am sure you know which type of image you want to present to others. You 

want to present as positive an image as possible so that other people are impressed 

by you and what you do. You went your “brand” to be synonymous with positive 

comments and actions. 

We build our brand and create our image over long period of time. By 

constantly doing good things and treating people right and generally being thought 

of as a helpful and positive person, we can begin to create that type of positive 

image. The more good we do and the better we treat people the more positive our 

image and brand become. 
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One thing about images and brands that is important to understand is that a 

great image and brand usually takes a long time to build. But just one negative act 

or issue can take a strong brand and smash it to pieces. Do the wrong thing to the 

prong people and you may find your brand destroyed for a long time to come. 

This is why brand building is a two stage process. And these two stages 

usually run concurrently or at the same time with each other. The two stages are 

doing positive things to help create your brand image and taking care to not do 

anything negative that could cause damage to your reputation or to your brand. 

What most people fail to see is that just one bad experience or mistake might 

require 10-15 positive experiences to overcome the effects of that one bad 

experience. So if you do something wrong today to someone, you might have to do 

10-15 great things to get that person to trust you again. In some cases you might 

not even get a second chance let alone 10 more chances. 

This is why it is so important to take very good care of your brand or image. 

It is the most important thing that you have going for you in your life. Because your 

brand is just not one or thing things about you. It is the TOTAL of everything about 

you that creates your brand. And whether it is good or bad your brand will follow 

you through your life. 

Many people get caught up in trying to take shortcuts to get what they want. 

And in that process they do things that are not very good or very nice. Sometimes 

they hurt or take advantage of people in order to make a quick buck. But the 

problem with making those decisions and taking those actions is that the effects of 

those actions will take a long time for people to forget. So the short term gain you 

might have made will be erased by long-term damage to your brand and 

reputation. 

Here’s something else to think about when it comes to brands and 

reputation. 

Negative or bad experiences get people talking much more than positive 

experiences. Many people tend to expect or take for granted positive experiences 

and are not likely to comment on them unless asked. But give those same people a 

bad experience and they will shout about it from the rooftops to make sure 

everyone knows about it! 
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Because of this it is crucial that you do everything possible to create the best 

possible brand and image possible. And once you have managed to do that, protect 

that image to the very best of your ability. Do the right thing ALL the time not just 

most of the time. Treat people right no matter how they treat you. And do not let 

people convince you to cheat, steal or hurt other people. 

If someone is taking aim at you and trying to discredit you and tarnish your 

reputation, defend yourself. Do not allow others to ruin your reputation or spread 

lies about you. Instead, create a brand and reputation so strong that it will 

withstand even the strongest challenges of others. Don’t allow doubt or false 

perceptions to ruin your brand. 

You should create a bullet-proof reputation as someone who always does 

right, is dependable and works well with others. This kind of brand or image helps 

others to recommend you for other opportunities and helps reassure them that 

their reputation will not suffer because you were not a good fit for what they 

recommended you for. 

Stay away from those people you know who seem to be trying to get you to 

go down the wrong paths. You know who these people are and what they are trying 

to do. Associate with people who only have your best interests at heart and will not 

lead you astray. Surround yourself with people who will help you make the right 

choices in your life. 

Strong brand represent good choices and the reassurance to others that you 

are a worthwhile and good choice for whatever opportunity might be coming 

around. Be the one everybody thinks about first when a new opportunity comes 

around. Being the second or third choice is going to mean that you will never even 

hear about a great opportunity until it is too late.  

Create a reputation and brand that places you on top. Second or third place 

is just not going to cut it.  
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Everything Does Not Revolve Around You 
 

 

 

 

These last few rules or suggestions are quick hitter that hopefully will give 

you some insight into how you should live your life and interact with others. And 

this particular one is going to annoy some people and shock a few others. 

Take this from me. Everything in this life does not revolve around you and 

your place in life. I do not care if you are a CEO in the largest company in the world 

or a homeless person who cannot seem to get a break. You are just a part of this 

world. The world does not exist to do your bidding and you are not any better as a 

person than anyone else is. 

Over the course of my career I have met people who seem to think that 

everyone owes them something just because they are gracing the world with their 

presence. Trust me when I say this. The world will go on surviving long after you 

are gone. Millions upon millions of people have died over the years and the world 

has done a great job or going on without all of them. 

We do not go through life in a bubble or by ourselves. We go through life 

with other people and we must be aware of their presence and their needs as well 

as our own. We are not entitled to something just because we were born into this 

world. Yet today there are a lot of people who seem to believe just that. 

We have spoken about the feeling of entitlement and I want to mention it 

again because it is a huge roadblock for some people. 

You are entitled to live your life the way you see fit and to adopt your own 

set of values, morals and faith. You are entitled to live in a safe and secure 
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environment as well. And you are entitled to the same rights as anyone else 

whether you make $1 a week or $1,000,000 a week. We all have certain rights that 

we are entitled to and we should fight for those rights and demand them if they 

are somehow being denied to us. 

But we are not entitled to a weekly paycheck without working for it. We are 

not entitled to a larger or better home because someone else has it. And we are 

not entitled to a better job just because we have been with the company longer 

than everyone else. And we are not entitled to more money because we simply 

need more of it to fund our desired lifestyle. 

I believe in helping people when they are down. I also believe in helping 

those people who are incapable of helping themselves as well. But I do believe that 

people should be expected to work for a living as long as they are physically and 

mentally able. But I also believe in helping people out within certain limits as well. 

If you have a problem in your life I believe that we should be there for you to 

help you get back on your feet. But if you are refusing to work or help yourself I 

think we also have the right to stop helping you because you are not willing to help 

yourself. 

One of the biggest problems in this world today is that people are always 

looking for others to blame for their failures or poor results. People do not step up 

and more and try to better themselves. Instead they protest and demand more 

money for less work. Remember the time when if we wanted to earn more money 

we bettered ourselves so we could get a better job? Many people do not believe in 

that anymore. 

And when you stop taking responsibility for your actions and your situations 

that is when you lose the overall battle. When you do not take responsibility you 

do not make the necessary changes. And when you do not make the necessary 

changes, you do not get the desired results. It is a never ending cycle that will never 

resolve itself. 

So stop thinking about what the world owes you and strt thinking about what 

you owe yourself and the world instead. Ask yourself what things you can do now 

that will help you grow tomorrow. Take the necessary actions to make yourself 
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better and more qualified. And if there is a roadblock or two in the way do not 

complain about it. Take action and smash that roadblock away. 

There is a ton of opportunity out there for all of us. We just have to prepare 

ourselves so that we are ready and prepared when those opportunities present 

themselves. We need to take steps now to prepare ourselves for later. That is what 

taking and accepting responsibility is all about. It is not difficult. So just start doing 

it. 

Starting right now.  

Today  
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Stay out of Debt! 
 

 

 

 

Another great rule for you to live by is to manage your money wisely and stay 

out of debt. That means living within your means and not buying things you cannot 

afford. And most of all, it means using your credit wisely and avoid creating too 

much debt and allowing yourself to drown in that high credit card interest rate. 

Understand that I am not a financial guru or expert and I am not giving you 

money management advice here. All that I am saying is that folks who fail to 

manage their money properly often create serious problems for themselves that 

influence their lives way beyond money issues. 

Credit is a wonderful thing when used properly. These days it is almost 

impossible to pay for a house or a car with cash. Very few people have $30,000 in 

cash for a car or $300,000 for a house. That is why we have auto loans and 

mortgages. If you can afford to make the payments within your budget use of credit 

in those circumstances is justified. 

But where we get into problems is when we buy things on credit that we do 

not need or can’t afford. For example, if we need a car and can only afford a good 

$10,000 used car then we should not go out and purchase a $40,000 brand new car 

just because we qualify for a loan. The same thing goes for a home as well. If you 

can afford a $300,000 home do not purchase a $500,000 even if someone will give 

you a loan for that much money. 

You should also realize one important thing as well. Banks and credit card 

companies are not out looking for your best interests. Instead they are looking to 

give people loans so they can earn interest on that money. Most of the time they 
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are not going to tell you a payment is too much for you unless you are really asking 

for a ton of money. Instead they grant you the loan and you are stuck paying it off 

with interest. 

And the interest, especially on credit card, can choke you financially. Interest 

rates can be as high as 30%on outstanding balances! Think about that for a 

moment. If you saw the price of something go 30% higher you would not purchase 

it. But that is exactly what you are setting yourself up to pay! 

I recommend four rules whenever using credit: 

 

Only buy what you can afford and live within your income. 

Just because you have sufficient credit, do not buy things you cannot afford. 

Always live within your income and purchase things that are in line with the money 

you bring in every month. If you see your credit balance growing every month, that 

is a clear sign that you are spending too much and should cut back on some non-

essentials. 

 

If you do not need it now, wait until you have the cash. 

If you want something that is not a necessity, then consider waiting a bit until 

you have saved up the money for it so you do not have to use credit. While I realize 

that we are all into instant gratification, it is sometimes wise to hold off until you 

have the cash. An added benefit of doing this is that sometimes while we are saving 

the money we realize we really don’t need that item in the first place and we save 

even more! In fact, having a policy of waiting 2-3 days before purchasing something 

might save you on impulse purchases! 

 

Pay off Outstanding Balances at the end of the month. 

We are a credit based society and it is almost impossible to do common 

banking and shopping without a credit card. So not using them is not a realistic 

stance to take. But you should NEVER have an unpaid balance at the end of the 

month. Once you do that interest starts accruing at very high rates and you lose the 
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grace period on new purchases as well. Pay off your balances at the end of the 

month to avoid paying that high interest. 

If you own a home it might be worthwhile to get a home equity loan to carry 

you through times when you need to carry a balance. You can pay off your credit 

cards with the Home Equity loan and pay much, much less interest while retaining 

that important grace period on new purchases. 

 

Always shop around for the lowest rate and the best terms. 

Not all loans and credit cards are created equal. There can be a large 

variation in interest rates from one card or loan to another. So always do your 

research to make sure the cards and loan you have are competitive. Even a few 

percent can make a significant difference and allow you to have more money in 

your pocket at the end of each month. 

Here is another way of looking at interest: 

If a store clerk asked you to give him your hard earned money and then he 

would give you nothing in exchange for it, would you give it to him? Of course not. 

But whenever you use credit and carry a balance, you are giving the credit card 

money every month and getting nothing in return for it. Plus, any interest you pay 

means even less money available for new purchases the next month! 

So if you bring home $2,000 a month and you have interest payments of $250 

a month on your outstanding balances, then you only have $1,750 to spend the 

next month and every month until you pay off that credit bill! And you receive 

NOTHING of value for that $250! This is just going to make your money situation 

harder and tighter moving forward! 

But here is where the other effects generated by debt come into play. 

Debt also hinders your ability to take advantage of certain opportunities or 

situations as they arise. You might not have the available funds needed to take 

advantage of a special offer or other opportunity because of high debt levels. 

Lenders of potential employers might do a credit check to see how your finances 

are and turn you down because of high debt. Or they might feel you are a poor risk 

because of the debt you are carrying 
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Your Credit Rating 

Your credit rating is something that follows you throughout your life. It will 

help determine whether you are approved for a particular loan or credit request or 

even your home mortgage or auto loan. And your credit rating will also help 

determine if you are approved what interest rate you will qualify for. 

Generally speaking the higher your credit rating is the lower interest rates 

you will qualify for. So if you have an excellent credit rating you might qualify for 

an interest rate several points lower than someone with a poor credit rating. That 

means you will be able to borrow more at a lesser cost than other people. Which 

means you will be able to get more for less as you go through your life! 

You should always try to keep your credit rating as high as possible. Do not 

borrow in excess, pay your bills on time and in full if possible. Do not take out too 

many credit cards and use them wisely. Having a great credit rating will not only 

make it easier to get credit but will often make that credit cheaper for you in the 

long run. 

Many credit opportunities I have seen require a minimum credit score of 600 

which is pretty low. A good credit score is in the 700’s and if you can get in the 800’s 

then you are rocking it! You get higher credit ratings by showing you are responsible 

with your credit over time. You do not get a high credit rating overnight. That 

happens over time. So start now and use your credit wisely. Do not purchase things 

you do not need or spend more than you can afford. Over time you will be 

rewarded with a great credit rating that will open up doors for you. 

 

Know Your Income, Expenses and Keep a Budget 

Smart and successful people know what their income is versus their 

expenses. They understand how much money is coming into the household every 

week and how much is going out each week as well. Though this might seem overly 

basic, you would be surprised how many people “think” they know all of this but in 

reality do not have a faintest idea. 

Ideally we should have more money coming in every week or month 

compared to how much we spend over the same time period. If we have more 
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money coming in than we spend then we have money left over to save for our 

retirement or unexpected expenses. 

But if we have less money coming in every month compared to what we are 

spending then that indicates a problem. Spending more than what is coming in 

leads to borrowing money every month and then paying finance charges on that 

borrowing that even further reduces the money we have available to us next month 

and the months after. 

Every person should have a budget to follow. A budget that includes EVERY 

expense no matter how large or small every day, week or month. These expenses 

should be written down and should be accurate to the penny. It is amazing how 

many people complete this process and are shocked by how much they spend each 

month!  

It is not the mortgage or utility bills that shock us. We all know what they are 

every month. Instead it is those little purchases, a coffee here, and ice cream there, 

a newspaper every day, all those streaming services we pay for every month and 

all those other little things that can quickly add up to hundreds of extra dollars 

every month! 

If your expenses exceed your income, then it is time to cut down or eliminate 

some of those expenses. Not doing this will get you into trouble quickly. Start NOW 

before the debt really starts to pile up! Everything should be open to cost cutting. 

That 579 channel cable bill might be able to be reduced by lowering your package 

down to just 236 channels. Take a hard look at everything to see how you can spend 

less and take on less debt or even start to save every week or month. 

 

There are Two Ways to have more Money 

Always remember that there are two ways to have more money left over at 

the end of the month. You can either earn more money or spend less money. Each 

of these will give you more money at the end of the month. If you can bring in more 

money and also spend less money you can make some life altering changes in your 

financial situation. 

Everyone always thinks about earning more money as a way to increase your 

savings or pocket money. And that is a very common way to increase your money. 
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After all, you can only cut expenses down so much. So getting a higher paying job, 

or taking on a second job, ir even some kind of side hustle are all ways to increase 

the amount of money that comes into your pockets each week or month. 

But few of us think about saving money and doing that can have the same 

impact and the same result. We all seem to get comfortable with what we spend 

and it is only after taking a hard look at what we are spending do we see ways we 

could easily reduce our expenses. We might bring our lunch to work instead of 

going out. Make your coffee at home instead of spending that $5 a cup on the way 

to work each morning. Going out to eat once a week instead of three times is 

another way to save money. 

Personally, I always like to spend my money on things that I will have left to 

show people or enjoy myself in the coming days. That morning coffee might be nice 

but after you drink it you have nothing to show for it. The same goes for that dinner 

out. After you eat it what do you have to show for your money the next day or 

when that charge bill comes due? Nothing! 

Look, I am not telling you not to enjoy your life if you can afford it. But what 

I am telling you is that you should NEVER live above your means. Live below your 

means so you have money to save for your retirement and your short-term future 

as well.  

Respect your money and the time it took for you to earn it. Always get the 

most value for your money. Never waste it or throw it way. Do not spend it foolishly 

of lavishly. Keep track of what you earn and what you spend. Always spend less 

every month than what is coming in. By doing all of these things you can reduce 

your chances of creating unhealthy and expensive debt and live a financially sound 

life.  
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You Have to Be in it to Win It! 
 

 

 

 

This book has grown since the original outline as I thought of additional 

topics and content along the way. That always happens when I write a book no 

matter how hard I work on my original outlines. Something new always enters my 

mind throughout the process. And that is good for you and for me. You get a little 

more insight and I usually gain a little bit more appreciation and awareness of what 

goes on in life as well. 

I hope you have read this book from cover to cover. There is a ton of helpful 

information in this book and I have done my best to present you with the 

knowledge and resources you need to bring more success into your life. And if you 

had any questions or had more interest in something I hope you did some research 

on it and learned even more. 

But everything in this book, from page 1 until the very end has something in 

common. Every single thing in this book will work for you only if you use it. Having 

knowledge and expertise in something will only help you if you take that expertise 

and actually use it. If you do not apply what you have learned that added 

knowledge will not benefit you nearly as much. 

YOU need to determine areas of possible improvement in your career or life. 

YOU have to make the effort to make the needed changes. 

YOU need to spend the time determining what you want and why you want it. 

YOU have to come up with accurate and well-designed goals to help guide you. 
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YOU have to create a realistic and workable plan that will help you achieve your 

goals. 

YOU have to work that plan, stay on track and achieve those goals. 

Last, but most certainly not least: 

YOU have to be honest with yourself every single minute of every single day 

so you tell yourself the truth. Do not hide behind irrational fears or self-defeating 

behaviors. Do your best in whatever you attempt to do. Do not expect perfection 

because nobody is perfect. Just be honest with yourself at all times so what you get 

are honest answers and relevant solutions to your problems. 

The world is out there for those who wish to live in it. You can go out into the 

world and claim your place in it. But only if you put yourself out these. Try new 

things. Learn from your mistakes and because stronger for it. Never strive to be 

good enough. Good enough is rarely good enough. Instead, strive to be the very 

best you can be and accept nothing less from yourself. 

You can do this. You know it and I know it. 

So just go out and do it.  
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Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff 
 

 

 

 

I want leave you with one last bit of advice. And this is more of a general 

outlook and philosophy than an action item per se. It pertains to the way you go 

through every day and the outlook that you have on your future. Your goal should 

be to create and possess a lifestyle that makes you happier and more fulfilled and 

to accomplish those things with a minimum of stress. 

While you cannot eliminate stress, there are things that you can do to 

minimize your daily stress and to make you a better person who is more enjoyable 

to be around at the same time. One of the very best things you can do is to make it 

a priority to let the little stuff slide and focus on the big picture. If you can manage 

to do this then your life will not only be easier it will be far more pleasurable as 

well. 

Some people worry about the littlest things. They get all caught up in making 

mountains out of molehills and creating drama where there should be no drama. 

They take the smallest task or situation and make it appear to be a life or death 

situation. They worry about the smallest little things and lose sleep over them as 

well. 

Do you know what is something worthy or worrying about and losing sleep 

over? Worrying about your son or daughter who is in the Army or other Service 

overseas and worry if they will ever come home again. That is worth worrying 

about. 

Going to the doctor and getting a devastating diagnosis and being faced with 

your own mortality is something worth worrying over. Having a child battling a 
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disease or addiction is something to worry over. And being faced with a sick loved 

one with a terminal condition is something to worry about. These are things that 

are worthy of losing sleep over. 

Coming home with the wrong brand of peanut butter is not something to get 

upset over. Arriving 10 minutes late for a dinner reservation is not something to be 

yelling at someone for. And if someone does you a favor and things do not turn out 

perfectly but they did their best, just accept it and be thankful that someone 

wanted to help you. 

People of every color and background are going through each of their days 

getting upset over the smallest little things. The spend most of their days in a 

frustrated or angry state of mind because of little stuff that will be forgotten in a 

day or two. Stuff that really has no place in getting upset over. Stuff that should just 

result in a shrug of the shoulders and nothing more. 

The next time something upsets you stop for a moment and ask yourself if 

this is something worthy of you getting upset over? Think it through before you say 

or do anything or react to it. Chances are you will realize that it really doesn’t 

matter all that much. Certainly not enough to spoil your day or cause you to yell at 

anyone else! 

Think about how your actions effect the others in your life as well. If you are 

always upset or yelling at people for the littlest things, how much fun do you think 

you are to be around? If you are always annoyed about something at work, how do 

you expect others to want to work with you or even be around you? 

Look, I get it. Sometimes little things just get to us. If that happens once every 

so often then that is probably not a problem unless it bothers those around you. 

But if you are spending every day, or most every day, getting angry or pissed off 

over every little thing, then it is time for you to find out why that is. Sometimes it 

is just your personality which is something you should go to work on. Other times 

it might be for other reasons and a therapist might be the best option. 

But your life should be a happy one with as little stress in it as possible. While 

you should not expect everything to be perfect, you should develop a tolerance for 

certain aspects of life and their effects on you. Make it a choice to let go of the little 
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annoying stuff. It is just not worth spoiling even a minute of your day on something 

that won’t make a bit of difference later today or tomorrow. 

If something does bother yo on a regular basis maybe that is something you 

can work on to make that not occur as often. If other people are involved talk to 

them. But choose your battle and confrontations wisely. Save them for the things 

that really matter and not insignificant stuff. You will find yourself much happier 

and much less stressed if you can manage to accomplish that. 

One last thing. Nobody, including yourself, is perfect. Do not expect or 

demand perfection because that will just open yourself up to disappointment and 

frustration. Create a realistic set of expectations. I am not telling you to accept 

inferior efforts. But what I am telling you to do is constantly demanding perfection. 

No one is perfect and those who think they are, well, they are just fooling 

themselves. 
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Always think Long-Term 
 

 

 

 

A lot of us live for today and while there are sometimes rewards for doing 

that, when we only think long-term we often do ourselves a disservice. Instead, I 

advise everyone to take a long-term view of life as they go through it. This means 

thinking about how what we do today is going to affect our lives tomorrow and for 

years after wards. 

Most of what we do will not follow us through the rest of our lives. For 

example, if we decide to buy a burger today for lunch, that is not going to make 

much of a difference to us 5 years from now. But other decisions we have in front 

us could make a huge difference in how our lives will be moving forwards. 

Deciding on what career we want to have or which college or other school 

we go to can have a profound impact on our future. So we should make those 

decisions based on what impact they will have not only for today and tomorrow 

but also for our lives 10 years from now. We should realize and understand the 

long-term impact and benefits we will get over the years for the hard work we will 

have to put in now. 

It is always easier to take the easy way out. But by doing that we can cheat 

ourselves out of some really nice benefits later on. And any time we do not take 

into consideration the impact a choice now will make in our lives ten years from 

now, we do ourselves a disservice. We could do things that way when we were 5 

or 10 years old but once we become adults, we have the responsibility to base our 

thoughts and actions based on our long-term needs as well. 
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Sometimes we might be tempted to do something because it appears to be 

the right thing to do in the moment. But once we long into the long-term 

repercussions we might see that it might be best for us to wait for a while. For 

example, we might want to change jobs because we hate our current job. But if we 

realize that if we wait another 6 months to a year our retirement will become 

vested we will understand that leaving now will cost us $100,000 in lost retirement 

savings! 

This isn’t rocket science and I am not going to beat this to death. All I am 

saying is that it is usually beneficial to take a look into how what we are thinking 

about doing today will impact our lives in the future. If there is little to no negative 

impact then go ahead and do it if you feel that it is the right thing for you to do. But 

if there are negative impacts then make sure you understand them fully before you 

make your decision today. 

It just makes sense. 
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Conclusion 
 

 

 

 

I am going to be brief here and not rehash a lot of what I covered already in 

this book. If you read through the entire book, which I hope you did, you will have 

received all the information I thought was worthy of being in the book. No need to 

repeat it here. Instead I want to leave you with one important questions you should 

always ask yourself before you make any decision or take any action. This one 

question will help guide you through your life and help you make the right choices 

every time. 

That one question is: 

“Is what I am thinking about doing going to help move me closer or further 

away from my goals and dreams?” 

If the answer is that it is going to bring you closer to fulfilling your dreams 

and goals then go for it. But if it is going to move you further away from them, think 

carefully before doing it. It is a short but very powerful question that you should 

ask yourself every time you have a choice or decision to make. 

Every day we usually have choices we need to make. And some of those 

choices might include a very tempting “easy way out” choice that is not going to 

help us achieve our goals and dreams. I am not telling you that you always have to 

take the more difficult or harder path. What I am telling you is that you should 

always understand the ramifications of what you are doing before you are doing it. 

I cannot ask more of you than to carefully consider what you are going to do 

before you go ahead and do it. Sometimes it is best to wait a day or two so that you 
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avoid doing things on impulse. Sometimes things should really good today but 

much less attractive after you have had a little while to really think about it. 

(Anyone who has purchased a time share will attest to that!) 

If someone is trying to get you to make a commitment right this minute, then 

be wary. Always think about how it will affect you today as well as tomorrow. Will 

you always make the right choices? Of course not. We are all human and we all 

make mistakes. Even after we take the time to think about them first. 

But the intent should not be to be perfect. We all need to take risks from 

time to time and not all decisions are going to be the right ones. But instead, let us 

ask ourselves that one simple question that will guide towards making that right 

decision most of the time. 

I have saved one of the best things for last and hopefully you will agree with 

me and make that question part of your decision making process from this point 

forward. 
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Resources 
 

In case you might have developed an interest in some of the topics or 

techniques in this book, here are a few resources that we can recommend to help 

you learn more and become even more successful: 

 

More from David V. Peters:   https://www.davidvpeters.com 

 

Communication & Soft Skills Training:  https://www.infowhse.com 

 

Covert Affiliate Profits   https://www.covertaffiliateprofits.com 

 

Listening Skills     Click Here! 

 

The Success Solution    Click Here! 

 

Time Management Skills    Click Here! 

 

Dealing with the Reality of Perception  Click Here! 

 

Observation Selling    Click Here! 

https://www.davidvpeters.com/
https://www.infowhse.com/
https://www.covertaffiliateprofits.com/
https://amzn.to/3NH67Gd
https://amzn.to/3NIcQjc
https://amzn.to/3OavboD
https://amzn.to/3O65K7Y
https://amzn.to/39fhAhj

